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PREFACE

The ECN Workshop on the Role of Modular High Temperature
Reactors in the Netherlands was held on 30 November and 1
December 1994 at ECN, Petten. About one and a half years before this
date, ECN launched a major effort on high temperature reactors, after
evaluations of innovative reactor types in general. In the framework of
the Dutch PINK-programme (Programme to Intensify our Nuclear
Competence), apart from ECN, also the engineering firm NUCON, the
electric utility research institute KEMA and the interfaculty reactor
institute of the Delft University of Technology IRI have made research
efforts on the HTR area.jThis workshop included the first presentation
of Dutch results on HTR R&D before an international audience of
HTR experts. Topics were risk- and safety analysis, reactor physics,
fuel chemistry, thermodynamic cycles and helium turbines, human
factors, non-proliferation, and market potential. Additional papers were
presented by the Dutch nuclear regulatory authority KfD and the
American Gas Cooled Reactor Associates, the world's only "future
user's club" of HTR. The workshop was completed by an overview
paper by the spiritual father of the pebble bed reactor, Prof. R.
Schuiten.

At the occasion of this workshop two IAEA meetings were held in
Petten. Firstly, the Technical Committee Meeting "Development Status
of Modular HTRs and their Future Role" was held from 28 to 30
November 1994. Secondly, the 12th Meeting of the IAEA's
International Working Group on Gas-Cooled Reactors (IWGGCR) was
held on the 2nd of December 1994. Participants from eleven countries
attended these two meeting and the workshop.
The proceedings of the IAEA-TCM are published in the ECN report
ECN-R--95-026.

These proceedings will be given a wide distribution in order that the
HTR may receive renewed attention in the different countries.

On behalf of the organizing committee
A. I. van Heek
H.Th. Klippel
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STATUS OF THE HTR-PROGRAMME IN THE NETHERLANDS

A.I. van Heek
ECN, Netherlands Energy Research Foundation
P.O. Box 1, 1755 ZG Petten, The Netherlands

The Dutch High Temperature Reactor (HTR) programme is very young compared to other
national HTR programmes. It has been started only in 1993. Before, familiarizing
activities have been performed in the framework of the PINK-programme and the
Dossier'93.

PINK (Programme to Intensify Nuclear Knowledge) is a programme sponsored by the
Ministry of Economic Affairs to maintain and intensify the Dutch nuclear expertise during
the long period of absence of construction of new nuclear capacity. It started in 1990 as a
four year programme with five partners:
o ECN, the Netherlands Energy Research Foundation
o GKN, the Dodewaard nuclear power plant
o IRI, the Interfaculty Reactor Institute of the Delft University of Technology
o KEMA, the research institute of the Dutch electricity utilities
o NUCON, the nuclear engineering company.

The total PINK programme had a size of 108 person-year, with 50% funded by the
Ministry of Economic Affairs. The programme had the following structure:
o Comparison of advanced reactors
o Participation in the SBWR programme of General Electric and in a European

consortium for future development of the German HTR-Module
o Software development
o Education and training.
In 1994, the programme has been prolonged for three years, and been slightly adapted.
The owner of the Borssele nuclear power station, EPZ, became an additional partner.
Moreover, development of the HTR became a separate sub-programme.

The Dossier'93 is a set of studies on different reactor types and their suitability for
construction in the Netherlands. In total 19 designs have been studied, divided in four
groups:
- presently available,
- evolutionary,
- advanced and
- innovative.
The HTR designs of Siemens and General Atomics had been placed in the last group.

The positive results on HTR in these two programmes, plus the sudden interest from the
political side in "inherently safe" reactors set the scene for the actual start of the Dutch
HTR programme.
HTR now has it's own sub-programme in the PINK-programme, and ECN has launched



an own additional effort on HTR.

But why start an effort on HTR in 1993?
Internationally, the status of HTR development was not very good. There was (and is) no
HTR in operation (although two under construction), three prototypes had been shut down,
one main industrial driving force, Siemens, just quit the HTR development, while another,
the American MHTGR programme, led by General Atomics, was endangered by the new
Clinton government stance towards advanced reactors. A European cooperation led by
Siemens, aiming to continue development of the Siemens HTR-M with funding of the
European Union, failed. Moreover, in the Netherlands there was virtually no experience
with gas-cooled reactor technology. Therefore, some good reasons were needed to start the
HTR programme in Holland.

Firstly, at present there is no societal support for nuclear energy in the Netherlands (as
well as in the major part of Europe). The modular HTR possesses the potential to change
this by its inherent safety characteristics.
Secondly, nuclear power has an economics problem, especially the advanced and
innovative designs. HTR possesses the potential to solve this, by a radically different
economic approach [1].
Finally, the modular HTR could have a superior environmental impact, by its numerous
applications beyond pure electricity generation.
In 1994, the international status of HTR improved. The starting of the Dutch programme
seemed to have a positive impact. The European effort, now led by the Dutch PINK
consortium, still had a result: HTR became a Concerted Action in the Fourth Framework
Programme of the European Union. Also, the U.S. American programme survived the
attacks of the new Clinton administration.

Four Dutch institutions and companies are currently working on HTR-development with a
total budget of about three million Dutch guilders per year. The largest part is done by
ECN, having an autonomous HTR programme besides the PINK effort. The HTR work of
IRI has a more scientific character. Engineering aspects have been taken up by NUCON
Nuclear Technology from Amsterdam and KEMA from Arnhem.
In 1994, familiarization studies have been done on the main HTR designs and several
generic topics have been covered. No specific design has been chosen up till now. The
WHITE Reactor (Widely applicable High TEmperature Reactor) Integral Programme has
been formulated in co-operation with the Ministry of Economic Affairs, describing the
Dutch HTR Development activities and plans. For the different institutions and companies
the following topics [2] were included:
ECN:
• general safety evaluations of the main HTR designs.
• installation of and gaining experience with neutron physical and thermal-hydraulic

computer codes for gas-cooled reactor applications (WIMS-E, MCNP, MORECA,
THATCH, VSOP, PANTHER).

• calculations and experiments on fuel stability: interactions of oxygen and fission
products with the main HTR designs in comparison with LWR and fossil fueled
alternatives.

• an assessment of non-proliferation aspects of HTR.



NUCON:
• assessment of helium turbine technology with the GT-MHR of General Atomics as a

basis.
KEMA:
• a cycle efficiency optimization study of the Siemens HTR-M with helium turbine.
• a study on man-machine interface aspects of multi-module HTR plants.

IRI and ECN have been participating in the IAEA Coordinated Research Programme on
the PROTEUS experiment in Villigen, Switzerland.
Future efforts include more generic topics, like HTR pressure vessels (ECN and NUCON),
HTR-specific aspects of nuclear waste (ECN) and containments (KEMA). The efforts on
fuel stability, helium turbines and the PROTEUS experiment will be continued.

Most important, first efforts towards a "Dutch" conceptual design will be made. The plan
is to compose and optimize a modular HTR design, best suited to Dutch development and
marketing circumstances, of components of existing designs, always keeping in mind the
costs of development and market introduction. The step from the academic-scientific
environment of the HTR development into a commercial market environment will have to
be made. This will be possible only with user interest and international cooperation.

References:

[1] A.I. van Heek, ENC '94, Lyon, France, 2-6 October 1994.
[2] See separate reports on these topics in the "ECN Workshop on Modular HTR in

the Netherlands", Petten, The Netherlands, 30 November - 1 December 1994.
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SAFETY ANALYSIS ON HTR

H.A. Roodbergen and H.M. van Rij

ECN, Netherlands Energy Research Foundation
P.O. Box 1, 1755 ZG Petten, The Netherlands

1. INTRODUCTION

In 1993 the High Temperature Reactors (HTR) Program was started at ECN. The HTR is
seen as the innovative reactor type with both the highest degree of safety and the greatest
chance of realization in the medium term.

The objective of the HTR program is to develop a Dutch modified design for a HTR. In
the thermal hydraulic part of the HTP. program safety analysis in the form of core
transient and heat-up scenarios wül be carried out with selected codes for the modified
Dutch HTR design.

The procedure to be followed for the safety analysis is as follows. Firstly a selection of
suitable codes must be made. For this purpose two widely applied Light Water Reactor
codes RELAP5 and MELCOR were evaluated with respect to their suitability to analyze
the thermal hydraulic aspects of a HTR. At the same time three typical HTR codes
(MORECA, THATCH and VSOP) have been evaluated with respect to their applicability
for the American and German HTR concepts. Following the code selection process, the
existing American and German HTR concepts will be analyzed in order to gain experience
with respect to the detailed HTR designs and use of the codes. Finally the modified Dutch
design will be analysed making use of the experience gained by analyzing the American
and German designs.

The outcome of the code selection activity has been described in a draft code selection
report. It is concluded that the LWR codes RELAP5 and MELCOR do not calculate two-
dimensional heat conduction, so they are not suitable for HTR core analysis.
The American MHTGR (Modular High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor) with fuel blocks
can be analyzed with the MORECA or THATCH code (from ORNL and BNL respective-
ly), and the German HTR-M (High Temperature Reactor Module) design with fuel balls
can be analyzed with VSOP (THERMDC) from KFA (Jiilich).

2. CODE SELECTION

In Table 1 and Table 2 the selected computercodes and their possibilities to analyse the
thermal hydraulic ascpects of HTR are shown. Two widely used Light Water Reactor
codes RELAP5 and MELCOR were investigated, and also three typical codes for
gascooled reactors have been added. The requirements in the first column are per
computer-code answered by Y(es) or N(o) in the comparison matrix. The requirements to
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be investigated fot the American MHTGR are:
- more dimensional quasi homogeneous thermal conduction through the whole core,
- 1-dimensional quasi homogeneous forced flow through the channels in the fuel blocks,
- natural flow through the core and in the bypass,
- radiation from the core to the vessel and then to the RCCS-panels,
- natural flow in the reactor cavity,
- the reactor physical processes.

For the American MHTGR with prismatic fuel blocks (table 1) can be concluded that the
MORECA and the THATCH-code are the two suitabled codes; the only drawback is the
availibility of only point kinetics in both the codes. As an extra the MORECA-code
possesses three-dimensional thermal conduction in the core. The peripheral direction is
here the extra one.
The two LWR-codes can not be used because they have no possibility for more dimensio-
nal thermal conduction in the reactor core.

In the case of the German HTR-M with a pebble bed core (table 2) MORECA and
THATCH can not be used because they can not calculate the homogeneous flow through
the fuel balls bed.
The two LWR-codes are also not suitable because the earlier mentioned lack of more
dimensional thermal conduction and also because the difficulties with more dimensional
forced flow through the fuel balls bed.
The THERMIX- and VSOP-codes can be used to analyse a HTR-M type. The VSOP-code
can analyse two-dimensional reactor physical processes. THERMIX has the same
possibilities as VSOP but only for the after scram situation as THERMIX does not include
reactor physical processes.

3. MORECA ANALYSES

The MORECA code developed by ORNL has been used so far to analyze the American
MHTGR design (350 and 450 MWJ. As there is no user manual at present most of the
information concerning coefficients and parameters have been deducted from the available
MORECA data-base and source-code. Two MHTGR accident scenarios have been
analyzed and compared with results as obtained by ORNL using the same code. These
scenarios concern a loss of forced convection followed by a possible scram and eventually
depressurization. The influence of the scenarios on core/fuel temperature, reactor vessel
temperature, shutdown cooling system (SCS) and reactor cavity cooling system (RCCS)
have been studied.

Figure 1 shows the very well known picture of the MHTGR with its passive reactor cavity
cooling system. High-pressure helium is driven downward through cooling channels into
the annular core by a single motor-driven main circulator. A smaller capacity circula-
tor/heat exchanger loop, the Shutdown Cooling System (SCS), is located within the steel
reactor vessel. In this picture the steam generator is omitted. In cases for which neither the
main nor the SCS loop is available, afterheat is removed by a passive, safety-grade air-
cooled reactor cavity cooling system (RCCS), which consists of cold downcomers and hot
risers, surrounding completely the reactor vessel. The inlet openings of the I/O structures
supply cold outside air, and the outlet openings facilitate the exhaust of hot air back to the
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atmosphere. Instead of using a conventional sealed containment building, the reactor is
housed in an underground silo with a vented, moderate-leakage reactor building above.
When the normal heat rejection system is unavailable, for instance during a loss of coolant
flow, the MHTGR has the capability to reject decay and residual heat passively by
conduction, natural convection, and radiation from the reactor core to the ultimate heat
sink - the atmosphere. The method proposed is referred to as the Reactor Cavity Cooling
System (RCCS) and makes use of an uninsulated reactor vessel located in an enclosed
cavity. The cavity walls are lined with cooling panels that allow outside air to flow in and
out in an open once-through natural circulation loop. The RCCS panels completely enclose
the reactor vessel, and they form radiation cavities that trap essentially all the incident
radiation. The physical attributes of the system are based on use of simple, robust metallic
parts and include multiple flow paths and redundant heat removal capacity.

As shown in Figure 2 the heat removal takes place first by transferring heat from the
reactor core to the vessel by conduction, radiation and natural convection. Second, heat is
transferred from the uninsulated vessel to the cooling panels mainly by radiation from the
hot vessel surface to the relatively cold panel surface, and to a smaller extend by natural
convection of the enclosed cavity air. Third, heat is transported and rejected to the
atmosphere by buoyancy-driven natural circulation of outside air through the cooling
panels. The system functions at all times and does not rely on any active component or
operator action. The primary objective of the passive RCCS is to maintain the structural
integrity of the reactor vessel in a completely passive manner by limiting the peak vessel
temperature to 427°C (800°F) in an off-normal situation when the vessel is maintained at
its operating pressure.
If the vessel is depressurized, the limiting temperature is 482°C (900°F). Because there is
no natural circulation in the depressurized case the peak vessel temperature becomes
higher than in the pressurized case.
These limits are based on the metallurgy of the vessel, and they are consistent with fuel
temperature damage limit of 1600°C (2900°F).

The MORECA analyses are focussed on the MHTGR with a thermal power of 350
per module. The updated MORECA-2 code has as additional features the possibility to be
used on an interactive workstation and the option for studying anticipated transients
without scram (ATWS) events.
Detailed thermal hydraulic models for the 3-D reactor core, the reactor vessel, the
Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) and the Reactor Cavity Cooling System (RCCS) are
implemented in the MORECA-code. The three-dimensional core model uses one node
each for the 66 fuel and 139 reflector elements in each of the 14 axial regions. This
detailed core representation allows for detailed investigations of azimuthal temperature
asymmetries in addition to axial and radial profiles. Variable core thermal properties are
computed functions of temperature and are dependent on orientation and radiation damage.
The steam generator and balance of the nuclear plant are currently not modelled.
The primary coolant flow models cover the full ranges expected in both normal operation
and accidents including a pressurized and depressurized primary system with forced and
natural up- and downflow circulation and with turbulent, transition and laminar flow
regimes. The primary loop pressure calculations consider variable inventory, due to
depressurization actions, and loop temperature changes and uses a simplified model of the
steam generator cavity gas temperatures.
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The two reference cases from ORNL for a loss of forced convection accident with scram,
depressurized and pressurized, are shown in Figure 3. The results from ECN analyses are
indicated with a dotted line. The maximum core/fuel temperature, the average core
temperature and the vessel temperature are drawn as a function of time.
It can be concluded that the ECN calculations are in good agreemnet with the ORNL
results. However, for the pressurized case the vessel temperature in the ECN analysis is
some 40°C too high. Because there is hardly any natural circulation in the reactor vessel
in the depressurized case, the maximum core temperature will be just below 1500°C,
which is high compared to 1200°C in the pressurized case. The maximum vessel tempera-
ture is for both the depressurized and the pressurized loss of forced convection accident
approximately the same: 500°C. The difference between the ECN and ORNL calculations
in the beginning up to twenty hours is caused by different initial conditions.

In Figures 4 to 10 the results of the ECN analyses are shown together with the ORNL
results for the cases of loss of forced convection, both pressurized and depressurized, and
in the mode Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS). The peak fuel temperatures
become higher than in the previous cases with scram: i.e. 1680°C and 1730°C for the
pressurized and the depressurized case, respectively. The peak vessel temperatures are
some 50°C higher than in the scrammed case: about 550°C for both the pressurized and
the depressurized scenario. Under depressurized conditions and in case of ruptures there is
a minimal driving force for transport of the radionuclides to the environment

In the depressurized ATWS-LOFC (Loss-of-Forced Cooling) reference case (fig.4), it is
assumed that at the start of the accident, all forced circulation is stopped, the primary
system undergoes a rapid depressurization, and no control or scram rod action occurs.
Recriticality occurs after about 44 h because of the decay of the Xenon, and the peak fuel
temperature exceeds the 1600°C limit in somewhat less than 3 days. Some fuel failure will
be expected; however, with the system depressurized, minimal driving force for transport
of radionuclides to the environment would exist. The ECN values coincide with the ORNL
values. Clearly is seen the recriticality by Xenon around 44 h.

The predicted peak vessel temperature in the depressurized case by ORNL (fig.5) is only a
few degrees higher than the ASME code limit of 538°C for depressurized LOFC accidents.
The ECN calculational results are some 25°C higher than the ORNL values. It must be
concluded that some difference exists between the computer codes used by ORNL and
ECN.
Within 20 h the power is reduced to 2 MW (fig 6). After the recriticality at 44 h the
power increases again to 3 MW and then diminishes to 2 MW at 140 h. The ECN and
ORNL values coincide.

For the pressurized ATWS-LOFC reference case (fig. 7) the maximum fuel temperature is
shown. The peak fuel temperature stays below the limit for the first 2 days. A small diffe-
rence between ORNL and ECN temperature exists. At 42 h a sharp increase in tempe-
rature due to recriticality by Xenon decay occurs and the temperature limit of 1600°C is
exceeded.

Also the influence of the recriticality can be clearly seen around 45 h in fig. 8, where the
maximum vessel temperature is given as function of time.
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Between the ECN and the ORNL temperatures exist a rather large temperature difference,
probably there exist a difference in computer codes used.

The power distribution in the pressurized LOFC accident accompanied by anticipated
transient without scram versus the time is shown in Fig. 9. Recriticality occurs at .42 h
and depressurization takes place at 90 h or 96 h for the ECN and ORNL calculation
respectively. Besides the depressurization time there is an exact agreement between the
results of the two calculations.

In the pressurized case with ATWS and LOFC (fig. 10) a depressurization after 4 d or 96
h occurs in the ORNL calculation and after 91 h in the ECN analysis, because the pressure
exceeds the 7.18 MPa (1041 psia) setting for the pressure relief valves. This depressuriza-
tion provides a significant driving force for any radionuclides present in the primary
system, which might be present as a result of fuel failures that may have occurred because
of the sustained high fuel temperatures.

Conclusion:
It can be concluded that the ECN calculations are in good agreement with the ORNL
results. Differences in the results are caused by different initial conditions and by some
difference in the computercodes.

4. OTHER COMPUTER CODES

The THATCH code from BNL and the VSOP code from ICFA have recently been
installed.
In 1995 safety analyses for the American and the German HTR design will be performed
using THATCH and VSOP.
After sufficient experience is obtained from the different HTR codes for the existing
American and German designs, safety analyses will be performed for the modified Dutch
HTR design in the 1995/1996 period.

5. PLANNED ACTIVITIES

The activities within the section Process Analysis for the forthcoming period will be
performed in three phases.
Phase 1 comprises:
1. Preparation of a Methodology Plan,
2. Installation and testing of the computer codes MORECA, THATCH and VSOP

(THERMIX),
3. Selection of computer codes for HTR-M and MHTGR and
4. Reporting of code selection.

In the second phase the following activities are foreseen:
5. Preparing the input decks for the selected codes for the HTR-M and the MHTGR,
6. For three representive accident scenarios analysis will be performed and compared to

results from reactor designers:
a. loss of heat transfer system (HTS), shutdown cooling system (SCS) and offsite power
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b. primary coolant leak without HTS and SCS cooling
c. pressurized conduction cooldown without reactor trip.

(The scenarios a. and b. belong to the category Design Basis Events (DBEs), and
scenario c. is an Emergency Planning Basis Event (EPBE)).

7. Reporting of the activities in phase 2.
8. Preparing of Plant Data Reports for the HTR-M and the MHTGR modified Dutch

design.

Phase three consists of:
9. Preparing the input deck for the modified design,
10. Performing the accident analyses for the modified design,
11. Reporting the activities from the third phase.

KEACTOR
VESSEL

CORE

INTAKE/EXHAUST
STRUCTURE

EXHAUST DUCT

AIR COOLING PANELS

Fig. 1. Passive Reactor Cooling System for MHTGR
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Fig. 2b. MHTGR Depressurized Conduction Cooldown Heat Flow Path
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Fig. 4. Depressurized loss of forced circulation accident accompanied by anticipated
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Fig. 5. Depressurized loss of forced circulation accident accompanied by anticipated
transient without scram, maximum vessel temperature versus time.
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Economics, market potential and C02 reduction of the modular HTR

P. Lako, A. Stoffer, M. Beeldman

ECN Policy Studies, PO Box 1,1755 ZG Petten, Netherlands

Abstract

The modular HTR is considered as an interesting power generation option in the Netherlands.
Therefore the economic merits of the HTR compared to the LWR need investigation. Results
of such an analysis are presented. Also the economic competition between the HTR and coal
and gas fired power plants is analysed under various fuel prices. The last topic is the CO2

reduction potential of the HTR in competition with fossil fired power. The results can be used
as an indication of the market potential of the HTR.

Introduction

The modular High-Temperature Reactor (HTR) has very fabourable safety characteristics,
such as a fuel concept warranting resistance against high fuel temperatures. For that reason a
modular HTR could become an interesting power generation option for the Netherlands. From
economical and environmental considerations the following questions are posed:

Will a multi-unit HTR be competitive to a large LWR?
Will an HTR be economically competitive to coal or gas fired power generation?
Will the HTR be able to contribute to a national CO2 reduction policy?

The currency is NLG of the year 1993 (1 US$ = NLG 1.75), interest rate is 5 percent.

HTR versus LWR

For an economic appraisal of the HTR in competition with an LWR, we assume that:
The start-up year for LWR and HTR plants is 2010.
The LWR is a 1300 MWe PWR (Konvoi), as built in Germany.
The HTR is a 4x200 MWe plant, based on a General Atomics design: 4x450 MWth
with indirect helium cycle (generating efficiency 44.8 percent).
Economic lifetime is 30 years.
Load factor is 75 percent.

There is limited experience with predecessors of the modular HTR, notably the 300 MWe
demonstration HTRs built in Germany and the USA. Here we focus on the aforementioned
HTR design, because a recent report of GCRA (Gas-Cooled Reactor Associates) [1] proved to
be quite specific with respect to costs. However, some multi-unit HTR-M design (Siemens)
might have about the same economic characteristics.

An nth-of-a-kind 4x200 MWe HTR is used as reference. It is questionable whether a modular
HTR will be commercially available in 2010. However, the economic appraisal and the year
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2010 are only instrumental to the assessment of relative costs of various power plant types in
the beginning of the next century.

In the following we report investment costs, operation and maintenance costs, fuel cycle costs,
decommissioning costs, and the resulting total generation costs for LWR and HTR.

Investment
Figure 1 shows investment costs estimations per unit installed power, for LWR and HTR. On
the left our 'low' and 'high' investment cost estimations are presented, and on the right
GCRA's estimations for the US HTR designs and another for the German HTR-M [2].

NLG/kWe
7000

6000

5000

4000

3000

2000

1000

LWR low HTR high HTRGT/DC HTR GT/IC
LWR high HTR low HTRSC HTR-M

0 Construction Q Interest j ^ First core

Figure 1 Various investment cost estimations for LWRs and HTRs, reported here and
elsewhere'

1 The GCRA multi-unit designs are: GT/DC = Gas Turbine Direct Cycle, SC = Steam Cycle, GT/IC = Gas

Turbine/Indirect Cycle; the HTR-M design has a rated power of 6x80 MWe.

Low LWR investment costs refer to a 1000 MWe PWR from a Motor Columbus report [3] for
the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs. This level is representative of Konvoi, a standard
1300 MWe PWR in Germany [4]. Because of its low power rating the HTR has higher
investment costs than an LWR. High investment costs reflect stringent safety requirements.
Margins between low and high are 15 percent for the LWR and 25 percent for the HTR.

Low HTR investment costs are marginally higher than those estimated by GCRA for the same
HTR design (General Atomics) with indirect gas turbine cycle. High HTR investment costs
are about equal to those of a 6x80 MWe HTR-M design (Siemens). Low and high HTR
investment costs cover the spectrum of cost estimations from different origin.
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Operation and maintenance
Operation and maintenance costs for LWR and HTR are attributed to:

Operation and maintenance personnel.
Equipment and materials.
Insurance costs.
Other costs (such as replacement of graphite blocks for the HTR).

In the USA the average staff for a 1000 MWe LWR is about 1100 [5]. In Germany the
corresponding figure is 300 [3]. The GCRA number for the staff of a 4x200 MWe HTR is
250. For a 2x80 MWe HTR-M the staff number is 100 [6]. We suppose the staff for a 4x200
MWe HTR to be 360 people (90 per module). This is equal to 0.45/MWe, the same average
number of personnel per MWe installed as for 640 MWe German LWRs [3].

Maintenance costs (personnel costs excluded) of US and German LWRs are approximately
equivalent: about NLG 50-60/kWe/yr (= $28/kWe/yr) [3] [7] [8]. For a 4x200 HTR we
assume a figure of NLG 40/kWe/yr ($ 22/kWe/yr) could be achieved with growing
experience.

Insurance cost estimations are based on costs for nuclear liability (for LWRs), fire insurance,
and insurance of equipment [9]. It proves that total insurance costs are some NLG 30/kWe/yr,
which is higher than some estimations, such as in the GCRA report. From our analysis it can
be concluded that total operation and maitenance costs for LWR and HTR could be of the
same order of magnitude, as illustrated by Figure 2.

NLG/kWe/yr
200

US LWR LWR 'low LWR 'high' HTR 'low1 HTR 'high' MHTGR (GCRA)

[\] Personnel Q Repairs & maint. [§] Insurance Q Others

Figure 2 Comparison of various O&M cost estimations for LWRs and HTRs
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Nuclear fuel cycle
Nuclear fuel cycle costs for the HTR are:

Mining and conversion into UF6.
Enrichment of SSU from 0.71 % to 19.9%.
Fuel fabrication.
Transport of spent fuel elements to a repository.
'Fuel-rod pushout', by which fuel is separated from graphite.
Permanent disposal of radioactive waste in a repository (for instance a salt dome).

For an LWR reprocessing of spent fuel is considered. Figure 3 shows fuel cycle costs for
LWR and HTR. Despite differences in cost items, total fuel costs could be roughly equal.

et/kWh
3

2,5

1,5

0,5
WZ/7A

www

\V\\N\\\\W\\

LWR HTR

[\] Mining and milling Q] Conversion ^ j Enrichment Q Fuel fabrication

B Spent fuel transport [§] Fuel processing Q ] Transport of HLW • Waste disposal

Figure 3 Equilibrium fuel cycle costs, 1300 MWe LWR and 4x200 MWe HTR'

1 Fuel processing is reprocessing for LWR fuel, and fuel-rod pushout for HTR fuel.

Decommissioning
Decommissioning costs mainly depend on rated power. The lowest costs are attributed to
decommissioning of LWRs in Sweden: NLG 300/kWe [10]. High costs are encountered in
decommissioning of the 185 MWe PWR Yankee Rowe (USA): NLG 2400/kWe [11].
Complete decommissioning of demonstration HTRs is costly, due to their prestressed concrete
pressure vessels; they vary from $ 124 million (NLG 700/kWe) for the 330 MWe Fort
St. Vrain reactor [12] to DM 500 million (NLG 2000/kWe) for the 300 MWe THTR
(Germany) [13]. Here we assume decommissioning costs to be NLG 400/kWe for a 1300
MWe LWR, and NLG 1200/kWe for a 4x200 MWe HTR [6]. These costs have to be
discounted to the year of start-up.
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Summary
In Figure 4 total generating costs for LWR and HTR are presented. It proves that investment
costs and decommissioning costs are higher for the HTR than for an LWR.

Only n^-of-a-kind plants have been considered. Development, prototype and demonstration
plants will certainly require large investments. However, if a particular HTR design could be
made profitable, these costs could prove to be affordable.

et/kWh
12

10

LWR'low1 LWR'high' HTR'low' HTR'high'

L\] Investment Q Decommissioning ^ Operation & maint.

HTR-M 6x80 MWe

Fuel cycle

Figure 4 Generation costs, 1300 MWe LWR and various multi-unit HTR designs

HTR versus coal and gas fired power

The second topic of this article is the competitiveness of the HTR compared to coal and gas
fired power plants. It is evident that the development of fossil fuel prices is of particular
importance. The competing fossil fuel fired power plants considered are a gas fired combined
cycle plant (STAG) and an integrated coal gasification combined cycle plant (IGCC).

Because of the large influence of fossil fuel prices on generation costs, we chose two fuel
price scenarios: one based on the lower end of recent fuel price estimations of the Ministry of
Economic Affairs, another one based on steadily rising fossil fuel prices, ending up in more
stable prices at the end of the period considered. In this high fuel price scenario aspects like
supply side production costs, primary energy demand developments and demand side energy
efficiency improvements are taken into account. Uranium prices are assumed to rise from the
year 2010 with an annual growth rate of 1.5 percent, starting at 40$/kgU (low scenario) and
80$/kgU (high scenario). The development of fossil fuel prices is illustrated by the Figures 5
and 6. Presented prices are without energy or environmental taxes.
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Another important factor contributing to the level of generation costs of fossil fuel fired power
plants is the degree of optimism with respect to the investment and operation and maintenance
costs. As for the HTR and LWR we estimated for the STAG as well as for the IGCC power
plant low and high investment cost levels. For the IGCC power plant we assumed a
compounded learning and scale effect of 20-35 percent compared to the recently
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commissioned 250 Mwe demonstration plant at Buggenum.

In the Figures 7 and 8 the development of the generation costs of the HTR, LWR, IGCC and
STAG under low fuel prices is illustrated. The Figures 9 and 10 show results for high fuel
prices.

2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040

Figure 7 Generation costs (low fuel prices, high investment costs)
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Figure 8 Generation costs (low fuel prices, low investment costs)
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Figure 9 Generation costs (high fuel prices, high investment costs)
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Figure 10 Generation costs (high fuel prices, low investment costs)

From these figures it can be concluded that:

Nuclear power plants - HTR as well as LWR - will become economically competitive with
gas or coal fired power generation in the case of at least a doubling of natural gas prices and at
least a 50 percent increase of coal prices.
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HTR and C02 reduction policy

The third topic is related to the global warming effect of CO2 emissions from fossil fuel
combustion and deforestation. As nuclear power plants do not have direct CO2 emissions, and
as they have relatively low indirect CO2 emissions [14], substitution of LWRs or HTRs for
fossil fuel fired power plants can help to reduce CO2 emissions.

To account for CO2 emissions, a dynamic model of the Dutch energy system is used, the
internationally applied MARKAL model (MARKet ALlocation). This model enables a cost
effective allocation of technologies over time, taking into account technology costs, fuel
prices, and CO2 emission constraints within a national framework. Not only supply side
technologies, but also numerous demand side (conservation) technologies are considered
simultaneously.

If fossil fuel prices are steadily rising, LWR and HTR are marginally competitive with coal
and gas fired power. However, if a mere 20% CO2 reduction constraint is added, the LWR
will be introduced as a CO2 reduction option in 2030, as shown in Figure 11.

Benefit/cost ratio
1,2

0,8 {£
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0,2
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LWR

2020

HTR
power only
• - - • A - - -

2025

HTR
industrial cogen.

0

2030

HTR
district heating

2035 2040

Figure 11 Benefit/cost ratio of LWR and HTRs under a 20% CO2 reduction constraint

The benefit/cost ratio of a particular technology represents the ratio of the marginal value of
the outputs and costs of a technology in a specific year. If the ratio is one, it will be
introduced; if it is less than one, the technology is not (yet) competitive. From Figure 11 it can
be concluded that the HTR for power generation will not be introduced as a CO2 reduction
option, as the benefits/costs ratio remains at the level of 0.94.

The HTR for industrial cogeneration is introduced at 40% CO2 reduction, and the HTR for
district heating at 50% CO2 reduction. For all types of nuclear reactors a cumulative constraint
of 24 GWe in 2040 was added. HTRs for combined heat and power production (CHP)
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effectuate a larger C02 reduction per kWe installed than the other nuclear options. However,
they are introduced before the capacity bound becomes limiting.

Figure 12 is illustrative of the potential role of the LWR and HTRs at a very stringent CO2

reduction level. The LWR has the largest market share, followed by HTRs for industrial
cogeneration and for district heating. HTRs seem to be more appropriate for combined heat
and power production than for power generation only.

GWe
20

2000 2010 2020

LWR • HTR industrial cog.

2030

HTR district heating

2040

Figure 12 Capacities of LWR and HTRs under a 60% CO2 reduction constraint

The following gives some background to Figure 12:

It is presumed that nuclear power is an acceptable power generation option.
Alternative CO2 reduction options, such as CO2 seperation and disposal (in depleted
gas reservoirs), a technology which could be applied to coal or gas fired power
generation, have not been considered.
The specific economic market potentials for different HTRs (industrial cogeneration,
district heating) still have to be evaluated.

Conclusions

Power generation costs of modular HTRs could be slightly higher than for LWRs, due
to higher investment costs and higher decommissioning costs.
Economic competition with coal and gas fired power requires at least a doubling of
natural gas prices and at least a 50 percent increase of coal prices.
If a CO2 reduction policy is implemented, HTRs for combined heat and power
production are introduced as a CO2 reduction option at 40-50% CO2 reduction,
whereas LWRs is introduced at 20% CO2 reduction.
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ABSTRACT

Although the High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor (HTGR) has been around for quite
some time, it is one of the so called "third generation" or "innovative" reactor concepts
currently under development. Within the Netherlands' government sponsored Programme
for maintenance and Intensification of Nuclear Knowledge (PINK) it was felt that the
expertise gained in the past with gas turbines, especially with respect to HTGR
applications, should be used as a basis for present developments of helium turbines for this
specific application.
This paper is based on the results of a study performed within PINK, and contains an
introduction to the field of gas turbines as well as a concise summary of past and present
expertise concerning helium turbines to facilitate a just assessment of present HTGR
developments.
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1 High Temperature Gas cooled Reactors

A HTGR is a graphite moderated helium cooled nuclear reactor. There are several aspects
thai make the HTGR the most promising innovative reactor concept: inert, single phase
coolant, ceramicly coated nuclear fuel that retains fission products up to high temperatures
(the silicon carbide coating presently applied docs not degrade up to temperatures around
1800 to 2000°C), large heat capacity with long thermal response times and high
temperature stability. The latter features, together with a negative temperature coefficient,
help keep the maximum fuel temperature below the fuel design temperature (1600°C) under
all circumstances, resulting in a safer reactor of which it is claimed that it has no residual
risk.

The helium gas heated in the reactor can be utilized to produce energy indirectly by
transferring the heat to a secondary medium (water, nitrogen or carbon dioxide) which can
be used to supply process heat or to drive a turbine, or directly by use of a helium turbine
or .
When using a secondary water/steam Rankine cycle the maximum temperature is dictated
by the maximum allowable temperature of the pressure retaining steel parts in the steam
generator, generally limited to about 540°C with the use of conventional materials. The
potential efficiency of the Rankine cycle depends on the maximal attainable temperature.
The use of materials with a higher temperature resistance could facilitate higher operating
temperatures but these materials impose financial and practical problems too large to make
this option economical at present.
Higher temperatures are achievable in the reactor and in the concentric helium ducts
carrying the helium from the reactor to the steam generator or turbine and back. Without
steam generator limitations, reactor outlet temperatures of up to 950°C are achievable with
conventional materials, making higher efficiencies possible
In a closed Brayton cycle utilizing a helium gas turbine (no steamgenerator), the critical
metallic parts subjected to the high temperature and pressure arc those in the gas turbine
and the ducting towards it, allowing temperatures of up to 850°C. This higher maximum
operating temperature (compared to the Rankine cycie) increases the potential for higher
efficiencies [2].

This paper will focus on the specific type of gas turbine required a direct cycle; the
helium gas turbine.
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2 The direct cycle

The direct cycle or Brayton cycle typically consists of a primary helium cycle with a
helium gas turbine. Turbine exhaust heat is utilized by means of a recuperator and the
coolers complete the cycle.
A flow diagram given in figure 1 shows a typical closed direct cycle.

Recuperator

Raadof

Precooier

Guturbina
Intercooler

figure 1: The direct cycle

Temperature and pressure values stated in the
various direct cycle designs vary. An indication
of approximate representative figures is given
here:

Temperature(°C)
800-900
500
120-140
20-30
100-120

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6: 500

Pressure (Bar)
60-70
26
26
26
60-70
60-70

The temperatures after the precoolcr and the compressor depend on the temperature of the
cooling medium (water) supplied to the precooier and the intercooler.

3 Closed direct cycle design considerations

Before one begins to conceptualise design options of a closed cycle, the following major
design parameters must be set:

- The primary pressure and temperature at the turbine inlet,
- ambient temperature determining cooling water conditions and thus compressor

inlet temperature.
Furthermore the efficiencies of the turbo machinery, the pressure losses of the various
apparatus and the heat exchanger effectiveness must be set [3]. In setting these design
parameters a variety of often contradictory influences must be taken into account.
The primary pressure determines the pressure level in a closed system. If the process
works far from the saturation point of the working medium the primary pressure will only
have a weak effect on the thermal efficiency of a Brayton cycle. For helium that behaves
almost as an ideal gas this is especially true. Higher pressure increases heat transfer in
most media, thus resulting in higher heat exchanger effectiveness. With increasing pressure
the size of the turbo machine blading annulus area is decreased, the size of the heat
exchangers is reduced, and overall pressure loss is reduced, it is the latter point that
benefits plant efficiency. Although higher pressures pose greater demands on design, the
choice of materials is not influenced directly as it is mainly determined by the high
temperature properties of materials. Thus higher pressure yields more compact machines.
On the negative side the reactor vessel weight increases with higher system pressure to a
point where the transportation weight limit would be reached.
The lowest process temperature (the compressor inlet temperature) is of course influenced
strongly by the temperature of the cooling water and thus in most cases by the ambient
temperature. The higher the compressor inlet temperature the more compressive work has
to be done to obtain the required pressure ratio. An increase in compressor work yields a
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decrease in net efficiency, thus colder cooling water has a positive effect on cycle
efficiency.
In a highly recuperated HTGR closed cycle turbine plant the plant net efficiency varies
with the pressure ratio, as shown in figure 2. The effect of the plant capacity is shown in
figure 3.
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Figure 2: Plant net efficiency vs. pressure
ratio.

Figure 3: Specific throughflow vs. pressure
ratio.

The optimum pressure ratio with respect to plant efficiency lies between 2.0 and 2.2, note
that larger plants/turbines have lower optimum pressure ratios. The specific mass flow
((kg/s)/MWe) through a turbine decreases with the pressure ratio (see figure 3), thus higher
pressure ratios have an advantageous effect on relative machine size. These two factors
have to be considered when deciding upon the cycle pressure ratio. There is, however, a
limiting factor to the pressure ratio in a highly recuperated cycle, namely the reactor inlet
temperature. When lowering the cycle pressure ratio the reactor inlet temperature increases
dramatically (because of the higher turbine exit / recuperator inlet temperatures). This
could necessitate the use of "exotic", temperature resistant metals for the outer duct in the
concentric pipe and the reactor vessel, which has a negative effect on the economy of the
whole installation. Therefore, the pressure ratio is usually chosen higher than the optimum
from the plant efficiency point of view to reduce reactor outlet temperature to reflect the
maximum allowable temperature in the outer duct with the use of conventional materials
and to reduce machine size. However the figure shows that there is only a small loss in
efficiency with an increase of the cycle pressure ratio to about 2.6-2.8 which is a realistic
value. With freedom from vessel and duct limitations one would have selected a point to
the left of the peak with a lower pressure ratio as this would result in a noticeable
reduction in the number of compressor and turbine stages and thus an attendant reduction
in bearing span.

3.1 Compressor gas dynamic design considerations

The choice of working fluid influences the turbo machine primarily in two ways: 1) the
number of stages for the attainment of the required compressor pressure ratio and high
efficiency, and 2) the machine size for a high-pressure closed cycle system [1].
The specific heat of helium is five times that of air, and since the stage absolute
temperature rise (pressure rise) varies inversely to the specific heat (for a given blade
speed), the absolute temperature rise per stage when running with helium will be one fifth
of that of air and this of course results in more stages being required for a helium
compressor. Large numbers of stages call for long rotors. In order to keep the rotor
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stiffness at an acceptable level the rotor radius (annulus inner radius) must be chosen as
large as possible. This, together with the high primary pressure, results in relatively small
blade heights.
In air breathing machines the Mach number of air limits the maximum possible gas
velocities. Helium however has a Mach number that is approximately three times that of
air thus permitting much higher gas velocities. At constant mass flow the pressure increase
per stage is proportional to the square of the blade speed. Therefore, in order to reduce the
number of stages, the blade speed must be chosen as high as possible commensurate with
centrifugal blade stress limits. The centrifugal blade stress is proportional to the product of
rpm2 and annulus area. For a single shaft, 50 or 60Hz. machine, the rotational speed is set
(3000 or 3600rpm respectively) and, since mass flow and pressure are also preset, the
annulus area is therefore fixed. In order to obtain high blade speeds the inner radius of the
annulus must be chosen as large as possible, the size of the turbo machinery is thus
dictated by the choice of blade speed. However the inner radius of the annulus is limited
because the blade height decreases with increasing radius in a fixed annulus area machine,
and decreasing blade heights give increasing influence of tip losses.

3.2 Turbine gas dynamic design considerations

The properties of helium influence the turbine in very much the same way as the
compressor. For a given expansion ratio the number of stages is larger than for an air
breathing machine. Highest possible blade speeds are again desirable in order to reduce the
number of stages. The most critical stress conditions occur at the first stage since the
temperatures are the highest at the turbine inlet. Although the turbine inlet temperatures
suggested for direct helium cycles (800°C-900°C) are not high when compared to those in
modern air breathing machines, the thought that the thermal stresses are accordingly
moderate is wrong! Modern air breathing turbo machines utilizing blade film cooling have
turbine inlet temperatures of up to 1300°C. With blade film cooling a cool film of air is
formed to give an insulating layer between the hot inlet gas and the blade. The maximal
actual metal temperatures for these cooled blades are limited to about 850°C in compliance
with the centrifugal and gas bending stresses in the first stages of the turbine. At reactor
outlet and thus turbine inlet temperatures of 800°C-900°C conventional materials without
film-cooling suffice. However in absence of film-cooling, the blades "sec" the actual
temperature of the inlet gases, as opposed to film-cooled air breathing machines, and the
centrifugal and gas bending stress dictated metal temperature limit still applies. If higher
reactor outlet temperatures are to be considered in the future, film cooling or the use of
other materials will be necessary for the areas that are in contact with the high
temperatures such as the first stages of the turbine and the inlet ducting.
Most of the helium turbine concepts designed have tip speeds that are conservative by
modern industrial standards, and are characterized by small blade heights. In fact helium
turbines are usually relatively small compared to an equivalent (power) air-breathing
turbine since the enthalpy drop across a helium turbine is many times greater (i.e very high
specific power).
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4 Helium turbine experience

Gas turbine expertise in general has taken a great flight since the second world war.
However, though helium turbines are essentially similar to air breathing turbines, the use
of helium as a working fluid does pose a number of differences. In order to get a better
understanding of these differences and their consequences let us take a look at past
experience. To this day only four helium turbo machines have been built.

The first helium gas turbine was built by La Fleur Enterprises in the USA as part of a
refrigeration system. The useful output of the machine was to be in the form of helium
bled from the last stage of the compressor. This stream was to be used in a low
temperature refrigeration cycle, and returned to the compressor inlet at approximately
ambient temperature and inlet pressure. This helium machine had a turbine inlet
temperature of 650°C and first ran in 1962. A helium turbo machine for a similar cycle
with an inlet temperate ie of 660°C, was built in Switzerland by Eschcr Wyss and operated
in the USA as part of a LNG cryogenic plant.

4.1 The HHT Project

The HHT project was a German government financed initiative to develop the High
temperature reactor with large Helium Turbine. It was initiated in 1972 and featured the
construction of the two test facilities EVO and HHV. Both prototypes showed operational
problems that called for extensive and complex alterations. The possible changes were
made and most of the initial problems were solved, making the project a scientific success.
It had proven the large helium turbine to be technically feasible. The economic aspects of
the turbine, however, were not quite as good as they had been portrayed at the beginning
of the project.

4.2 The EVO power generating test facility (Oberhausen II)

Within the HHT project a fossil fuelled, helium turbine cogencration plant was built. This
plant produced electricity and heat from 1974 when it was commissioned by the KWU
until 1988 when the plant was mothballed because the local gas supply for the coke oven
gas fired heater was exhausted. The turbo machinery was designed and manufactured by
GHH (see figure 4).
In order to eventually develop a single cycle incorporating both a nuclear reactor and a gas
turbine using helium as the working fluid, it was decided that it would be wise to build a
fossil fired helium driven power turbine to solve all the problems of a helium turbine
without having to worry about reactor specific problems. In order to be able to extrapolate
the experience of the Oberhausen venture, the primary pressure was set at 27 bar so that at
the lower power generation level the volumetric flow and thus the size of the turbo
machinery would be comparable to the envisaged large helium turbo machine for the HHT.
The turbo machines in Oberhausen were also made to meet the same criteria as future
larger machines. The problems encountered can be divided into three main areas [4]:
a. The long rotor gave more, and larger vibrations than predicted. In order to

guarantee a low vibration level during operation of the turbo machine, one would



wish that the resonance frequencies are conveniently far away from the rotational
operating frequencies. This appeared not to be the case in the high-pressure part of
the turbo machine, making it impossible to operate it at the design speed. In order
to maintain the rotational frequency of the generator (and thus the speed of the
low-pressure turbine) the gear ratio between the high- and low-pressure turbine
had to be changed. Also alterations were made to stiffen the rotor. This together
with the lower speed solved the vibrational problems but resulted in not being able
to attain the design output. Tests after the modifications showed that when running
at design point temperatures and pressures the turbo machine efficiency deficit was
partly caused by parts of the turbo machines blading not reaching design
efficiencies.

b. The minimum clearance between the end of the blades and the shell and between
the guide vanes and the rotor were dictated by the predicted vibrations of the rotor.
On top of that they grew during operation due to thermal expansion of the shell,
rendering far too large bypass flows.

c. The labyrinth seals and the gas seals required larger amounts of helium than was
originally expected. Also the blade foot cooling system appeared not to be "helium-
tight" giving yet another "loss" of helium.

Another problematic area was the sealing of the primary helium circuit. Although the seals
separating the oil in the bearings from the helium in the cycle worked relatively well, the
air that dissolved in the oil in certain areas of the oil purification system was transported
via the oil, through the helium/oil seals, into the primary system in such large quantities
that the helium purification plant could not meet the preset standards. The valuable
experience gained from the more than 30,000 hours of operation at the EVO power plant
can benefit future concepts in the following areas: plant control, component performance,
transient data, methods to establish helium tightness, rotor dynamics, acoustic data, and a
reliability database

Figure 4: rotor of the EVO Figure 5: rotor of the HHV
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4.3 The HHV test facility

The HHV was a large high temperature helium turbine test facility built at the KFA Jiilich.
The turbo machine of this installation was built by BBC. After various alterations intended
to alleviate initial technical problems the turbine successfully completed its 60 hour test
run in 1981. As the whole set up was meant as a test facility it was of unique design. It
had no power generating capacity whatsoever and it did not possess a helium heater.
Energy was supplied to the cycle through the compressor as torque by a 45 MW motor
driving the compressor shaft (see figure 5 & 6).
The whole cycle including the turbo machine was sized

in a way that it geometrically resembled a 300 MWe
helium turbine cycle. As it was not meant as an energy
producer it only had two turbine stages. The number of
compression stages (8) used to supply energy to this
large "helium pump" was similar to that of a regular
compressor.

Most of the problems encountered in the EVO plant
where not encountered at the HHV test facility and the
turbine actually surpassed all the design efficiency

\
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Figure 7: flow diagram of HHV.

specifications. The large diameter and smaller length of the rotor resulted in a stiffer rotor.
The better manufacturing techniques, smaller tolerances and better design resulted in
smaller bypass flows and better sealing characteristics. In fact the only problems
encountered were the ingress of oil into the primary cycle due to a preliminary
design/operating error and the deficiency in the effectiveness of the sealant gas
purification, especially with respect to oil.
Another technique that operated successfully in the HHV facility was the blade foot
cooling system, resulting in less thermal expansion and again less by-pass flows.
Although the research and development of a novel high temperature resistant blade
material (TZM) had been completed, the planned installation of the TZM blades never took
place. The projected attractiveness of the TZM material for service up to 950PC has now
been negated by its low temperature brittleness. If temperatures of this magnitude are to be
considered in the future they would be based on either cooled blades or the use of
composites.
The primary helium purification system designed and constructed by Comprimo functioned
according to standards.
The helium tightness of the HHV primary circuit was up to design standard after some
improvements. It appeared however, that normal flange sealing is hardly ever sufficient
and that special geometries are needed to meet demanding requirements. If complete
helium tightness is required experience shows that only a welded seal between two
surfaces will give certainty. Helium tightness of the primary circuit, especially for nuclear
applications is an aspect that deserves special attention in future (integrated) designs of
helium turbines.
The HHV facility no longer exists as it was decommissioned not long after the completion
of the 60 hour test run.
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4.4 HHT evaluation

The roles of the EVO Oberhausen plant and the HHV test facility were quite different,
both providing data supportive of the HHT project. In the case of the former the goal was
to operate a helium gas turbine in a utility environment and to monitor performance,
transients, load following etc. In the case of the latter the goal was to verify the
aerodynamic, mechanical, and structural features of a full size rotor / bearing system.
As the two facilities where built almost simultaneously and by rivalling companies little
knowledge from the EVO was utilized in the HHV construction and vice versa. Although
the HHV turbo machine was inherently different from an energy producing helium turbine,
the results and measurements from the HHV were representative for such a turbine and
because of the relative success of the HHV the general conclusion was that helium turbines
are technically feasible [5].

It should be understood that the German tests were in a non nuclear environment and
although they were conceived for nuclear application together with a HTGR, the effects of
radioactive contamination were not taken into consideration. After the completion of the
above tests the decision was made to proceed with the engineering and construction of an
indirect cycle plant as the next step towards a HHT. The standard of technology at that
time was considered inadequate to build a HHT within reasonable time and cost. It is
unclear whether this choice was influenced by the fear for radioactive contamination of the
turbine in a direct cycle and whether the core design was based on BISO or the TRISO
fuel particles. If it was based on BISO fuel particles the reasoning behind the choice for an
indirect cycle concept could be related to the lesser capacity of BISO fuel to contain
fission products. Eventually the choice for an indirect concept led to the construction of the
THTR and the conceptualization of the HTR-M.

5 Conlusion

The beauties of combining a small modular helium cooled reactor with a helium turbo
machine are its conceptual simplicity, passive safety and potential high economy.
The helium gas turbine is not yet a standard off the shelf product and the only real energy
producing helium turbo machine ever built proved the technical feasibility of the concept,
but it performed rather poorly. However given the advances made over the past twenty
years in fields as turbine technology, magnetic bearings, materials- and fabrication-
techniques, a high performance helium turbine such as envisioned for the GENERAL
ATOMICS direct cycle concept the GT-MHR from a technical point of view is a viable
option.
Given the aforementioned inherent advantages of the direct cycle, together with the
advances made in compact plate fin recuperators and helium scaling techniques the direct
cycle not only technologically feasible, but it should be considered as a prime candidate
for future application.
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ROLE OF MODULAR HTRs IN THE NETHERLANDS
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NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
PRESENT SAFETY POLICY
- EFFECT
- SOURCE
FUTURE

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY PLAN

PREMISES FOR RISK MANAGEMENT

RISK LIMITS

* INDIVIDUAL RISK
* GROUP RISK
* [LAND CONTAMINATION]

DUTCH NUCLEAR SAFETY RULES
Nucleaire Veiligheids Regels (NVRs)
AMENDED IAEA NUclear Safety Standards (NUSS)

LEGAL STRUCTURE

* NUCLEAR ENERGY LAW
* DECREES
* SAFETY FUNDAMENTALS
* CODES
* SAFETY GUIDES
- INDUSTRIAL STANDARDS

AMENDMENTS IN NUSS PUBLICATIONS
- OPTIONS
- STRONGER STATEMENTS (SHOULD -> SHALL)
- EXTRA FEATURES

ADDITIONAL SAFETY GUIDES
1986 DRAFT "MEASURES TO LIMIT RESIDUAL RISK"

CODE ON DESIGN (PAR. 315-317)
CONSIDER SEVERE ACCIDENTS
* IDENTIFY EVENTS
* USE EXISTING PLANT CAPABILITIES
* EVALUATE (REASONABLE 7) DESIGN CHANGES
* ESTABLISH ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES

CHARACTER / ORIENTATION OF NVRs
- SAFETY FUNCTION & COMPONENT CLASSIFICATION
- DESIGN OF REACTOR CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
- REACTOR COOLANT & ASSOCIATED SYSTEMS

RULES FOLLOW ESTABLISHED PRACTICE

LICENSING PROCEDURE
* NUCLEAR ENERGY ACT
* ACT ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL (INCL. EIS)
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FUTURE PROSPECTS

NUCLEAR DOSSIER 1993
HTR 3rd GENERATION REACTOR

ENERGY POLICY (>) 1995
CONDITIONS FOR NUCLEAR OPTION

FUTURE GENERATION NUCLEAR REACTORS
REQUIREMENTS / SPECIFICATIONS

DUTCH REGULATORY VIEW
* FIRST OF ITS KIND
* HUMAN RESOURCES
* FOLLOW INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS
IAEA, NEA, etc

WHAT IS ACCEPTABLE 1
* TECHNICALLY
* POLITICALLY
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RISK:

Combination of probability of occurence of an
adverse event and the possible extent of that
event's consequence

RISK TO PEOPLE:

Individual risk:
chance/year that a person will suffer a specific
detrimental effect as a result of exposure
(acute or long-term) to an activity

Societal risk:
relationship between number of people killed (N)
and the chance (F) that this number will be exceeded

Ministerie van Vokshuisvesting,
Ruimtelijke Ordening en Müleubeheer
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DEALING WITH RISKS

Increasing
risk

IN ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

UhaQceptaJDle risks v /

Risk reduction
desirable

r . . .

Negligible risks

"• ' s • ïs *

5 ! * / ' ''

' " ' - ^ ' Max. acceptable
level

Negligible level
(target value)

Ministry of Housing, Physical Planning
and the Environment
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* INDIVIDUAL RISK (MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE RISK)

(NORMAL OPERATION AND MAJOR ACCIDENTS):

- FOR ALL SOURCES OF RADIATION: 10"5 PER YEAR

- FOR A SINGLE SOURCE : 10"6 PER YEAR

(1(T6 PER YEAR = 0.04 mSv PER YEAR)

* GROUP RISK (= SOCIETAL RISK) FOR ACCIDENTS:

> 10 DEATH RESTRICTED TO 10"5 PER YEAR

2> 100 DEATH RESTRICTED TO 10"7 PER YEAR

Expected frequency

of ^ N prompt

fatalities per year

10-3

10-*

10-5

10-7

10-»

Unacceptable

1 10 100 1000

Number of prompt fatalities -

Societal Risk Objective and Criterion
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RISK MANAGEMENT CONCEPT USED IN LICENSING

PROCEDURES FOR NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

GUIDELINES FOR CALCULATION OF THE VARIOUS

RISK-LEVELS, FOR ALL SOURCES AND SITUATIONS

IN PRINCIPLE THE CALCULATIONS MUST BE AS

REALISTIC AS POSSIBLE (BEST-ESTIMATE) AND NOT

TOO CONSERVATIVE.

PSA'S PRODUCE MANY NUMBERS WHICH CAN BE

USED AS A YARDSTICK IN SAFETY DECISIONS
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LEGAL FRAMEWORK

LAW
decree

ordinance
license

NUSS GO Code
& Safety Guides

technical principled
and requirements

NUSS
Codes

technical guides
NUSS
Safety
Guides

industrial standards
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ADDITIONAL SAFETY CRITERIA AND GOALS IN

RELATION TO SEVERE ACCIDENTS:

- CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY < 10"5 PER YEAR FOR

NEW NPP'S AND < 10"4 PER YEAR FOR EXISTING

NPP'S.

- OBJECTIVE OF AM-STRATEGIES SHOULD BE:

NO NEED FOR IMMEDIATE OFF-SITE ACTION LIKE

SHELTERING, I-PROPHYLAXIS OR EVACUATION.

• DOSE TO THE PUBLIC IN FIRST 24 HOURS AFTER

START OF RELEASE MUST NOT EXCEED 5 mSv.
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IMPORTANT ASPECTS IN HTR-TECHNOLOGY

Prof. Rudolf Schuiten

Research Centre Jülich GmbH, P.O. Box 1913, 52425 Jülich

Nuclear energy is needed world-wide in a wide scale. Therefore a technology with full inherent

safety is necessary. This should be selfacting and as far as possible not depending on personel,

quality of materials and active components. Instead of complicated measures inherent princip-

les should be applicated for a "catastrophe-free nuclear energy".

Inherent principle means: break downs and defects of components should lead to the shut

down of the nuclear chain reaction and should bring the plant into a harmless condition.

Today the increase of nuclear power use is interrupted in many countries because of two

reasons: the lack of acceptance of nuclear energy and the competitveness in comparison to

fossil energy. Nuclear energy offers the only economic way for the conservation of biosphere

of the earth.

For this reason the general task of the nuclear technology is to design and to construct the

facilities simpler and cheaper and to reach by a "catastrophe-free nuclear energy" the

acceptance of the public.

The construction and the operation of LWR in the past led to more and more expensive efforts

for safety. The fundamental reason is the possibility of core melting, which cannot be excluded

completely. New safety requirements are in discussion, e.g. the proposals of core catchers and

of the control of hydrogen explosions, with will increase of cost. An additional difficulty is to

demonstrate their function.

An example in the new discussion on safety is the "7 th Law of Change" of the Atomic Law in

FRG, ineffective since July 28, 1994. This law requires that "also events, whoes occurence is

practically excluded ... would not require decisive counter measures...", with the explanations

that those events and decisive counter measures are "accidents with core melts" and

"evacuations".

The high quality of the design and the production and quality assurance of materials can only

be realized by countries with a high developed industry and with expensive labour for design,

tests and supervision. The trend of costs therefore is increasing.
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New safety principles are needed to stop this trend of increasing efforts by more application of

inherent safety principles.

Many accidents in the past also in the conventional technology showed the impossibility to

exclude failures of machines, materials and personnel. So worst cases and assumptions must

be taken into consideration. For this a self-acting safety concept should be developed and

applied. Self-acting safety concept means, that in a case of break-down of a component the

nuclear reaction should be interrupted by itself and the plant should not go in a dangerous

state.

The actual status of knowledge for the HTR-technology shows no hindrances to realize the

goal of a self-acting safety concept..

In the HTR-technology this can be summarized with the following four stability criteries.

1. The nuclear excursion can be excluded by the self-acting negative temperature coefficient

of reactivity in all operational conditions.

Damages of the core and installations can be avoided by burst-safe prestressed reactor

vessels, the reactivity effect in case of steam ingress can be eliminated by choice of a

sufficient high moderation ratio.

2. An unallowed temperature increase or even core melt is impossible because of the self-

acting after heat removal, that means proper selction of power density and heat transfer.

Loss of cooling will not damage the core and will not give rise to release of radioactive

material.

3. The chemical stability will be assured by use of corrosion resistant material, e.g. by means

of external SiC-coating of the fuel elements and other graphite structures. SiC-coatings

have been produced in a laboratory scale. The first irradiation test just started here in

Petten.

4. The mechanical stability will be guaranteed by using prestressed pressure vessels.

Prestressed vessels are burst-safe. A depressurisation in a case of failure of pipings is slow.

Damages of the core and installations by fast He-streaming therefore can be excluded.

The only safety barriers is the high temperature stable and corrosion resistant ceramic fuel

element. Nearly one million of spherical fuel elements have been produced up to now and have

been successfully tested. A number of them are tested to temperature level up to 1600 °C, and

beyond. The retention of radioactive material is assured up to 1600 °C.

The behaviour of fuel is investigated by measurement of the nobel gas activity in the He-circuit

and by statistical tests during operation. A full test of a fuel loading is possible by a core heat
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up demonstration, as we have done it several times during the 20 years of operation of the

AVR in Jülich. So the worst case of an accident can be simulated in realistic conditions.

The fuel cycle permits a relative low consumption of uranium-ores, a high plutonium burn-up

in situ and a favourable behaviour of final direct disposal. The proctecting material for this

disposal is carbon, a material which withstand million of years in the earth as we now from the

coal deposits in the earth. With the future application of the combination of the gas/steam

turbine with much higher thermal efficiencies the production of nuclear waste will be reduced

by almost a factor of two.

Because of the nature of full inherent self-acting safety concept no auxiliary safety components

or extravagant quality assurance requirements for active and passive engineerd safety devices

are necessary. The normal high quality of mechanical engineering instead of nuclear grade

quality and materials are sufficient. The differences between the high cost for nuclear grade

components and materials compared to normal mechanical engineerd components are known.

The cost calculation of HTR have been made up to now mainly on the basis of nuclear grade

technology following the LRW requirements. By the removal of the extensive number of

auxiliary safety components we expect lower specific cost.

There is world-wide a trend in the technology to produce components in countries with cheap

labour-costs, for instance, the automobile industry, mechanical products and others. As a

consequence of the self-acting safety concept in the future we may expect the same trend for

components of nuclear power stations. This would offer again lower investment cost and the

prospect of use of nuclear technology in less industrialized countries.

By the development and the application of the full inherent self-acting safety concept we would

be able to reach the following targets:

• more acceptance of the nuclear technology

• a full prove of safety behaviour even for the worst case

• more economical and simpler power plants.
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The Chemical Stability of TRISO-Coated HTGR Fuel

E.H.P. Cordfunke, P. Groot, and R.J.M. Konings

Netherlands Energy Research Foundation ECN,
P.O. Box 1, 1755 ZG Petten, The Netherlands

Abstract

The chemical behaviour of the German and the U.S.-HTGR TRISO-coated particles will

be compared by means of the available literature. The chemical interaction of the fission

products with the SiC coating and ZrC as an alternative coating material will be discussed.

Thermochemical calculations of the total pressure and the cesium pressure under varying

conditions of temperature and oxygen pressure have been performed and will be presented.

Because waste is an important issue, some attention is paid to the reprocessing of HTGR

fuel.
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Introduction

Two concepts of the modular High-Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor (HTGR) are of

interest nowadays, namely the German and the U.S. concept. [1] The main difference

between these two concepts is the much higher power of the U.S.-Modular-HTGR

developed by General Atomics (GA) (450-600 MW(th)), compared with the German HTR-

Module (200 MW(th)).

The purpose of this paper is to compare the chemical behaviour of the German and the

U.S.-HTGR TRISO-coated particles by means of the available literature about this subject

and to determine the chemical interaction of the fission products with the coating. Also an

alternative coating material is discussed. Because waste is an important issue, some

attention is paid to the reprocessing of HTGR fuel.

German and U.S. fuel

The German and U.S. nuclear fuels are made of 0.9 mm TRISO-coated fuel particles. [1]

The TRISO (TRistructural ISOtropic) coating consists of four layers (Fig. 1):

(a) a porous buffer layer for storage of the fission products, such as Cs and I,

(b) an inner dense pyrolytic carbon (PyC) layer for retention of fission products,

(c) a SiC coating also for retention,

(d) an outer dense pyrolytic carbon layer for mechanical strength to withstand external

forces and to take care of strain forces to compensate the internal pressure of the

fission gases and CO in case of UO2 fuel.

The carbon coatings are produced by pyrolysis from a C2H2/C3H6 mixture at 1300 °C. This

is a kind of CVD process using a fluidised bed. The SiC coating is also prepared by CVD.

The reaction by which SiC is produced is as follows:

CH3SiCl3(g) + H2(g) = SiC(s) + 3 HCl(g) + H2(g) (1)

The German concept

The German concept of the fuel element is a sphere of graphite with a diameter of 6 cm,
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High Density PyC

SiC

Low Density PyC

Coated Fuel Particle

Coated Fuel
Particle

Fig. 1. TRISO-coated fuel element.

in which about 11,000 TRISO-coated fuel particles are present. The fuel particle has a 500

pm diameter with a UO2 kernel with 10.6% enrichment, a 95 um thick buffer layer, a 40

pm thick inner layer of pyrocarbon, a 35 urn thick SiC coating and a 40 pm thick outer

pyrocarbon layer. Both pyrocarbon layers pre-stress the SiC coating and act to relieve the

pressure build-up in the SiC due to the internal pressure of ca. 10 MPa at 10% FIMA. [2]

The integrity of this type of coated particles was proved by heating tests. [3]

The U.S. concept

The U.S. fuel element is a prismatic block of graphite. The fuel consists of "UCO" which

refers to a mixture of UO2 and UC2 with a U/O ratio of about 1.7. [4] The UC2 content is

at least 15% for the fissile kernels. The kernel consists of a thin layer of UC2 on the

outside of the particle; the core of the particle has a two phase mixture of UO2 and UC2.

[5,6] The U.S. fuel is thermodynamically not stable at HTGR operating temperatures with

respect to UO2 and C. The enrichment of the U.S. fuel is 19.6%. The structure of the

"UCO" particles is nearly the same as the German particles, only the diameter is smaller,

namely 350 um. In Table 1 the most important characteristics have been given between

the German and the U.S. concept.
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Table 1. Differences between U.S. and German HTGR fuel.

composition

Temperature (K)

Burn-up (%)

Enrichment (%)

U.S.A.

UCO

973-1523

<26

19.6

German

UO2

1523

8-10

10.6

The U.S. have chosen for the "UCO" concept because of the better thermal conductivity

and because addition of UC, can reduce generation of CO gas, [7] thus minimizing the

amoebe effect in which migration of carbon takes place from the microspheres along a

temperature gradient from hot to cold places according to the Boudouard reaction:

CO2(g) + C(s) = 2CO(g) (2)

This may cause SiC coating failure. Besides, the fuel must contain at least 32% UO2,

necessary to keep the oxygen potential at a certain value to protect the SiC coating from

attack by rare-earth fission products generated in the kernel. Because the burnup is nearly

three times higher than in case of the German fuel, the number of fission products is also

three times as high.

Equilibrium calculations

The inherent safety of the HTGR is an important issue. To guarantee safe operation of the

reactor, no release of radioactive substances under all operational and possible accident

circumstances should occur. It is therefore necessary to understand the mechanisms which

can cause failure of the fuel particles. The function of the coating layers is to retain fission

products within the particles. In particular, the SiC coating acts as the primary barrier of

the fuel particles. [8] As long as these coatings are intact, there will be no release of

fission products from the fuel particles. Fission products may damage the SiC coating;

thinning of the SiC layer could lead to fracture of the coating. In that case, the coating

may collapse under normal conditions and during accidents, resulting in release of the
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fission products. It is important to know which fission products are responsible for the

corrosion of the coating, and in which chemical state they occur in the kernel. For

instance, Pd corrosion appears to be the most serious damage of the SiC coating. [9]

However, it is also possible that delects in ihe coaling are the cause for corrosion, for

example, the so-called internal flaws in the SiC coating. [10] These defects are introduced

during the SiC deposition. An alternative coating material with promising qualities, ZrC, is

also considered here and will be compared with SiC.

The release behaviour of each fission product from the fuel is dependent on its chemical

state as well as the temperature. In the present study chemical equilibrium calculations •

with the programme ChemSage have been made to evaluate the chemical state of the

fission products and the corrosion of the coatings.

CO pressure in the UO2 kernel

The temperature and the oxygen potential are the most important parameters for the

chemical behaviour of the fuel. Fig. 2 shows the calculated total pressure in the kernel as

a function of the oxygen potential. In case of high temperatures (2U00 K) and high oxygen

potentials (-350 kJ/mol) very high CO pressures were calculated for both the German and

the U.S. fuel. The total pressures are minimal at the actual oxygen potentials of the

German (between -450 and -550 kJ/mol) and the U.S. fuel (between -650 and -750

kJ/mol), but are higher in the U.S. fuel than in the German fuel. The Xe pressure is the

highest of the fission products in the fuel. At low oxygen potentials the pressures of Cs

are also high. In Fig. 3 the equilibrium Cs pressure of both fuel concepts is given as a

function of the temperature at an oxygen potential of -500 kJ/mol and -650 kj/mol,

respectively.

ZrC Coating

An alternative for the SiC coating is a ZrC coating. | 11 | The advantages of a ZrC coating

are its better stability at high temperatures, and its better resistance to corrosion by Pd and

other fission products. Only the Japanese MTR group is still interested in the ZrC coating,

and there is a patent of Kaneko and Yoshiinuta [12] in which a sandwich layer is

suggested combining the advantages of these two layers. The ZrC coating is located at the
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temperature (K)
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Table 2. Physical properties of SiC en ZrC.

melting point (K)

thermal conductivity
(W/m.K)

linear thermal expansion (/K)

oxidation resistance

Gibbs energy (kJ/mol), 1273 K

1773 K

retention fission gases

corrosion Pd

strain

SiC

decomposition above
2200

30-70

4-5 10-6

oxidation at
1673-1973 K

-43.5

-34.7

good except for Ag,Cs

reaction,
formation Pd2Si

max. 100 N/mm2

ZrC

3693

40-60

6-7 10-6

oxidation at
1373-1673 K

-152.7

-148.9

very good

hardly
reaction

not known

inner side providing a barrier against Pd and the SiC coating on the outside with excellent

oxidation resistance. Because the thermal expansion coefficients of SiC and ZrC are diffe-

rent, it should be desirable to insert an extra carbon layer between the two coatings.

Interaction of fission products with the coating

Four mechanisms cause corrosion of the SiC and/or the ZrC coating from inside the kernel

(if the inner pyrolytic carbon layer is permeable):

(a) corrosion by fission products, in particular, Pd [10]

(b) reaction with rare earths, in particular Ce, Eu [13].

(c) interaction of O2/CO with SiC [14]

(d) metallic impurities, as Fe, Ni, Co [15].

In the literature [16] these four systems have been calculated with the computer
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programme CheinSage concerning the corrosion of the SiC coating and the behaviour of

the fission products in the kernel. These calculations can also be performed with ZrC,

instead of SiC. Irradiated TRISO-coated kernels were also characterized by X-ray analysis

and optical microscopy to verify the calculations. [14] The CO corrosion of the SiC

coating was found in irradiated TRISO-coated UO2 fuel particles by optical microscopy

and X-ray analysis. CO corrosion can only take place when the PyC layer is penetrable for

the CO from the kernel. The oxidation behaviour is described below.

Interaction of fission products with SiC

The fission products Pd, Ce, Ba and Te formed during irradiation, may react with the

coating. It is well known from literature that Pd causes the most severe damage to the SiC

coating. Pd reacts with SiC to give Pd2Si, [10] dependent on the concentration of SiC or

Pd; other low melting Pd-Si alloys can be formed as well. Also other fission products can

cause damage to the coating. Bu, for instance, is present as BaO but can react with SiC at

a certain oxygen potential forming BaSiO3, as follows from our chemical equilibrium

calculations. Cerium is present as oxide the CeO2, and Te is present in the elementary

form. Cs, I, Ag and Sr can diffuse into the SiC coating. According to [17] Cs is present as

an intercalation compound with carbon: CaCs. However, Tromp and Cordfunke [18]

showed that this type of intercalation compounds are not stable above 650 °C.

Metallic impurities-SiC interaction /15]

In the graphite metallic elements can be present that were used with fabrication process.

Although these will be small quantities, these may react with SiC forming suicides (FeSi,

CoSi, NiSi).

Oxidation behaviour of SiC/ZrC

The oxidation behaviour of SiC causes thinning of the SiC coating and is characterized as

follows:

1. active oxidation : causing loss of mass according to the reaction:

SiC(s)+ O:(g) = SiO(g) + CO(g) (3)

2. passive oxidation resulting in a net mass gain according to:
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SiC(s) + 3/2 02(g) = SiO2(s) + CO(g) (4)

The transition of active-to-passive oxidation at an oxygen pressure as function of the

temperature of SiC is given in Fig. 4. This transition occurs at a lower temperature if

graphite is present, as can be seen in this figure, in agreement with the results of Minato.

[16] Water vapour accelerates the oxidation rate. The oxidation behaviour of SiC by H2O

is also different in the presence of graphite according to the thermodynamic calculations.

According to Minato [12] carbon is not oxidized in the presence of SiC (preferential

oxidation of the carbide). The oxidation resistance of SiC is superior to that of ZrC. In

case of SiC a protecting layer of SiO2 is formed inhibiting the oxidation. This is not the

case with oxidation of ZrC.

Kinetics of oxidation

The kinetics of the oxidation of massive SiC samples follow a parabolic law; the oxidation

rate is inversely proportional to the thickness of the SiO2 layer:

(dy/dt) = k/y (5)

in which y is layer thickness, k reaction rate constant and t time.

If the weight gain of the SiC samples is plotted to the square root of the oxidation time, a

straight line is obtained with the slope the square root of the reaction constant. Narushima

[19] compared the parabolic rate constants of various types of SiC and SiC-coatings as a

function of the temperature (Arrhenius plot). He showed that the oxidation resistance of

the SiC coatings obtained by CVD, is excellent. The reaction rate constant for the

oxidation of SiC is proportional with the square root of time. The dependence with the

oxygen or water vapour pressure is logarithmic. The oxidation of ZrC is proportional with

time and occurs at much lower temperatures than SiC (> 823 K).

Reprocessing of HTGR fuel

Only for the German fuel concept the possibility of the reprocessing of the fuel is

extensively described. [20] The working of the so-called head-end process of German and
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Fig. 4: Active-passive oxidation transition in SiC at different SiO partial pressures. Solid
line SiC; broken line SiC+C.

U.S. HTGR fuel elements was shown in a demonstration plant of General Atomics. The

reprocessing of the HTGR fuel can be split into three steps [21]:

- destruction of the fuel pardcles,

- separation of the graphite and heavy metals,

- separation of the fuel and the fission products.

Some characteristics of these steps will be discussed.

Destruction of the fuel kernels

One of the most important criteria for the reprocessing is an effective separation of the

fuel and the graphite. A number of methods have been investigated (thermal, chemical and

mechanical desintegration processes) of which only mechanical processing proved to be

suitable for practical applications. This method involves grinding of fuel elements and fuel

kernels in a dry atmosphere till particles with a diameter smaller than 0.5 mm have been

obtained.
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Separation of graphite and the fuel

The most advanced process for the separation of the graphite and the fuel is the so-called

"burn-leach" process (burning, leaching). [21] In that process the ground particles are

burnt in a fluidized bed in which the PyC and the graphite are converted into CO2(g). The

gas for the fluidized bed is a mixture of oxygen and carbon dioxide. The off-gas of this

process is led first through an absolute filter and after this led to a filter system where the

fission gases (krypton, iodine, xenon and tritium) are removed. The most serious

disadvantage of this method is the release of 14C (halflife 5730 years). This isotope is

formed during irradiation from the stable nuclides 13C en I7O which are present in the fuel

element. To obtain a complete removal of the I4C contaminated off-gas, the gas is led •

through a Ca(OH)2 solution depositing carbon as calcium carbonate, CaCO3. This

deposition will have to be stored as low-radioactive waste. [21]

Separation of the fuel and the fission products

Once the fuel has been separated from the graphite, the reprocessing of the spent fuel is

straightforward. The PUREX {Plutonium Uranium Refining by Extraction) proces has

been developed for the separation of plutonium en uranium from UO2-fuel and is used on

a commercial scale by COGEMA and BNFL. It is based on a solvent-extraction technique

using TBP (tri n-butyl phosphate) as an extractant.

Conclusions

The U.S. fuel is thermodynamically unstable at the HTGR operating temperature.

The total pressure in the coated particles of the U.S. concept is much higher than in

coated particles of the German concept, mainly due to the higher burnup.

At a high oxygen potential and a high temperature the CO pressure can be very high

with both fuel concepts.

At low oxygen potential the Cs pressure is high.

The SiC coating is mainly corroded by Pd. CO is generated by the reaction of excess

oxygen with the buffer PyC, and can reach very high values at increasing

temperatures, in case of the German fuel.

A ZrC coating has a better retention behaviour of fission products than the SiC

coating. A disadvantage is its worse oxidation resistance. The ZrC-SiC double layer is
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one of the possibilities to guarantee optimal retention. The ZrC may react easily with

CO from inside the German UO, kernel, probably, if the inner PyC carbon layer is

defect.

The reprocessing of HTGR fuel can be done with the PUREX process, after

destruction of the fuel particles and removal of the carbon, by a burn-leach process;

the high 14C production is still a problem.
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Abstract
In this paper a short description of the ECN nuclear analysis code system is given with
respect to application in HTR reactor physics calculations.
First results of calculations performed on the PROTEUS benchmark are shown.
Also first results of a HTGR benchmark are given.

1. INTRODUCTION

As part of a recently started ECN project on HTRs, a reactor physics analysis will be
carried out with emphasis on the safety related physics parameters, like reactivity
coefficients and dynamic behaviour during transients.
Until recently no HTR reactor physics calculations had been performed with the ECN
code system. Therefore, benchmarking of our code system with computational and
experimental benchmarks was needed. To this end ECN has started calculations on the
HTR-PROTEUS benchmark.
The ECN reactor physics analysis code system covers the whole range from nuclear model
calculations upto whole-core calculations. Within this code package different calculational
approaches can be used to solve the same problem, but with distinct computational
methods, e.g. deterministic versus Monte Carlo.
The ECN code system has mainly been applied for criticality calculations, shielding
analyses, MTR calculations, and cell and assembly calculations, in which reactivity
coefficients and burnup effects for PWR, BWR, and Candu geometries were calculated.
Also sensitivity and uncertainty analysis for shielding applications can be carried out in
this code system.
In section 2 a brief description of the ECN reactor physics code system is given.
In section 3 first results of cell calculations of the first configuration of the PROTEUS
benchmark are presented. An intercomparison is made between results of the deterministic
codes WIMS-E and SCALE-4, and the Monte Carlo code MCNP4A. Detailed calculations
of the Dancoff factor by MCNP for use in SCALE are reported.

Apart from these benchmark calculations coupled neutronics and thermal-hydraulics
calculations will be performed in order to analyse transients in HTR type reactors.
At ECN the codes VSOP (suitable for analysing pebble-bed cores) and PANTHER
(suitable for analysing cores with prismatic fuel) were installed recently.
The code PANTHER, in conjunction with the WIMS-E code system, is currently applied
in a MHTGR computational benchmark. First results are reported in section 4.
In section 5 some conclusions are given.
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2. REACTOR PHYSICS CODE SYSTEM at ECN

The ECN nuclear analysis code system covers the whole range from nuclear model
calculations up to whole-core calculations.
The following table shows an overview of the most important codes and the fields in
which they are applied.

Application

Reactivity

Criticality
Burnup

Shielding
Sensitivity

Dynamics

Fusion neutronics
Nuclear data

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Deterministic

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Monte-Carlo

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

The SCALE code system, which includes the 3-D groupwise Monte-Carlo code KENO, is
a general purpose system for reactivity, criticality and burnup calculations.
The codes WIMS-E and M0NK-5W are general purpose codes for reactivity, criticality
and burnup calculations.
The SAS6 code comprises SCALE, WIMS-D and modules developed by ECN and
IRI/TU-Delft. SAS6 performs accurate depletion and reactivity calculations in a 2-D
geometry taking into account the complete nuclide inventory.
MCNP is a powerful 3-D point energy Monte-Carlo code capable of detailed reactivity,
criticality, shielding, and fusion neutronics calculations.
SUSD performs sensitivity and uncertainty calculations for shielding problems. SUSD is
extended by ECN for sensitivity and uncertainty analysis for reactors.
DORT and TORT are 2-D and 3-D transport codes, used at ECN mainly for shielding,
sensitivity and fusion neutronics calculations.
BOLD-VENTURE is a 3-D diffusion code, specially made for fuel management analysis.
PANTHER combines static or time dependent 3-D, 2-group neutron diffusion with channel
thermal hydraulics.
Evaluated nuclear data are processed with NJOY (version 91.91) to obtain data libraries
for the reactor codes.
The ECIS94 code calculates nuclear cross sections from nuclear models.
At the moment all reactor codes (except WIMS-E and M0NK-5W) use nuclear data
libraries generated at ECN based on the Joint Evaluated File JEF-2.2.

The calculations described in this paper have been obtained with the codes WIMS-E,
SCALE-4, MCNP4A, and PANTHER. The use of these codes is described in some more
detail in the following sections.
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3. PROTEUS BENCHMARK EXERCISE

In the framework of the IAEA Co-ordinated Research Programme (CRP) on "Validation of
Safety Related Physics Calculations for Low-Enriched (LEU) HTGRs" calculational
benchmarks are performed on the basis of LEU-HTR pebble-bed critical experiments
carried out in the PROTEUS facility at PSI, Switzerland. ECN joins this CRP since early
1994 with the aim to validate the available reactor physics codes and nuclear data for
application to this type of reactors. Of special interest is the treatment of the double
heterogeneity of the fuel particles and the spherical fuel elements of these pebble bed core
configurations. Also of interest is the proper calculation of the safety related physics
parameters, like the effect of water ingress and control rod worth.

3.1. Problem description

The PROTEUS benchmark consists of a series of 6 graphite reflected 16.7% enriched
uranium pebble bed systems, named LEUPRO-1 to LEUPRO-6 [1].
There are 3 different types of geometrical arrangement of the pebble bed lattice (with
packing fractions 0.74, 0.60, and 0.62) and 2 different moderator to fuel pebble ratios (1/2
and 2/1, respectively).
The pebble diameter is 6 cm. Each fuel pebble contains about 9400 coated particles (in
total about 1 g U235) in a graphite matrix. The diameter of the fuel zone is 5 cm.
The coated particles (TRISO type) consist of a fuel grain with a diameter of 500 pm and 4
layers of different coatings, total diameter 915 pm.
In the PROTEUS facility the cylindrical core, which is filled with fuel and moderator
pebbles, has a diameter of 125 cm, and is surrounded by radial and axial graphite
reflectors. The control and shutdown rods are situated in the radial reflector.
The core is filled until criticality is reached.
The benchmark exercise comprises unit-cell calculations and whole-core calculations for
the 6 different pebble-bed configurations.
At this stage of our study the unit cell of LEUPRO-1 (hexagonal closed-packed configu-
tration with M/F ratio of 1/2) has been completed. Emphasis is put on the intercomparison
of the results obtained by the deterministic codes WTMS-E and SCALE-4, and the Monte
Carlo code MCNP4A.

3.2. Unit cell calculations

In the unit cell the fuel zone is represented by a sphere of 5 cm diameter surrounded by a
5 mm thick graphite shell, which together represent the fuel pebble. Around this fuel
pebble sphere a spherical shell with outer diameter of 7.592 cm (for the LEUPRO-1 unit
cell) represents the homogenized mixture of moderator pebbles and lattice void.
The unit cell calculations were performed for the single heterogeneous model and the
double heterogeneous model. In the single heterogeneous model the coated particles and
the matrix material in the fuel pebbles are homogenized over the fuel zone of 5 cm
diameter. In the double heterogeneous model the fuel grains are explicitly modelled inside
the fuel zone of the fuel pebbles.
Two different cases are studied: the no-leakage (k^) case and the critical (keft=l) case.
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3.3. General aspects of the applied codes

3.3.1. SCALE-4 calculations
In the unit-cell calculations the SCALE version 4 is used with the 172-group library
ej2-xmas version Oct94.
The SCALE system uses the Nordheim method for the resolved resonance treatment and
the Bondarenko method for the unresolved resonance treatment. In both methods a
Dancoff factor is applied in the treatment of the spatial heterogeneity.
The unit cell is modelled by a 3 zone 1-D spherical geometry. These zones are: a fuel
zone, a zone with the graphite shell of the pebble, and a zone representing the moderator
pebbles with air in between.
The reactivity calculations of the unit cells are performed by XSDRN using S32 quadrature
and P3 scattering order, with reflective boundary condition.

In the single heterogeneous unit cell calculations a Dancoff factor of Df=0.30835 as speci-
fied in the benchmark is used.

The SCALE sytem cannot treat the double heterogeneity of the fuel pebbles explicitly.
Therefore this calculation is split up in two parts. First, the homogenized cross sections are
calculated in a "micro cell". Second, the reactivity is calculated in a single heterogeneous
unit cell using the cross sections from the micro-cell calculation for the fuel zone.
The micro cell consists of four zones:
(1) the fuel of a single grain,
(2) the grain coatings,
(3) a zone representing the matrix material and
(4) an extra zone with matrix material to adjust the total micro-cell contents to the correct
value of the M/F ratio of LEUPRO-1 unit-cell.
In the resonance treatment the heterogeneity is taken into account with a Dancoff factor of
Df=0.2551, which was calculated by MCNP (see section 3.4).
The unit-cell calculation is performed in a 3-zone unit cell as described above. In this
calculation the relevant cross sections, weighted over the first 3 zones of the micro cell,
are used for the fuel zone.

3.3.2. WIMS-E calculations
WIMS-E version 5a is used for the LEUPRO unit-cell calculations. WIMS-E contains a
special module, PROCOL, which handles the double heterogeneity associated with
granular fuel in HTR fuel elements, both in the resonance-shielding treatment by the
subgroup method and the subsequent multi-group neutron transport calculation. PROCOL
was designed for spherical fuel grains embedded in an annular structure of matrix
material, which is the correct geometry for the MHTGR benchmark. PROCOL is not
capable to treat grains in spheres, so we have used an equivalent cylinder model.

The PROCOL module calculates (region-to-region) collision probabilities for systems
containing spherical (fuel) grains (shell substructure definition possible) embedded in an
annular structure of matrix material. For the resonance-shielding calculation this module is
preceeded by the PRES module, which calculates subgroup cross-sections for the required
nuclides. The PROCOL module then calculates the collision probabilities associated with
these subgroup cross-sections (resonance-energy range only) and the double-heterogeneous
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geometry. Subsequently, the RES module uses these collision probabilities to calculate
subgroup fluxes to weight cross sections. In the subsequent neutron-transport calculation
again the PROCOL module is employed to calculate collision probabilities associated with
the same double-heterogeneous geometry, but this time for the entire neutron energy
range. Finally, the PIP module uses these collision probabilities to calculate the fluxes and
the multiplication factor.

The equivalent cylinder model
An equivalent cylinder model is used as an approximation for the spherical heterogeneous
unit cell.
In the equivalent cylinder model the outer radius of the fuel zone is given by Rj= 1.6666
cm, based on the equivalence of the chord length of the spherical fuel zone. This
approximately preserves the escape probability in the fuel zone.
The outer radius of the graphite annulus (R2= 2.19 cm) and the outer radius of the
moderator/void mixture (R3= 3.12 cm) are based on volume conservation.
In order to check this approach, MCNP calculations were performed for both models.
A good agreement between equivalent cylinder and spherical unit cell is observed. The
deviation in k^ is within the statistical uncertainty (-0.1%). The deviation in spectral
indices is less then 3%.

3.3.3. MCNP4A calculations
Monte Carlo calculations were performed with MCNP4A. This code offers the possibility
to take into account all details of the 3-D HTR-PROTEUS geometry. Fuel grains (and the
surrounding coating shells) in the unit cell can be modelled, so the double heterogeneity is
treated explicitly, see fig. 1.
In this model the fuel zone of the fuel pebble was filled with a rectangular lattice of cubic
microscopic unit cells, which contain the fuel grains inside the matrix.
The dimension of this micro-cell is such that the fuel sphere (see fig. 1) contains the
specified number of 9394 fuel grains.
Continuous-energy cross sections (processed by NJOY91.91) are used in MCNP, bases on
the JEF-2.2 evaluation.
Modifications to MCNP4A were applied in order to make white boundary conditions
possible. Also, an extra option was added for the calculation of Dancoff factors in
arbitrary geometry.

In the ^ case the spherical unit cell has isotropic reflecting boundary conditions.
For the keff = 1 case criticality is reached in the deterministic calculations by buckling
search to account for the proper leakage. In MCNP criticality is achieved by stacking
cubic macroscopic unit cells in a rectangular lattice in a large sphere with vacuum
boundary condition and radius R,.̂  The value of R^, was determined by the condition kcff

= 1.
The cubic macroscopic unit cell is the equivalence of the spherical unit cell providing
volume conservation of the LEUPRO-1 unit cell (cube edge = 6.119 cm).
Spectral indices are determined in a volume at the centre of the critical sphere, containing
5x5x5 unit cells. The dimension of this cube is still small compared to the dimension of
the large critical sphere (Dcube= 30.6 cm, R ^ > 100 cm). The shape of the neutron flux
spectrum is assumed not to change over this central cube.
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3.4. Dancoff factor calculations

In the resonance self-shielding calculations in SCALE the spatial self-shielding due to the
heterogeneity of the pebble bed lattice and the heterogeneity of the fuel grains in the fuel
zone is taken into account by using the Dancoff factor (Df). This Dancoff factor is defined
as the probability that a neutron leaving a fuel grain (or fuel region) will escape a collision
in the moderator material in the fuel pebbles or the moderator pebbles in the surroundings
and will enter again a fuel grain (or fuel region) in the same or in another fuel pebble.
The Dancoff factor is calculated by MCNP as accurately as possible, both for the single
heterogeneous case as well as for the double heterogeneous case.

In a real fuel sphere the fuel grains are distributed in the fuel zone in a stochastic sense.
Therefore, it is required that the model used is equivalent to the stochastic model.
In order to check the assumptions made in the MCNP calculations in the double heteroge-
neous calculations (viz. rectangular lattice of cubic micro-cells), Dancoff factors were
calculated in two simple micro-cells (containing one fuel grain without coating layers):
(1) A cubic micro-cell (with specularly reflecting boundary conditions) representing an

infinite rectangular lattice of cubic microscopic unit cells. This model of the fuel
zone is used in the double heterogeneous calculations.

(2) A spherical micro-cell (with isotropic reflection boundary conditions) representing
an infinite medium filled with a stochastic distribution of fuel grains. This model
represents the situation in the fuel zone of a real fuel pebble.
For this simple geometry the Dancoff factor can also be calculated analytically.

The resulting values of the Dancoff factor are:
Cubic micro-cell: 0.4007
Spherical micro-cell: 0.4006
Analytical calculation: 0.4005

Therefore, the rectangular lattice of cubic micro-cells is a good description of the fuel
zone of a real fuel pebble.

The Dancoff-factor option in MCNP4A was also used to calculate the Dancoff factor to be
used in the deterministic SCALE calculations of the double-heterogeneous composition.
For specific grains inside the heterogeneous fuel-pebble Dancoff factors as function of
radial distance from the centre of the fuel pebble were calculated, see fig. 2. The volu-
me-averaged Dancoff factor over the fuel pebble was determined to be Df = 0.2551 for the
LEUPRO-1 unit cell, and Df = 0.2313 for the LEUPRO-2 unit cell.

3.5. ECN results on PROTEUS benchmark

Table 1 shows the results of the single heterogeneous unit cell calculations.
Table 2 shows the results of the double heterogeneous unit cell calculations.

Good agreement of k-values and spectral indices for single heterogeneous and double
heterogeneous unit cell calculations of the pe-bble bed HTR type reactor configuration is
obained between the deterministic and Monte Carlo type of codes. These results are also
in good agreement with IRI results [2] and in reasonable agreement with the results of
other participants in the PROTEUS benchmark [3].
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4. MHTGR BENCHMARK EXERCISE

General Atomics has proposed a "nuclear physics benchmark" on MHTGR [4] to validate
and verify the computational methods for the calculation of core physics parameters.
A series of core physics benchmark problems for a realistic 450 MWth MHTGR has.been
specified with increasing complexity to facilitate comparison of calculational results from
different computing methods (diffusion theory, transport theory, Monte Carlo) to be
performed by various organizations. These computational comparisons will be used to
determine the accuracy of the computing methods used for MHTGR physics analysis as
part of the code validation process.

4.1 Problem description

The computational benchmark problem as specified is representative for a 450 MW
MHTGR at beginning of initial cycle, with an annular core containing 84 hexagonal
columns. The active core is an annulus of three rows of colums with 10 elements per
column, an inner reflector of 37 graphite columns, an outer radial reflector and axial
reflectors above and below the core.
The annular core contains 12 control rods and 12 holes for reserve shutdown rods. The
outer reflector contains 24 control rods for operation control.
The fuel is composed of 19.8% enriched fissile particles (of 350 um diameter) and natural
uranium fertile particles (of 500 pm diameter).
For increasing complexity, the benchmark includes 1-D radial, 1-D axial, 2-D hexagonal,
and 3-D hexagonal models. All models include hot versus cold condition, without and
with moisture ingress. The 2-D and 3-D problems include also all-rods-in cases.
Parameters to be evaluated are: k ^ power distribution, water-ingress effects, control rod
worths.

4.2. The code PANTHER

Besides the WIMS-E code, also the general purpose 3-D reactor code PANTHER is used
in the MHTGR benchmark calculations. PANTHER combines static or time-dependent
3-D, 2-group neutron diffusion with channel thermal-hydraulics. Although PANTHER was
originally designed for PWR and AGR/Magnox simulation, which is especially reflected in
the built-in thermal-hydraulics models for these reactor types, it is intended to use this
code for static and transient combined neutron diffusion and thermal hydraulics calculati-
ons on HTRs, by connecting an external HTR thermal-hydraulics model to the code. As a
first step in this development a comparison is made between the calculational results of
PANTHER and the SNAP (3-D multigroup diffusion) module of the WIMS-E modular
code-system for the first case of the first model of the MHTGR benchmark. The 2-group
nuclear data required for a PANTHER calculation can be generated conveniently by the
WIMS-E code system.

4.3. Results of calculations

Some preliminary calculations have been performed by the WIMS-E and PANTHER codes
on the first model of the MHTGR benchmark: the 1-D radial case in the cold (300 K),
unrodded state without water ingress. The geometry for this case consists of 8 annular
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regions representing the central reflector (regions 1 and 2), the annular core containing the
fuel compacts (regions 3, 4 and 5) and the outer reflector (regions 6, 7 and 8). The outer
radius of this structure is 306.6 cm.
These calculations have been performed for two purposes:
• Calculation of the benchmark results. As the benchmark only concerns the reactor

physics aspects (without thermal hydraulics) of the MHTGR, this could be done by
using only the WIMS-E code system, employing its multigroup one-dimensional
neutron transport (PROCOL/THESEUS) and three-dimensional diffusion modules
(SNAP). However, as we intend to be able to perform both static and transient
combined neutronics and thermal hydraulics calculations in the future, the second
purpose of this exercise is:

• Intercomparison of WIMS-E (transport and diffusion) and PANTHER (two-group
diffusion) calculations.

In the process of serving these two purposes the following steps were taken:
(1) The first step is a 69-group neutron transport calculation (main WIMS-E module:
THESEUS; calculates multigroup collision-probabilities for annular systems) for the entire
1-D radial case, assuming homogenized (i.e. volume-weighted number densities of fuel
compacts and graphite blocks) core regions (regions 3, 4 and 5). The resulting multiplicati-
on factor is kcff = 0.87775. Condensation from 69 to 2 groups yields the 2-group flux
distribution and 2-group macroscopic cross sections for the 8 core and reflector regions, to
be used in subsequent 2-group neutron diffusion calculations. The resulting 2-group flux
distribution is shown in fig.3. Note the strong decrease of the fast flux in the reflector
regions. For the time being the energy boundary between the fast and thermal flux is set at
0.625 eV, as is the case for the PROTEUS benchmark. Most probably a higher value is
more suitable for high-temperature systems. This aspect should be investigated further.
(2) The second step is a diffusion calculation (R-Z geometry) of the same structure by
the SNAP module, employing the 2-group macroscopic cross sections generated in the first
step. The resulting multiplication factor is keIf = 0.87699. This corresponds quite well to
the result of the 69-group transport calculation (first step): the difference in k,^ is -0.09%.
In fig.4 a comparison is presented of the fast and thermal flux distributions, resulting from
the 69-group transport calculation and the 2-group diffusion calculation. Note that the
differences only become quite large in the reflector regions, where the flux is 2 to 4 orders
of magnitude lower than in the core regions.
(3) The third step is also a 2-group (R-Z) neutron diffusion calculation for the entire 1-
D radial system by the SNAP module, but in this case the 2-group macroscopic cross
sections for the core regions (regions 3, 4 and 5) are obtained from a 1-D radial, 69-group
neutron transport calculation (main WIMS-E module: THESEUS) on unit cells consisting
of a fuel compact (outer radius: 0.6223 cm) and the associated part of the fuel block
(outer radius: 1.3828 cm).
Actually, these unit cell calculations should have been performed employing the PROCOL
module, taking into account the granular structure of the fuel compact. However, as
PROCOL can not properly handle mixtures of two types of fuel grains (viz. fissile and
fertile), it was decided, for the time being, to use the THESEUS collision probability
module, assuming homogenized (volume-weighted) fuel compacts. This results in a
significantly lower value of k„ for the unit cells than would have been obtained by a
proper treatment of the granular structure. However, it is intended to repeat these unit-cell
calculations with an improved version of the PROCOL module, enabling a proper
calculation of the benchmark case.
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An extra problem is associated with the use of these 2-group macroscopic cross sections in
SNAP, in view of the eventual comparison with the PANTHER code, namely: PANTHER
can not handle upscattering. Therefore, it was decided not to use the full (2-by-2) scatter
matrix in the SNAP R-Z calculations, but to use an upscatter-corrected downscattering
cross-section, i.e. a downscattering cross section diminished by the upscattering cross
section times the thermal-to-fast flux ratio. The upscattering cross section is consequently
set to 0. This preserves the net downscattering rate, provided that the spectrum does not
change too much. This upscatter-correction was tested by the comparison of two 2-group
SNAP diffusion calculations for the same geometry, employing the full 2-by-2 scatter
matrix in the first case, and only an upscatter-corrected downscatter in the second case.
Comparison of the calculational results shows a good agreement between the two cases
(difference in k,,ff less than 0.05%).
Using the 2-group macroscopic cross sections for the core regions thus generated, we
performed the -for the moment- most practical 2-group diffusion calculation by the SNAP
module for the benchmark case, resulting in keff = 0.902049. As expected, this value is
higher than the value obtained from the first step. A proper treatment of the granular fuel
structure by the -improved- PROCOL module should yield an even higher value of k,,ff.
(4) The fourth step was taken mainly to serve the second purpose: the intercomparison
of WIMS-E and PANTHER. Beside the problem mentioned above (PANTHER can not
handle upscattering) a further problem is associated with this intercomparison, namely: a
PANTHER geometry can only consist of rectangular or hexagonal elements of equal size.
To overcome this problem, the annular structure of the 1-D radial benchmark case is
approximated by a structure consisting of small hexagons, which can be modelled in both
SNAP and PANTHER.
In table 3 the results of the SNAP and PANTHER calculations, using exactly the same
geometry and macroscopic cross sections, are presented for three values of the side
dimension of the hexagons. Note the excellent agreement between the SNAP and
PANTHER results for the hexagonal cases. Also the results of the 1-D and hexagonal
SNAP calculations agree quite well.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Good agreement of k-values and spectral indices for single heterogeneous and
double heterogeneous unit-cell calculations of the pebble-bed HTR-type reactor
configuration is obained between the deterministic and Monte Carlo type of codes.
These results are also in good agreement with IRI results and in reasonable
agreement with the results of other participants in the PROTEUS benchmark.
MCNP provides good reference data for complex geometries.
The Dancoff factor in complex geometries can easily be calculated by using the
option added to MCNP.
As far as escape probabilities in the resonance region are concerned, the rectangu-
lar lattice of cubic unit-cells as used normally in MCNP calculations, is equivalent
to a stochastic distribution of fuel grains over the fuel sphere.
Calculations in the framework of the General Atomics MHTGR benchmark can
most probably be performed quite well by the WIMS-E and PANTHER code
systems. However, the problem with modelling mixtures of two types of fuel grains
in the WIMS-E module still exist. For the moment a practical solution is to
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homogenized two-group nuclear constants, necessary for reactor calculations with
PANTHER, by appropriately mixing the results of PROCOL cell calculations for unit
cells with single fuel grain types. The resulting k-value and homogenized nuclear
constants should be verified against results of detailed MCNP unit cell and assembly
calculations.
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Table 1: Results for the single heterogeneous unit cell.
(Spectral parameters are given for critical conditions)

k^B2 = Bl)
H(cm)

P28

S25 (10-2)

<528 (10-4)

c*

WIMS

1.641

1.583

117

11.7

11.2
16.2
0.283

SCALE

1.646

1.591
123

11.3

11.1
16.0
0.274

MCNP

1.640

"116"

11.7

11.6
16.3
0.281

IRI [2]

1.639
1.584

122

11.4

11.2
17.0
0.275

AVER [3]

1.631

1.574

119

-
-
-

-

Table 2: Results for the double heterogeneous unit cell.
(Spectral parameters are given for critical conditions)

A-'oo

*oo(£2 = Bl)
H(cm)

P28

S2S (10-2)

S28 (10-4)

c*

WIMS

1.729

1.679
112

7.66

11.0

18.5
0.192

SCALE

1.726

1.678

118

7.68

10.9
18.4
0.193

MCNP

1.729

"110"

7.57

10.9
18.5

0.191

IRI [2]

1.721

1.673

118

7.66

11.0

17.0

0.192

AVER [3]

1.716

1.669
113

7.77

11.4

15.4
0.194

Table 3: Intercomparison of SNAP and PANTHER results fo'" different hexagon sides

SNAP 1-D radial *eff

Hexagon side dimension (cm)

SNAP hexagonal kea

PANTHER hexagonal Jteff

0.902475

1.5

0.903636

0.903641

2.5

0.902502

0.902502

10.0

0.895926

0.895926
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Fig. 1. MCNP representation of the double heterogeneous unit cell of LEU PRO-1 taking
into account all fuel grains (including coatings) in the fuel zone.
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Fig. 2. Radial dependence of Dancoff factor in the fuel zone of the LEUPRO-1 and
LEUPRO-2 geometry as calculated with MCNP4A.
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Mekelweg 15, 2629 JB Delft, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

Within the PINK framework IRI takes part in the Dutch research programme on high
temperature reactors (HTR). Considering the background and the nature of the institute, IRI
work will be addressed to reactor physics problems of more fundamental importance. HTR
research is encompassing experimental investigations at the PROTEUS reactor, to obtain
kinetic reactor parameters and control rod reactivity worths and the computational study of
HTR cores using the IRI reactor physics code system and the VSOP code.

In the frame of the IAEA Coordinated Research Programme (CRP) on "Validation of Safety
Related Reactor Physics Calculations for Low-Enriched HTGRs" calculational benchmarks
were specified on the basis of the LEU-HTR critical experiments proposed for the PROTEUS
facility at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) in Switzerland. Participants of the benchmark
programme were required to perform unit cell calculations for different pebble bed lattices
and whole reactor calculations for graphite reflected cylindrical configurations. IRI joined
as participant

The benchmark problems were calculated with the INAS system of computer codes and data
sources that is used generally at IRI. Lattice calculations were performed with the SCALE
system using the Sn transport code XSDRN in 172 energy groups, in one dimensional
spherical geometry. Special considerations were required for the calculation of Dancoff
factors which take into account the lattice structure at resonance energies. For the whole
reactor calculations The BOLD-VENTURE multigroup diffusion theory code was used in two
dimensional (R-Z) geometry.

Introduction. The IITR research programme at IRI

Within the PINK framework IRI takes part in the Dutch research programme on high
temperature reactors (HTR). Considering the background and the nature of the institute IRI
work will be addressed to reactor physics problems of more fundamental importance. IRI
research will be directed to the German pebble-bed design of fuel elements. The IRI-
programme encompasses two parts:
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/. Experimental work at the PROTEUS facility, PSI, Switzerland

This is mainly directed to experimental determination of reactor kinetics parameters and
to measurement of reactivity worths of different cores and of reactivity effects of water
ingress. Experimental methods include several "classical" kinetics methods like reactor
period measurements, inverse kinetics and pulsed neutron source, but also zero-power
noise measurements, both in time domain (Rossi-a, Feynman-a measurements) and in
frequency domain. The experiments will be supported by calculations as mentioned in
part 2.

2. Computational study of HTR cores

a) Basic reactor physics parameter study for design optimisation. The current fuel
design dates back decades and needs a fresh evaluation with regard to dimensions,
heavy metal loading, composition of graphite cladding, etc. State-of-the art
calculational methods and cross section data will be applied, including accurate and
detailed calculation of resonance self-shielding effects and Dancoff factors. Also
the effect of the number of moderator pebbles relative to fuel pebbles and the
stacking of pebbles on km and kdl will be considered.

b) Whole-core calculations using the IRI reactor physics code system 1NAS (IRI-
NJOY-AMPX-SCALE). This includes whole-core benchmark problems as
organised by PSI, Switzerland (LEUPRO-benchmark problems).

c) Use of the VSOP code package specifically developed for pebble-bed HTR in KFA
Jiilich, Germany; comparison with other calculational methods. In cooperation with
KFA Jülich replacement of calculational parts from VSOP by modern codes (cross
section generation, diffusion calculation; burn-up calculation); replacement of
libraries by up-to-date cross section data. Studies of pebble burn-up while moving
through the core. Study of thermal dynamics.

d) Calculation of reactivity of control rods; reactivity effect of water ingress.
e) Analysis of time behaviour after control rod movements, rod drop and control rod

ejection. Comparison witli experiments at the PROTEUS facility (see 1.).

This programme will be carried out in cooperation with ECN, Netherlands, PSI, Switzerland,
and KFA Jülich, Germany and possibly Kurchatov Institute and Moscow Engineering Physics
Institute, Moscow. It covers the period 1994 to 1997. The experimental part is performed
by a PhD student, detached at PSI, Switzerland, for a period of one year.

This report is a preliminary account of the activities and results during 1994. More details
are to be found in [2].

1. Experimental work at the PROTEUS facility

The PROTEUS facility at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PS1), Switzerland, is a zero-power
reactor with a graphite reflector in which a core can be loaded of spherical pebble type fuel
elements such as the fuel in the High Temperature Reactor (HTR). The composition of the
core with regard to fuel pebbles and moderator pebbles and their stacking arrangement is
quite flexible, which makes this facility very suitable for HTR-research.
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IRI is taking part in the experimental programme of PROTEUS with the aim of studying
different methods for reactivity determination, application of these methods to cores with
different loading and determination of the reactor kinetic parameters involved. In a later stage
the effect of water ingress to the HTR-core will be determined by measuring the reactivity
effect of hydrogen containing plastic rods that will be placed between the hexagonally stacked
fuel pebbles. The participation in the measurements is effected by detaching a PhD student
of the Delft University of Technology at PSI for a period of at least one year. Currently the
following measurement techniques are employed: pulsed neutron source, inverse kinetics,
stable period measurements, fitting of full time response and noise measurements.

The noise measurements regard Feynman-a measurements, in which one determines the
variance of the number of pulses counted during a certain time interval as a function of the
length of the interval. Not withstanding the relatively long neutron generation time A in a
HTR-core (1 to 2 ms), these noise measurements seem applicable for the determination of
the subcriticality of the reactor and they give an estimate of the reduced neutron generation
time A//3 with /3 the delayed neutron fraction. Another type of noise measurement concerns
the frequency positioned on the top of the core, under the axial reflector, auto power spectral
densities could be determined. A preliminary result is shown in Fig. 1. According to the
noise theory of zero-power reactors, the reduced neutron generation time can be determined
from the high-frequency break frequency for a critical reactor. Once this value is known, the
subcriticallity of reactor cores can also be measured by this technique.

2. Computational study of I1TR cores

2.1 The LEU-HTR Benchmarks

Calculational benchmark problems have been specified [1] on the basis of some of the
proposed LEU-HTR critical experiments on the PROTEUS facility at the Paul Scherrer
Institute (PSI) in Switzerland. The specification was distributed to institutions participating
in the IAEA Coordinated Research Programme (CRP) on "Validation of Safety Related
Reactor Physics Calculations for Low-Enriched HTGRs". The Interfaculty Reactor Institute
(IRI) of Delft University of Technology joined as participant of the CRP as from 1994. The
first aim of the IRI activity was to test the performance of the methods and codes generally
used at IRI, now applied to the HTGR systems.

The benchmarks were pebble-bed systems of different lattice arrangements and different
moderator to fuel pebble ratios. Six configurations had been specified, LEUPRO-1 to
LEUPRO-6. The geometry of the lattices of LEUPRO-1 and LEUPRO-2 is rhombohedral
(close packed) which gives a pebble packing factor of 0.7405. The lattice geometry of
LEUPRO-3 and LEUPRO-4 is orthorombic (columnar hexagonal) with the pebble packing
factor equal to 0.6046, while the pebbles are stochastically loaded in LEUPRO-5 and
LEUPRO-6 giving a pebble packing factor of 0.62. The moderator to fuel pebble ratio is
1/2 in LEUPRO-1, LEUPRO-3 and LEUPRO-5, and it is 2/1 in LEUPRO-2, LEUPRO-4
and LEUPRO6.

The core is graphite reflected both axially and radially in each configuration. The radius of
the core is 58.0 cm, 59.8 cm and 62,5 cm in LEUPRO-1/2, LEUPRO-2/3 and LEUPRO-
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5/6, respectively. The nominal core heights for the different configurations are given as
follows: LEUPRO-1: 99 cm, LEUPRO-2: 13S cm, LEUPRO-3: 132 cm, LEUPRO-4: 173
cm, LEUPRO-5: 120 cm, LEUPRO-6: 173 cm. The support structure of the upper axial
reflector starts at 173 cm above the bottom of the core. Configurations with a core height
less than 173 cm contain a voided space above the core.

The complete information on the geometry of the systems and on material compositions is
found in the Benchmark Specification report [1].

Results requested from the participants consisted of unit cell (lattice) calculations and whole
reactor calculations. The quantities to be compared for unit cell evaluations were:

koXO) productions/absorptions at B2=0,
^„(B2,.,.) productions/absorptions at B2=B\. r,
B2

C 1 . the critical buckl ing ,
M2 the migrat ion area , where M2 = (k0 o(B2

c l .)-l)/B2
c r ,

p 2 s the ratio of epithermal-to-thernval " S U captures ,
525 the ratio of epi thermal- to- thermal 235U fissions,
52!t the ratio of 2™U fissions to 2J5U fissions,
C* the ratio of 2**V captures to " s U fissions.

In addi t ion, reaction rates for each nucl ide, normalised for unit total absorpt ion. T h e spectral
indices w e r e required to be calculated with a thermal cutoff energy of 0 .625 e V . Spectral
indices and reaction rates were required for the B2 = B2

cljl case .

The required quanti t ies of the whole reactor calculat ions were :

k d ï of the nominal configurat ion,
HCK critical core height ,
for the critical case:

spectral indices at core centre and averaged over the core ,
reaction rates for each nuclide at core cent re , normalised to unit total
absorpt ion,
neutron balance (product ion/absorpt ion) over the core ,
-USU and 23SU fission rate spatial d is t r ibut ions .

For the L E U P R O - 1 configurat ion calculation of the case of water ingress was also requi red .

2 .2 M e t h o d s used in (lie c a l c u l a t i o n s

Unit cell calculations

T h e I N A S code system ( I R I - N J O Y - A M P X - S C A L E ) was used with the J E F 1.1 basic nuclear
data file. Cell calculat ions were done with the S C A L E - 4 code package [3 ] .

T h e C S A S 4 sequence per forms data library processing and criticality analysis on sys tems
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which can be adequately modelled in one-dimensional geometry. BONAMI-S performs
resonance shielding by the application of the Bondarenko shielding method. It is normally
used in combination with NITAWL-S which applies the Nordheim integral technique to
process neutron cross sections in the resonance energy range. Heterogeneity of the system
is taken into account by the Dancoff factor which is calculated by the system or can be
supplied as input data. The major function of NITAWL is the conversion of cross section
libraries from a problem independent form to a problem dependent WRK library.
XSDRNPM-S is a one dimensional discrete ordinates transport code used for the preparation
of cell averaged cross sections, as well as for one-dimensional criticality calculations.

The Dancoff factors are calculated by DANCOFF-MC, a separate program based on the
Monte Carlo method [4]. In DANCOFF-MC all fuel elements in a sufficiently large
neighbourhood of a selected fuel element are explicitly considered. In the study of the HTGR
lattices the flexibility of DANCOFF-MC was used to calculate the finite regular and the
randomized grain lattice, and to model the pebble lattice containing a given fraction of fuel
and moderator pebbles.

Whole reactor calculations

The BOLD-VENTURE multigroup finite difference diffusion theory program [5] was used
in 4 energy groups. The group cross section files of the ISOTXS format were obtained from
the XSDRN runs used for the cell calculations. The geometry was R-Z, with separate
material zones for core, axial retlector, radial reflector, aluminium structure and void. The
number of mesh points was 64 radially and 114-134 axially. No special Treatment was done
for the voided region, except that the code itself limits the diffusion coefficient to 100 cm.

Neutron balance breakdown is obtained from the reaction rates module of BOLD-VENTURE.
A special extension program was written to calculate the space dependent spectral indices.

2.3 Results of LEU-HTR Proteus calculations.

Calculation of pebble bed lattices with no electing the grain structure

As a preliminary exercise, the pebble lattice corresponding to benchmark LEUPRO-1 was
calculated with homogenized nuclide densities inside the 5 cm diameter fuel region, i.e. with
neglecting the grain structure. The working library was made with homogenized fuel inside
the 5 cm diameter inner region of the fuel pebbles. A Dancoff factor Df=0.30835 was given
as input. This value is recommended by the Benchmark Specification for codes not treating
the grain structure of the fuel explicitly.

The results given by the criticality calculation and subsequent buckling search are shown in
Table 1.
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Table 1. Unit cell results with the grain structure neglected

kM (B2=0)
K (B2=B(.R

2)
B(.R

2X1O* (CUT2)
M2 (cm2)

Pn

52S x 102

52S x 104

C'

LEUPRO-1 homogenized

1.6392
1.5836
6.61
883

11.44
11.24

17.
0.2751

Dancoff'factor calculations.

All calculations of Dancoff factors were carried out with the Monte Carlo program
DANCOFF-MC, using various main routines which define the grain and pebble lattices.

Studies with increasing number of grain particles show no convergence in the region up to
about 10000, as seen in Fig.l. In other words, the lattice in the pebble cannot be regarded
as infinite. Instead, the true number of particles can be used: 9403 is explicitly taken into
account (the true average value is 9393.6). Df was calculated as a function of the radius in
the pebble, as seen in Fig.2. With a volumetric averaging one can obtain the value of the Df
for the grains inside the fuel region of one pebble if there are no other pebbles around. This
single pebble grain DancolT factor was Df = 0.237.

In a pebble lattice the Dancoff factor is the value of the single pebble Df plus a probability
that accounts for neutrons escaping from the given pebble and having their next collision in
the fuel (grains) in other pebbles. This additional probability is the product of three factors:
probability of escape from the fuel region of the first pebble, probability of reaching the
surface of another fuel region, probability of reaching a fuel particle in this fuel region.

The single pebble grain Df was 0.237, this is the same for all LEUPRO cases since the fuel
is the same in all configurations. The pebble Dancoff factors were 0.281 for LEUPRO-1 and
0.104 for LEUPRO-2. These values are strongly affected by the amount of moderator
(graphite) between the fuel balls, but the influence of variations in the void fractions is
negligible. These considerations lead to the estimated overall Dancoff factors:

LEUPRO-1, 3, 5: 0.277
LEUPRO-2, 4, 6: 0.252
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Unit cell results for the LEU-HTR Proteus benchmark problems.

The scheme of unit cell (lattice) calculations finally adopted is as follows.

1) An infinite pebble lattice is calculated by SCALE modules BON AMI and NIT AWL
to obtain a WRK library. This library is denoted by WRK(l).

2) An infinite close packed hexagonal grain lattice is calculated by SCALE modules
BONAMI and NITAWL. Dancoff factors determined earlier using a modified
version of DANCOFF-MC are used. The library produced is denoted by WRK(2).

3) XSDRN with working library WRK(2) is run in spherical geometry on the white
boundary elementary cell of the grain lattice, and a cell-averaged weighted library,
XSDWT, is produced.

4) The WRK(l) and XSDWT libraries are merged to form WRK(3). All fuel region
materials (those inside the 5 cm diameter part of a pebble) come from XSDWT,
the others from WRK(l).

5) XSDRN is run with working library WRK(3) for the infinite pebble lattice
elementary cell. This run gives koo(B2=0).

6) XSDRN lattice calculation is made with the buckling search option, to get
kw(B(.u

2), Bt.u
2, and spectral indices.

The calculated unit cell results for LEUPRO-1 to LEUPRO-6 are shown in Table 2. Unit cell
average reaction rates per nuclide are given in Tables 7-13.

The calculation of the LEUPRO-1 lattice unit cell was repeated with the 5 cm diameter fuel
region divided into 12 concentric layers. For each layer the cross sections were separately
calculated with the corresponding, radially dependent Dancoff factor. As a result, slightly
different values were obtained for the cell averaged quantities (Table 3). The radially
dependent spectral indices are shown in Figures 3-6. (The value of 525 was only available
with 2 significant digits: The curve in Fig. 5 should be interpreted as showing practically no
change.)
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Table 2. Unit

ktt (B2=0)
K (B2=BCR

2)
BCR

2xlO4(cnr2)
M2 (cm2)

P28

525 x 102

528 x 104

C*

LEUP 1

1.72148
1.67282
7.071
952

7.6582
11.02

17.
0.1920

cell results

LEUP 2

1.75324
1.71694
5.935
1207

4.1678
5.81
10.

0.1181

for LEUPRO-1 to LEUPRO-6

LEUP 3

1.71746
1.66911
4.701
1423

7.6679
11.03

17.
0.1922

LEUP 4

1.74523
1.70944
3.935
1803

4.1767
5.83
10.

0.1183

LEUP 5

1.71800
1.66961
4.947
1354

7.6667
11.03

17.
0.1922

LEUP 6

1.74631
1.71045
4.141
1716

4.1756
5.82
10.

0.1183

Table 3. Unit cell results with 12 concentric fuel layers for LEUPRO-1

kO3(B2=0)
km (B2 = Bn<

2)
BC.U

2X1O4 (cm"2)
M2 (cm2)

P28

52S x 102

52S x 104

C'

homogeneous fuel

1.72148
1.67282
7.071
952

7.6582
11.02

17.
0.1920

12 fuel layers

1.71935
1.67045
7.055
950

7.6091
11.08

18.
0.1909

The LEUPRO-1 case was modified to include a 20 v/o water content in the void space
between the pebbles. The results of the unit cell calculation are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Unit cell results with 20 v/o water for LEUPRO-1

k» (B2=0)
k . (B2 = Bt.K

2)
Bl.K

2xlO4(cnr2)
M2 (cm2)

P2S

525 x 102

Ö2* X 10 4

C*

LEUPRO-1 with 20 v/o
water

1.596
1.580
13.1
442
3.23
4.60
14.

0.0965
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Whole reactor results for the LEU-HTR Proteus benchmark problems.

Whole reactor results are summarised in Table 5. LEUPRO-4 is subcritical, as expected, at
173 cm core height. LEUPRO-6 at this height is slightly supercritical. The corresponding
flux distributions taken vertically along the core centre line, radially along a radius at mid
core height, are shown in Figures 7-18 (Note that the vertical dimensions are measured from

Table

HCR (cm)
Prod/Abs
core centre:
Pn

523 x 102

528 x 104

C*
core average:

•'s

p
S25 x 102

5n x 104

C*

5. Whole l

LEUP 1

1.02131
93.4

1.7518

7.4446
10.742
17.668
0.1860

4.9847
7.1922
13.045
0.1361

-eactor results for LEUPRO-1 to LEUPRO-6

LEUP 2

1.00124
137.5

1.7555

4.1130
5.751
10.188
0.1159

3.0365
4.2479
8.067

0.0928

LEUP 3

1.03057
120.3

1.7564

7.2291
10.444
17.635
0.1817

4.7276
6.8240
12.609
0.1307

LEUP 4

0.97177
not crit.
1.7519

4.0175
5.630
10.382
0.1138

2.9280
4.1010
8.005

0.0905

LEUP 5

1.02726
111.0
1.7548

7.3091
10.556
17.666
0.1833

4.7921
6.9161
12.711
0.1321

LEUP 6

1.00478
170.4
1.7519

4.0324
5.644
10.180
0.1142

2.9534
4.1332
7.934
0.0910

the top of the assembly downwards). The effect of the mesh size on the value of the
calculated kt.l( and on the iteration process was examined in the case of LEUPRO-2. As a
rule, approximately the same mesh size was used everywhere. The eigenvalue as a function
of mesh size is plotted in Fig. 19. The variation of kdl over the range of 1.5 - 4.0 cm is only
0.1 %, but the curve shows no convergence. Running time with 1.5 cm mesh was 28 minutes,
the case with approximately 1.0 cm mesh size could not be run due to numerical problems.

Whole reactor results with 20 v/o water in the inter-pebble space are shown in Table 6.
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Table 6. Whole reactor results for LEUPRO-1 with 20v/o water

HC1< (cm)
Prod/Abs
core centre:

P28

Ö25 x 102

52!< x 10 4

C*
core average:

P28

525 x 102

528 x 104

C'

LEUP 1 with water

1.11520
69.8

1.5969

3.2258
4.5924
14.245
0.0949

2.6354
3.7511
11.824
0.0824
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Measurement in subcritical reactor
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Figure I. Auto power spectral density of ionization chamber signal.
(Amplitude, background, rho = reactivity and rgt = reduced generation time

are fitted parameters.)
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HUMAN FACTORS IN HTR DESIGN

Heslinga, G., Oxenaar, W.K., Wolf, A.A. de

KEMA Nederland B.V.
Process Control & Information Technology. Utrechtseweg 310, NL-6812 AR ARNHEM, The Netherlands

1 INTRODUCTION

Considerations of human factors during the design of the High Temperature Reactor (HTR)
can contribute to a system that can be controlled adequately by human beings. These factors
should be taken into account in the HTR design, since it is not realistic to think of unmanned
nuclear power plants in the near future.

At KEMA, research has been done to gain insight into the operation of the inherently safe,
highly automated HTR. It was found that in HTR design it is important to study the following
aspects:

changing operator tasks, as a consequence of changing operational goals,
alarm handling and processing,
processing information by datalogging,
computerised tools for working with procedures, and
application of simulators for training and education.

First, a survey on these topics will be discussed in section two. On the first topic (changing
operator tasks) an in-depth research has been done, which will be described in section three.
In section four the results of both studies will be discussed and conclusions will be drawn.

2 SURVEY1

In the HTR situation operators are likely to manage a black box, rather than controlling the
process directly. This means that they will depend strongly on the information presented. They
are not dealing with details of the process. Small, unimportant disturbances should be solved
by the system automatically. However, disturbances that are not solved automatically involve
operator intervention. Since manual controlling skills are hardly practised (because of the high
degree of automation of the HTR) it is difficult for the operators to react adequately to
unexpected situations. This involves the need for operator support systems, because it could
happen that operators are not aware of the plant status. The operator support systems should
be integrated in a process management system, such that each interface presents information
to the operators in the same way.

1 This survey was carried out by Oxenaar (1994).
Oxenaar, W.K., 1994. Mens-Machine interactie en bedrijfsvoering van modulaire nucleaire
elektriciteitsproduktieprocessenzoals de HTR. KEMA-report nr. 40168.10-PCL-1042.
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Considering alarm handling and processing, it was stated in this survey that the coherence of
the incoming alarms should be clear to the operator. In this way the operator is able to get
an overall view of the plant status. Support systems should be available to achieve this. The
alarm handling system should be flexible and user friendly.

In the HTR situation datalogging systems are needed to process and present information in a
logical way. The information presentation should be structured very well. Relevant
information has to be available at any time and should be found easily.

Computerized procedures will be required in the HTR control room for accurate task
performance. Aspects that should be considered in the design of such procedures are:

presentation of the procedure itself,
presentation of values measured at certain steps in the procedure,
support in deciding which procedure should be used, and
interactive possibilities (checklist, on-line help, alternatives, etc.).

The importance of simulators will grow for highly automated processes like the HTR. Hence,
the application of simulators for training and education should be studied in detail. Another
application of simulators is to use them to predict certain situations. In this way a simulator
could be used in the control room as an active element.

3 IN-DEPTH RESEARCH2

The in-depth research was carried out in order to determine which operator related aspects are
important in designing the HTR. To get an impression of the relevant aspects and the way
they affect operator tasks, the following questions are formulated:

what are the tasks of the HTR operator,
how many operators are needed in one HTR control room,
how many HTR modules can be controlled with one control room,
what should be the degree of automation, and
what kind of information presentation should be used.

For this research the following methodologies were used. In the first place, a review was
made of cognitive psychological and ergonomical literature. Secondly, interviews have been
used as a method for this research.

3.1 Literature review

In order to formulate guidelines for human-machine interaction in the HTR a literature review
was made. The most important aspects are discussed below.

2 This research was carried out by De Wolf (1994).
Wolf, A. A. de, 1994. Literatuurstudie naar menselijke factoren die een rol spelen bij operator-taken in een HTR.
KEMA-report nr. 40315.00-PCL-2425, July, 1994.
Wolf, A.A. de, 1994. The design of the modular HTR from a human factors perspective. KEMA-report in press.
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Memory span

It is useful to be aware of the human memory capacity in order to formulate guidelines
for future operator tasks. In laboratory studies it was found that working memory
capacity is small for dynamic processes; respondents could process no more than three
items of dynamic information at a time. Another interesting phenomenon is that it
appeared that humans have a limited ability to process different hypotheses at a time.
Humans can only process three or four hypotheses at the same time. This could mean
that in case of an accident an operator, who has no idea what caused it, can only think
of a few possible reasons at a time. Because of these facts, human memory span
capacity could limit the number of HTR modules to be controlled by one control room.

Stress

It is important to know what aspects constitute stress, what stressful situations are and
how it can be reduced. In the literature review it appeared that stress could not only
be caused by high workload, but cognitive underload could lead to stress as well.
Cognitive underload is defined by the situation in which boring and unvaried tasks
must be performed, without much stimulation from outside. This is likely to be the
case for HTR operator tasks. In the literature review guidelines are given to reduce
stress, the ones applicable in the HTR situation are: use as few information sources
as possible, provide clues to the person as to what information and which tasks are
most important, train the person to effectively scan information sources, if the
information sources should be scanned visually, put them close togehter.

Vigilance (maintaining alert for prolonged periods of time)

The task of monitoring and controlling an highly automated process is likely to be a
vigilance task, in which operators need to be alert all the time and are bored easily.
Many laboratory studies have been carried out on this topic. However, these studies
are hardly related to real-life situations. Despite this limitation, some guidelines are
given to minimize the negative effects of these tasks, like: provide appropriate work-
rest schedules, reduce uncertainty as to when or where a signal will likely occur (e.g.
by expert systems), provide adequate training of operators, improve motivation by
emphasizing the importance of the task, and maintain noise, temperature, illumination
and other environmental factors at optimal levels.

Function allocation

In assigning tasks to the man or to the automation, the consequences of this decision
should be clear. Factors should be considered like, which tasks are best suited to the
man and which to the machine. Some tasks are better performed by the machine and
some better by men; economical factors should also be considered in this. Social and
organisational factors need to be considered as well, like: job satisfaction (lack of job
satisfaction could lead to boredom, inattention, lack of motivation and overall poor
performance) and training purposes (in highly automated processes, operators still have
to know how to control the process and be given practice to maintain their skills for
manual operation in case the automation fails).
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Supervisory control (instead of controlling the process directly, the operator intervenes at
certain instances)

In an HTR control room operators are likely to monitor the process and intervene at
certain instances, rather than controlling it directly. Intelligent computers may take
over many operator tasks. However, this may result in the unsafe situation that the
operator is less capable of intervening in the control of the system during an
emergency, because he has no overall view of the plant status at that moment. Some
long-term social implications of supervisory control are: no direct contact with the
process, deskilling, sense of not being productive, and abandonment of responsibility.
Further research is required to find ways to reduce these effects as much as possible.

Information and alarm presentation

If operator tasks change and become more supervisory directed, one should think of
information and alarm presentation suitable for this kind of work. There is a shift from
using conventional panels for information and alarm presentation to using visual
display screens. Other new technologies are being studied considering operator support
systems, logical filtering of alarms, prioritization of alarm messages, etc.

3.2 Interviews

To get an impression of operator aspects in automated processes relevant for the HTR, and
in order to make the study more practically oriented, five nuclear power plant operators have
been interviewed. Two of them were shift supervisor. The years of operational experience
varied from 2 to 23 years. The interviews took about 50 minutes each. The interviews were
like a conversation in which the interviewer checked whether all topics on a list, constructed
in advance, were mentioned (in a variable order). It was also possible for the interviewees to
discuss other topics. The main topics discussed are described below.

Automation in general

All respondents were in favour of automation, although they have little experience with
highly automated processes. The main goals of automation mentioned by them were
safety and ease of use. All respondents stated that operators should have the final
responsibility for a nuclear power plant, and should be able to take over control at any
time.

Operator tasks

The respondents stated that in highly automated processes operator tasks become less
active and less attractive. If operators are kept away from direct controlling and are
uncertain about the plant status they will consult manuals more and more rather than
trusting on experience, according to the respondents. To overcome these problems
operators should work in a team: actions can be checked by others. Additionally, other
ways to make operator performance more safe were mentioned, like: experience and
knowledge of the system is required, operators should have knowledge of the dynamics
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of the process, training should be given much attention, and the system should not
block operator actions (this conflicts with the current 30 minutes rule).

Degree of automation

The possibility that operators can influence the degree of automation might be
considered. Such influence could lead to a more optimal task load and could thus
prevent operator tasks from being boring and unattractive, and individual differences
could thus be accounted for. However, the respondents were very sceptical about this
possibility. The respondents stated that if a process can be controlled automatically this
should be done. Operator intervention will introduce dangerous situations.
Tasks like starting up the plant and safety related tasks were said to be suitable for
automation. It was remarked that computers can perform these tasks better and more
precise. It was remarked that a possible future operator task is deciding whether the
automated process should go on or be stopped after a number of steps.

Controlling more than one unit

The respondents had difficulties to imagine controlling more than one (HTR) module,
having only one control room available. Some of them stated that the number of
operators needed depends on the degree of automation. The more operator actions are
required, the more operators are needed.
It was mentioned that it might be possible to control the process with one team and
one back-up team, the latter giving support in case of disturbances. One team can
concentrate completely on the module in which the accident took place, while the other
team monitors the other modules. It was stated that there is no need for a separate
team for each module. During normal operation probably very few operators are
needed.

Control room aspects

Considering control room aspects, the respondents were asked to give their opinion
about advanced information presentation techniques and control possibilities. The
respondents mentioned some advantages of information presentation on visual display
screens, like: the possibility of presenting different views of the process, presentation
of specified subsystems as a whole, and task-oriented information presentation.
However, some disadvantages were mentioned as well, like: relevant information
might be hidden behind other screens, and scanning through screens impairs the
overall view. For alarm presentation the respondents preferred conventional panels,
because of safety reasons.
Despite the fact that plant control with display screens is not allowed for nuclear
power plants in the Netherlands, the respondents reacted positively to this possibility.
The ease of use is attractive but it might introduce dangerous situations.
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4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

It became clear both in the survey and in the in-depth research, that the special HTR features
will lead to an high degree of automation and, hence, a change in operator tasks.

It appeared from the in-depth research that the degree of automation is limited by human
factors issues. If operator intervention is still possible in the HTR, operators need to be
trained in controlling the highly automated system and in manual operation as well. Training
costs will increase. Stress is likely to occur when operators are responsible for a system they
do not control directly. Furthermore, the work environment needs to be attractive. Operator
tasks should be combined in such a way that these tasks form a meaningful job.

It was stated in the in-depth research that the number of modules to be controlled with only
one control room, could be limited by human memory capacity. In laboratory experiments it
was found that working memory capacity for dynamic processes is three items only.
Additionally, it was found that humans can only process three or four hypotheses at a time.
All this might imply a maximum of three or four modules to be controlled with one control
room. As a first clue this option should be given attention in HTR design. However, further
research is required on this topic.

It can be concluded from both studies that the HTR control room needs to be equipped with
advanced information presentation techniques. Since the type of support system, including
simulators, may be different and may lead to inconsistent information sources, research is
needed in which these systems are designed in an integrated way. When, for instance, use of
procedures, alarm handling, and information processing are integrated well, an adequate and
unambiguous work environment can be created. Operators are positive about this development
but systems should only be used for support, and should not take over operator decision
making.

It can be concluded from both studies that an integrated approach is needed, considering
automated procedures, alarm handling, and further information processing. This would also
include the application of simulators for training and prediction. Furthermore, research is
required to reliably determine the number of operators needed and the number of modules to
be controlled in the HTR situation. Finally, it should be interesting to investigate information
needs of HTR operators at certain process states. It is likely that these needs will vary for
different process states, which has implications for information presentation and control room
design.
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NON-PROLIFERATION ASPECTS

R.J.S. Harry

ECN, Netherlands Energy Research Foundation
P.O. Box 1, 1755 ZG Petten, The Netherlands

1. INTRODUCTION

Non-proliferation of nuclear weapons is a political aim, which has been a high priority on the
political agenda since the discovery of the nuclear fission as a very concentrated energy
resource. That nuclear energy could be used for peaceful energy generation or destructive
weapcir". was already se .vu some years before the first man made chain reaction took place.
And, 'Uw.?,, uranium Disappeared quite suddenly from the world market during the Second
World WÜÏ; Since then, the international policy has moved between two extremes, to finally
find a workable balance between a policy of strict denial and a policy of co-operation under
strict guarantee, to contain the nuclear weapons proliferation.

It is useful to review the historical development of the two aspects of the non-proliferation
policy, and to see how a widely supported consensus view has emerged. A set of technical
and institutional measures became operational and have proven their strengths and
weaknesses, in a learning process of regularly making improvements. In particular for this
workshop the situation of the Kingdom of the Netherlands and more relevant the part of that
Kingdom in Europe, Nederland, is of relevance. However it constitutes only a small aspect
of the non-proliferation problem.

For a succesful commercial introduction of the Modular HTR, one single and clear definitive
choice has to be made about the future type of HTR and its first fuel cycle envisaged. The
non-proliferation situation of Nederland is one of the least reasons for an internationally wide
acceptable choice, economic and political acceptance criteria will get a higher weight in that
decision making. Non-proliferation concerns are in the international context one of the three
equally decisive factors: reactor safety, nuclear waste, and non-proliferation world wide.

In the safeguards part of the ECN HTR project, assessments of the non-proliferation aspects
of the different technical options for the reactor and for its fuel cycle will have to be made.
In this first paper it will be tried to put the underlying non-proliferation concerns in
perspective before the proposed technical alternatives will be studied on their non-proliferation
merits.

The Euratom Treaty of 25 March 1957, and the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) [1] that came
into force on 5 March 1970, are the two main international political instruments for non-
proliferation applicable in Nederland. Both Treaties stipulate international verification of the
civil or peaceful use of nuclear energy. That is achieved by the supra-national safeguards
system of Euratom and the international safeguards system of the IAEA. These safeguards
systems are based on reporting obligations of the operators and regularly performed
international and independent inspections on site to verify the correctness and completeness
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of these declarations.

Both treaties have contributed to a technically founded confidence in the peaceful character
of the civil nuclear fuel cycle activities of the inspected states. This confidence enabled an
open and fruitful co-operation in the peaceful development of nuclear power generation and
its nuclear fuel cycle.

Effective and efficient safeguards systems have been set up, also for the previously build and
operated HTRs and parts of their fuel cycle in the European Union. Specific safeguards
development needs for the future can only be identified and defined more precisely, when the
relevant choices on the to be build HTR design and fuel cycle are made.

A small number of both NPT and non-NPT states has chalenged non-proliferation by
execution of a nuclear weapon programme or at least not allowing the required inspections
to remove all suspicion about such a programme. Other proliferation chalenges are the
growing trafficking of radioactive and fissile material, and the nuclear disarmament process
that results in large stockpiles of nuclear-weapon- usable material that needs proper custody,
possibly under international supervision, These developments have had their impact on the
safeguards and non-proliferation policies.

In particular the HTR has been proposed as a reactor that effectively can reduce the large
stockpiles of nuclear-weapon-usable material, becoming available from nuclear weapon
dismantlement. The occurence of nuclear-weapon-usable material, and the practicability of its
separation from the related fuel cycle, together with the safeguardability of the nuclear
activities of the state, are the important elements in the technical non-proliferation assessment.
But it cannot be seen in isolation from the trustworthiness of states, institutions, and people.
Contemporary history showed that abrupt political changes can alter strongly the non-
proliferation credentials of a state. International confidence can be established and maintained
in this area following the NPT, with its strengthened IAEA safeguards, supported by other
international political instruments, like the convention on physical protection and the nuclear
suppliers guidelines.

The basic assumption of stable state structures is not always valid. Therefore it might be a
prudent policy to reflect the non-proliferation concerns in the design phase of a new type of
reactor and its fuel cycle consequences. In order to avoid a too easy access to nuclear-
weapon-usable material in areas of political unrest, the so called proliferation resistance of
fuel cycles, or nuclear facilities has to be included as a kind of last resort to hamper a rapid
proliferation, when there is a credible threat of a dramatic change in the political situation.
But the effectiveness of this measure is limited. The technological progress cannot be denied,
and since the discovery of nuclear fission, a policy of denial has proven to cause only a short
delay, and in the end it turns out to be counterproductive. For the proliferation assessment all
accessible resources: nuclear material, non nuclear materials, technology, scientific knowledge,
and most important also funding, available to the suspect state have to be included.

A non-nuclear-weapon state that has ratified the NPT is less liable to the suspicion of
pursuing a nuclear-weapons capability. But safeguarded have also to be alert for the less
credible scenarios for developing exotic (futuristic or outdated) nuclear weapons production
technologies. These may be more succesfully hided for safeguards inspectors. But the success
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of such an approach depends very much on the capability to keep all related activities secret
for the outside world. This is not easy, because apart from the direct indicators of such a
programme, which have a larger probability of detection by the ongoing strengthening of
IAEA safeguards. There are several indirect indicators that may not escape the eyes of the
national intelligence services of other states, that will support the strengthened IAEA
safeguards.

2. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

After 1945 international policies were developed to promote the use of nuclear energy and
radiation for civilian purposes but at the same time strongly discourage and preferably prevent
its use for military ends. Shortly after the Second World War, the United Nations discussed
the establishment of a central authority which should administer all uses of nuclear energy.
That initiative, known as the Acheson-Lilienthal, or Baruch Plan, failed, due to Cold War
controversies.

Hence, in the first eleven years of man-controlled fission, technological information was kept
secret and severe constraints were imposed on the international trade of nuclear material and
equipment. Nevertheless, the Netherlands and Norway successfully developed their nuclear
technology and made their joint reactor in Kjeller, Norway, for the first time critical on 30
July 1951. Kjeller was an open scientific nuclear centre.

There were similar developments world-wide, proving that secrecy of information is no
suitable instrument to ensure non-proliferation of nuclear technology. On the contrary, it led
to an increase in independent nuclear activities, which represented quite a proliferation risk.
That this could lead to weapon consequences was later illustrated by the development of the
concept of "peaceful nuclear explosions" (PNEs). These were initially considered acceptable -
even the NPT has an article that deals with them. PNEs were also allowed in the Tlatelolco

Treaty, and India tested a "peaceful nuclear explosive device" in 1974.

President Eisenhower's famous "Atoms for Peace" speech before the United Nations, of 8
December 1953 marked a turning point. Bilateral and international peaceful nuclear co-
operation started under strict non-proliferation conditions. At first, safeguards were
implemented by the United States bilaterally, but they were soon delegated to the international
organizations Euratom and the IAEA. The Euratom Treaty was concluded on 25 March 1957
in Rome. It established a supra-national Atomic Energy Community with far reaching rights
in all areas of nuclear activities in the European Union.

The IAEA was founded in 1957 on the authority of the United Nations as an autonomous
intergovernmental organization. Its task is to further the use of atomic energy for peaceful
purposes and to ensure at the same time that atomic energy would not be misused for military
purposes. Like Euratom, it has a safeguarding task, embedded in the wider scope of peaceful
applications of nuclear energy [2], but initially limited to IAEA sponsored projects, later
expanded to "full-scope safeguards" under NPT.

The development of safeguards was strongly supported by technical developments in
measurement and monitoring techniques. The wide application of full-scope safeguards
according to the Euratom Treaty and the NPT stimulated the technical development of
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safeguards. However there is a fundamental difference in the two systems. The IAEA
safeguards can only be implemented on the basis of a specific agreement between the IAEA
and the State(s). For that purpose a model agreement has been formulated for all non-nuclear
weapon states under NPT safeguards. The technical content of this agreement is strongly
based on the systematic analysis of the nuclear material control and accountancy, and has
been formalized in 1972 in the safeguards document INFCIRC/153 [3].

Great concern existed about the risks of horizontal proliferation after the Second World War.
Twenty years later, the success of the "Atoms for Peace" policy was becoming clear by the
increasing number of states with own developments of nuclear technology. Consequently, it
was widely feared that between twenty or thirty of these higher developed states (like: Italy,
Japan, Sweden, West Germany) in the next twenty years would have indigenously developed
their nuclear weapons.

This concern has been reflected in the NPT. 'Full-scope safeguards' were called for in the
Treaty, to be implemented by the International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna. By that
ruling the highly technical organisation of the IAEA managed to set up a widely accepted and
trusted safeguards system. In the General Conference of the IAEA Member States, and in the
IAEA Board of Governors both strong proponents of the NPT and states that are against the
NPT for political reasons have to judge the IAEA secretariat in its functioning. By that
structure a balanced consensus on safeguards matters has been found. This politically balanced
approach has contributed to the success of the IAEA safeguards implementation.

The new task 'full-scope safeguards' put more emphasis on the general safeguards' task of
the IAEA, which is one of its functions in connection with its regular technical mission of
stimulating the safe application of nuclear energy for civilian pïxrposes all over the world.
IAEA safeguards are based on the co-operative attitude of the inspected states. The NPT got
today more than 170 states adhering to it After the charter of the United Nations NPT is the
treaty with the second largest number of accessions, outdoing with about twenty states
accessions also the IAEA Statute.

Nowadays the focus of non-proliferation concerns has moved to some of the developing states
that have acquired enough nuclear technology to be considered serious nuclear-weapon
threshold states. Some have accepted NPT and IAEA safeguards. But political reasons may
override the voluntary accepted treaty obligations. Iraq and the DPRK (Democratic People's
Republic of Korea) have shown how IAEA inspectors have, for a limited time, been kept
away from suspect nuclear activities.

The nuclear weapon programmes of the threshold states, however, appear to depend on
technologically advanced special products from highly advanced states. The international non-
proliferation regime has been supplemented with additional measures like the Nuclear
Suppliers Guidelines, containing export restrictions and controls on sensitive exports.
However, as described before in this paper, a policy of denial and secrecy doesn't stop
proliferation of scientific knowledge and skills for a long time. Drastic political and technical
changes in the world compelled IAEA safeguards to adapt new approaches and to strengthen
its implementation in order to cope with new and future challenges.

About twenty-five years ago, the upsurge in hijacking of airplanes and other acts of terror,
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together with two cases of theft of natural uranium, stimulated attention for physical
protection of nuclear material and of nuclear installations as a means to contain sub-national
proliferation. The IAEA played its role in a timely fashion, although it has a limited mandate
in this area. It issued international guideliness for physical protection, that also include
guidelines for the protection against nuclear sabotage. Also it hosted the drafting committee
of the Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material [12], and became depository
of that convention. The convention regulates the co-operation between states in the many
facets of physical protection to prevent misappropriation and misuse of nuclear material and
installations.

Recent years have witnessed a curbing of vertical proliferation. The two largest nuclear-
weapon arsenals, of the U.S.A. and of Russia, are reducing drastically in these years. Large
stockpiles of the nuclear material from the dismantled nuclear-weapons are emerging. That
material will have to be kept under control for a long period, triggering proposals for
international control and safeguards' arrangements, for which, it will be argued here, the
International Plutonium Storage, as negotiated about fifteen years ago, offers an acceptable
model. The HTR can play an important role in the reduction of these stockpiles, when
theoretically more appropriate fast breeder reactors, can not be realised in the near future.

In sum, horizontal proliferation, sub-national proliferation, and vertical proliferation are three
aspects of the nuclear weapons' problem that the IAEA can help to address. The process of
strengthening the effectiveness of IAEA safeguards has been getting increasing attention since
the 1990 NPT review conference. The revelations after the second Gulf War stimulated this
process strongly. The recently accepted improvements and the technical improvements that
have been investigated in the IAEA programme 93+2 [4], will enable to keep safeguards an
important and effective tool to assure that the civil nuclear fuel cycle is free of any suspicion
that it supports a nuclear weapon endeavour.

3. IAEA SAFEGUARDS AND NPT

3.1. From NPT to safeguards

According to the NPT, non-nuclear-weapon states have to accept IAEA safeguards on all
source and special fissionable material in all peaceful nuclear activities of the state. The
preamble of the NPT poses that parties are: "to further the application ... of the principle of
safeguarding effectively the flow of source and special fissionable materials by use of
instruments and other techniques at certain strategic points". These two principles were the
basis for the modern full-scope safeguards' system of NPT safeguards, that was formulated
by negotiations in the IAEA Safeguards Committee during 1970 and 1971, and published in
IAEA document INFCIRC/153 [3].

Until the end of the 1960s, the IAEA safeguards' system had developed organically, and was
in principle only covering a limited number of submitted nuclear activities, plants or amounts
of nuclear or non-nuclear material. By focusing now on all nuclear material in all nuclear
activities, no explicit proof of the "peaceful" use of installations, equipment, or non-nuclear
material was required, hence that element of arbitrary judgment was avoided. Material
accountancy, recording in the facility, and reporting to the IAEA, followed by regular
inspection of the correctness of the reporting, form the backbone of the IAEA safeguards'
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system. Additional measures of containment and surveillance support the conclusions on non-
diversion of the nuclear material, based on independent IAEA verification of the flows and
physical inventories compared with the book values of the state declarations. The Book
Physical Inventory Difference (BPID), or as it is usually known, the Material Unaccounted
For (MUF), is the main yardstick of the objective and rational system, as formalized in the
safeguards' document INFCIRC/153. The declared receipts and shipments of nuclear material
have to match with the declarations of the sending and receiving parties. The transports of
nuclear material are inspected also.

By concentrating on the nuclear material, the new safeguards system removed some traditional
concerns about industrial espionage. From the point of view of nuclear weapons' proliferation,
it was deemed sufficient, because the fabrication of a nuclear weapon is impossible without
weapons-grade nuclear material, which was not freely available at all. It was further argued
that all other parts of a nuclear explosive device could be obtained on the open market or
produced without major technical problems. The validity of this presumption, has
convincingly be undermined by findings of nuclear material, on the black market The gradual
increase in quality and amount of these materials is worrisome. Even if the detected cases of
trafficking in nuclear-weapon-usable material, until now are only dealing with nuclear material
that has not directly been used in the fabrication of nuclear weapons. The basic presumption
of IAEA safeguards, the non-availability of these material, is proven to be not absolutely valid
anymore. Hence IAEA safeguards has to be strengthened with detection methods that aim at
nuclear activities beyond the well declared and closed area of the peaceful nuclear fuel cycle.

3.2. The measurement system

The central role of the nuclear material accountancy and control of the State and its
independent verification by the IAEA safeguards inspectors necessitates the division of the
accountancy system in practical and manageable units, the so called Material Balance Areas
(MBAs)[5]. A nuclear facility can be divided in a number of these areas, depending on the
kind of facility. For each MBA, the operations in which nuclear material is involved have to
be recorded. Reports in which the recorded information is aggregated have to be send
regularly to the IAEA. On inspections in the plant the IAEA verifies the truth of the
accounting and operating records. The system of measurements on which the records and the
reports are based shall either conform to the latest international standards or be equivalent in
quality to such standards (article 55, INFCIRC/153).

ESARDA (European SAfeguards Research and Development Association) plays a key role
in the world wide international establishment of both material and procedural standards for
safeguards. It goes beyond the scope of this paper to explain extensively how all
measurements have to be made traceable to the SI units. It might suffice therefore to refer to
[6] that describes the way in which the role of ESARDA is embedded into the general
measurement standards philosophy. The continuing proces of establishing internationally the
quality of analytical measurements in the nuclear fuel cycle, results in the regular publication
of the International Target Values, that are endorsed by the IAEA and several other national
and international bodies, having interests in this area. The most recent values have been
reported in the March 1994 issue of the ESARDA Bulletin.
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The last years have shown that in some European states the governmental role in maintaining
the national measurement standards up to the international level has been transfered to private
commercial operating institutions. This may in the long run lead to a privation of national and
international support for the established and newly to establish consensus standards. Where
at the other side many commercial operating companies try to adhere to the quality control
and assurance system described by the ISO 9000 documents, this is an astonishingly
contradictory evolution. In the Euratom Treaty, the role of the IRMM (Commission of the
European Communities, Joint Research Centre, Geel Establishment, Institute for Reference
Materials and Measurements) for the nuclear fuel cycle activities in the European Union has
been well defined.

3.3. Verification

Article II of the NPT commits non-nuclear-weapon states not to manufacture or acquire
nuclear weapons. IAEA safeguards mainly verify the declared nuclear material and
installations, and compliance with other aspects of the NPT was, by the limited interpretation
of the safeguards agreement that for many years prevailed, not included in the scope of IAEA
safeguards. Nevertheless, in implementing its safeguards measures, the IAEA could not
exclude the existence of proscribed activities like the unreported production of nuclear-
weapon-usable material or the construction of a workshop for the assembly of a nuclear
explosive device, otherwise there should be no need at all to apply safeguards.

More than twenty years of NPT safeguards' application have proven the success of that
limited approach for safeguarding of the declared peaceful nuclear fuel cycle. There is so
much international interdependence involved in the nuclear power generation of today, and
such large commercial interests are at stake, that no state has ever misused a real nuclear
power plant for the production of its first nuclear weapon. Military programs, by contrast,
have stimulated development of nuclear technology for peaceful purposes. Nuclear
proliferation will be reversed, in a manner of speaking, when nuclear material gained from
the dismantlement of nuclear weapons will be used in a civilian program, implying that it will
be subject to safeguards and finally be fissioned in nuclear power plants or research reactors.

Experience over many years has showed that IAEA and Euratom inspectors have on occasion
noticed activities that were a violation of the treaty. Some cases were resolved quietly, others
remained a problem for a longer time. Such cases were reported to the European authorities
and in the IAEA case to the Board of Governors and in the Annual Report to the General
Conference. Present problems with special inspections in North Korea demonstrate how
strongly the application of IAEA safeguards depends on the co-operation of the inspected
state. In any case the present technical safeguards leads to a clear and reliable political signal
in cases that without that signal should remain highly speculative.

The existing safeguards system has guided the drafters of the Chemical Weapon Convention
by defining the verification system that will be set up in the context of that convention.
Similarly in the disarmament discussions the concept of verification has been discussed and
this has led to a report to the United Nations on disarmament and the meaning of verification.
Verification has been directly related to the accepted treaty obligations; it is described as a
process which establishes whether State Parties are complying with their obligations under
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an agreement. It takes place in the context of the sovereign right of States to conclude arms
limitation and disarmament agreements and of their obligation to implement those agreements.
The process of verification consists of multiple steps which include monitoring/collection of
information relevant to obligations under arms limitation and disarmament agreements;
analysis of the information; and reaching a judgement as to whether the specific terms of an
agreement are being met.

This wider understanding of verification is the basis of improvements in the IAEA safeguards,
which is described in the next section.

3.4. Improvements in IAEA safeguards

The change in interpretation of verification, and the international political experiences with
NFT states that were undertaking activities that fit into a nuclear weapon programme, without
submitting these activities to IAEA safeguards, or other verification of the peaceful aspects
of these activities, have contributed to a process of strengthening of IAEA safeguards. Also
the constant pressure on the safeguards budget has stimulated the proposal for streamlining
the application, if possible also by use of new, and probably more effective technical means.
In particular the plan for monitoring of the environment in Iraq for the detection of any new
proscribed nuclear activity, has stimulated more thoughts on the safeguards use of these newly
developed techniques.

The new inspection technologies, like environmental monitoring or sampling for long and
short range applications, potentially offer an efficient and effective means to trace nuclear fuel
cycle activities [7]. However their application demands extra skills from inspectors e.g. in
sample taking, and perhaps an a priori knowledge of the 'normal' level of radioactive
pollution. This sampling in general does not mean sampling of material that is under the
responsibility of the operators, therefore no procedural difficulties are expected, but details
should be evaluated carefully also with this respect.

More generally, at the IAEA General Conference in September 1991, the Netherlands made
a statement on behalf of the European Community and its member states with a set of
proposals that could be implemented relatively quickly. The measures included:

an early submission of design information on new nuclear plants;
the effective use by the IAEA of special inspections, including the use in relation to
undeclared nuclear facilities;
setting up by the IAEA of a universal register of exports and imports of sensitive
nuclear equipment and verification of the safeguarded use of that equipment;
an obligation to declare all nuclear materials, including uranium ore concentrate
produced in the territory of the state;
a notification to the IAEA Board of Governors for any application for exemption of
safeguards, before it is accepted.

The first two proposals were soon accepted by the IAEA Board of Governors. However,
agreement on the third issue was reached only after a longer period of discussions and
modifications. The result is the 'voluntary implementation of the reporting scheme' agreed
upon in February 1993. This third result demonstrates, not only in wording but also in
practice, that such an agreement is always based on consensus and sometimes many
compromises. Truly universal adherence has not yet been reached. Implementation of
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safeguards becomes increasingly complicated by such voluntary options when they are not
universally followed.
In the meantime the Universal Reporting Scheme is included and complemented with
additional measures in the IAEA-programme 93+2 [4].
Further proposals to improve safeguards, include taking into consideration the openness and
transparency of the inspected state. This means for instance a more general right of
unhampered access for inspectors and the right to use additional information sources. The
IAEA Board of Governors will decide on these important improvements in Safeguards at their
June 1995 meeting.

The New Partnership Approach with Euratom, by which the IAEA is going to make more
effective use of the results of this supra-national safeguards' system of the European Union,
has to be mentioned here as a recent and special improvement in IAEA safeguards' efficiency.
Under the improved analysis of information, the improved communication between the
Nuclear Supplier States that use the Nuclear Suppliers Guidelines for their exports licensing
and the IAEA has to be mentioned.

3.5. Importance of IAEA safeguards for the HTR project

The above described developments in IAEA safeguards have not only illustrated that IAEA
safeguards is getting nearer in its rights and capabilities to the EURATOM safeguards. There
is another important trend in the safeguards development. Safeguards has to be taken into
account in the design phase of new facilities. Effective and efficient safeguards, like for
instance by EURATOM on the new reprocessing facility THORP, has been achieved in strong
interactions between the EURATOM safeguards and the designers and constructors of
THORP.

4. EURATOM SAFEGUARDS

4.1. Euratom's unique inspection rights

Both the IAEA and Euratom were founded in 1957. Both institutions have the task to further
the use of atomic energy for peaceful purposes and to ensure at the same time that atomic
energy would not be misused for military purposes. Hence, from the beginning, they have had
a nuclear safeguarding task, embedded in the wider scope of peaceful applications of nuclear
energy.

Both the IAEA Statute and the Euratom Treaty contain a few articles that address the
safeguards in nearly the same wording. However, the IAEA as an autonomous
intergovernmental organization, has to conclude with each state where safeguards has to be
applied a special agreement. In the negotiating process that leads to such an agreement, the
IAEA safeguards rights have strongly been limited. For instance, in INFCIRC/153 agreements,
the access of IAEA inspectors is limited in number of mandays, and directly related to the
amounts of nuclear material involved. In facilities IAEA inspectors are allowed access to
identified key measurement points to verify the normal flows and inventories of nuclear
material. Other strategic points can be accessed in particular cases. All these aspects of
safeguards have to be specified in a special document per facility, the facility attachment.
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Euratom as a community, and now as an aspect of the European Union, has enjoyed from the
onset on direct access to all relevant places, persons and information to discharge its
safeguards duties. That is derived from Euratom's legal ownership of all civil nuclear material
in the European Union. The users of the nuclear material have therefore always to declare the
intended use, and Euratom verifies this use. Further the Euratom Treaty contains the right for
imposing directly sanctions in case of non-compliance where the IAEA always has to refer
to the Security Council of the United Nations.

Particularly in the area of natural uranium the limited interpretation given to IAEA safeguards,
has to be improved, it was proposed to follow the example of the Euratom safeguards system
[8]. A full reporting obligation should be introduced on all natural uranium ore concentrate
produced or imported, and the IAEA should exercise its right to inspect this. This does not
imply the full application of safeguards as defined in INFCIRC/153 for the more important
categories of nuclear material. The system could be quite effective if it follows the same
practice as Euratom does for these materials. In the Euratom safeguards' system the producers
of uranium ore concentrates have to keep account of their production and despatches, and to
report annually. Euratom spents not much of its annual inspection effort on this area of the
fuel cycle. Likewise, the IAEA could show some restraint in the execution of its inspection
rights, particularly if other sources of information confirm the exclusive peaceful character
of all nuclear activities of the state.

In the first years of nuclear co-operation with the U.S.A., safeguards were implemented on
a bilateral basis between the respective states and the United States. When the safeguards was
implemented by Euratom, the U.S.A. soon delegated that task to the international organization
Euratom. When the non-nuclear weapon states of the European Community joined the NPT,
a new safeguards arrangement had to be made in the European Community, that reflected the
rights and obligations of the Euratom Treaty and the NPT equally.

Euratom publish openly and once per two years the safeguards inspection results. The
evaluation of declarations and verification results is documented for the Member States, and
like in the case of the IAEA, also descriptions of the Euratom criteria have been published.
The IAEA publishes the list of inspected facilities in its annual report, but Euratom has been
more restrictive in that area, and until now, no such lists have been published.

4.2. Safeguards effectiveness

The structure of the Euratom safeguards, embedded in the European Union, and the
undisturbed development stands in quite a contrast to the continuous critical look to
safeguards from the IAEA Member States. The systems analytical approach to the NPT
safeguards, and the Infcirc/153's detailed definition of 'full scope' safeguards are the most
evident results of this more rational, objective and formalized character of the IAEA
safeguards, compared to the Euratom safeguards. It is not only therefore, but also in view of
the advances in the possibilities of the automation of the routine inspections activities, that
IAEA has for many years worked with the support of specialists from its Member States on
the development of a methodology for the a priori assessment of the effectiveness of the
designed safeguards measures, and the a posteriori systematic evaluation of the inspection
result, aggregating that information with the declarations and design information, to come to
the annually published 'safeguards statement'.
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It goes probably to far into the details to analyse the language of the annual IAEA 'safeguards
statement' in detail. The statement is clearly referring to the significant amount of nuclear
material, ie the amount needed in the construction of a first crude nuclear explosive device.
In the past the IAEA boldly announced in two cases that she could not reach a conclusion,
in its safeguards statement as published in the annual report. In the 1993 safeguards statement
the difficulties with North Korea are mentioned very explicitely.

The European Parliament gets once in two years the publication of Euratom's Safeguards
Operation Report (SOR), which is an unrestricted publication. The report over the years 1991-
1992 was submitted in the second half of 1994. The report argues that general safeguards
guaranties are difficult or even impossible to quantify. For that part it uses parts of an earlier
published conference paper. It stresses the importance of the personal qualities of the
inspectors. The paper does not argue on the objectivity of the nuclear material accountancy
and the verification of its accuracy and precision. In the particular sections of the SOR,
dealing with specific facilities, it mentions that apart from the signalled difficulties there were
no reasons for special remarks. The report mentions that in 1992 a sanction had been invoked
to an undertaking.

In May 1993 the IAEA convened an Advisory Group Meeting with the principal goal to
advice on the capabilities of tools under development in various Member State Support
Programmes (MSSPs) for the assessment and evaluation of Safeguards activities. In the IAEA
report on that meeting is stressed that: "Assessment tools are important to provide
transparency as well as effectiveness and efficiency by ensuring completeness of safeguards
activities with maximum economy. The importance of evaluation tools lies in satisfying the
Board of Governors and the international community that there is both evidence and a
structured transparent process to support the Agency's conclusions".

IAEA safeguards is now paying more attention to the problem of verifying the completeness
of the state's declarations, which is a positive translation of the unpractically negative
formulated open ended problem to prove the absence of undeclared activities. In the
assessment of the effectiveness of the strengthened safeguards system should be focussed on:

circumstances where quantities of nuclear material of safeguards significance could
be used or produced,
on whether or not to conduct an additional inspection and use geographically precise
information as to where and what that inspection should aim at.

The information sources that should be investigated in this assessment should certainly
include:

Publicly available information,
Open information on nuclear and nuclear-related activities,
Information on exports of non-nuclear material and equipment,
Information on exports and imports of nuclear materials,
Non-safeguards information from the Agency,
Agency safeguards information,
Information provided by other Member States,
Environmental monitoring, and
Expanded access in declared facilities.
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The analysis should include consideration of "action trees and acquisition routes". These terms
are refering to the "cut sets" as they are named in the very elaborated and labour intensive
Probabilistic Safety Analyses. As alternative techniques advisers from IAEA Member States,
have also proposed the more modest techniques of SAFE-OP, developed as HAZ-OP for
practical safety analyses in process industries, and an expert system that is still under
development STRASSY, in analogy of the successful application in reactor safety studies. In
this context also must be mentioned the fully developped technique for computerized
safeguards effectiveness evaluation SPESY.

All these assessment and evaluation tools have in common that there is no absolute assurance
that they have covered all diversion possibilities. Like N. Rasmussen concluded in the area
of reactor safety in the context of Beyond the conventional Design Base Accidents in addition
Probabilistic Safety Analysis can be applied[9]:

... while there is no way of proving that all possible accident sequences that
contribute to public risk have been considered in the study, the systematic
approach utilized in identifying possible accident sequences and their
dependencies make it very unlikely that a contributor has been overlooked that
would significantly change the risk estimate."

Similarly the IAEA should be forthright in addressing circumstances where there is relatively
little information about a probability of detection. The Agency should recognize that it is only
the assessment by the potentially violating state of the risk of detection (probability of
detection and the estimate by the state of consequences that might result) which is the
deterrent to actions in violation of its NPT commitments and its safeguards agreement.

A good structured and documented system of decision making supports the confidence in the
objectivity of the system. This is not only valid, and of value for the democratic institutions
that control the safeguards authorities of Euratom and IAEA, it also applies to the detailed
investigations to be done on the safeguardability of the HTR that will be selected, and its
related fuel cycle. On a higher aggregation level this has to be seen in the perspective of the
overall non-proliferation approach in international relations.

4.3. Euratom's HTR relevant experience

The Dragon reactor build in Britain, was not subject to Euratom safeguards before Britain
joined the European Communities. Therefore it was sensible that the OECD Dragon project
and the nuclear material of that reactor project were placed under the 'Security Control' by
the Control Bureau of the OECD-NEA. On 14 October 1976 this control was suspended in
view of the enlargement of the Community in 1973 and the application of Euratom
Safeguards since then. Therewith, the existing duplication of the safeguards work had been
removed.

Euratom safeguards has been applied on the nuclear material involved in the Thorium
Reactors projects in the Federal Republic of Germany. Additionally since 1977 also IAEA
safeguards applied. For both Pebble bed reactors the AVR in Juelich and the HTR in Hamm,
the required IAEA facility attachments have been in force[10]. The development of the
safeguards system for this type of reactor, has been reported and discussed in safeguards
technical conferences for long, like in 1970 Karlsruhe[ll].
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The Joint Research Centre, Ispra Establishment, of the Commission of the European
Communities, had developed special equipment for the sampling and non-destructive testing
of fuel samples, at the fuel fabrication side, on a random basis.

The reactor inventory taking for safeguards requires a lower precision as needed for reactor
operations, nevertheless, for the continuously operating facility, this is a difficult point. The
safeguards determination or verification of the inventory has in principle to be independent.
The calculation of the inventory by the operator is a kind of 'by difference' inventory taking
which is unacceptable for safeguards.

Also in the dismantling phase of these reactors, the residual amount of fissile material that
will go into long term or even final depositories, has to be verified accurately, in order to
assure that no nuclear material has left from the closed nuclear material balance into a
diversion. There are technical possibilities to apply the safeguards required, but they have to
be combined in an adequate safeguards system that has to cover all possible diversion
scenarios. Apparently the inspectorates of Euratom and IAEA have valuable experience, but
for a critical assessment of the safeguards system in the light of new developments in the
safeguards objectives, a deeper analysis than indicated here, is still required.

5. PHYSICAL PROTECTION

In American context, safeguards normally include physical protection. The protection of
nuclear material and installations against unauthorized actions belongs to the sole prerogative
of sovereign States. Therefore, physical protection is clearly separated from IAEA safeguards,
or from Euratom safeguards in the European Union.

The IAEA published guidelines for the physical protection of nuclear material for the first
time in 1972. Later that year the terrorist attack on Israeli participants in the Olympic Games
in Munich shocked world opinion. Then also the public became aware of the violent potential
of such actions. Expert meetings reviewed the guidelines four times, based on the experience
gained and the need for adaptations in a changing world. IAEA published each revision. The
guidelines set the norm for physical protection in bilateral arrangements between States, and
in national regulations.

In the latest revision of the IAEA guidelines also the issue of sabotage has been elaborated
more specific. In order to assess thi risks involved in sabotage of nuclear facilities, and
reactors in particular, the normal safety assessment methods can be followed, but the ordinary
safety assessments are not sufficient. Sabotage is performed intentionally, probably by an
excellent informed insider. Therefore special analyses have to be made on that feature,
comparible with, but more extensive than the analyses that have to be made for the
application of safeguards measures and the assessment of their effectiveness. Of course the
same applies for the design of physical protection measures to prevent misappropriation.

Since 1972 the guidelines asked for a Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear
Material to establish co-operation for international transport and eventual recovery.
Government representatives drafted the Convention between 1979 and March 1980[12]. It
addresses the international co-operation in relation to all civil nuclear activities. It resolved
some of the outstanding physical protection issues in relation to international transport of
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nuclear material. That is the maximum of international regulation reached then. As ratification
in many states took a long time, in the mean-time the physical protection authorities already
co-operated as far as possible on basis of the rules of the Convention as if it was in force
already.

There is no possibility yet for independent international verification of the required physical
protection level. Sovereign States make their national assessment of the threat and scrutinize
the adequacy of their physical protection measures. That is the basis of the assurance they
give on adequate physical protection. However the increase in illegal trafficking of nuclear
material shows that not all state systems of physical protection are performing as required.
Therefore, an increase in international co-operation with an open communication between the
services directly responsible for physical protection in the states can contribute to restore the
lost confidence.

In the past, States considered regulation of nuclear safety as a national government
responsibility. After Chernobyl the attitude has changed and IAEA safety teams are invited
to visit and advise many States about the safety of their nuclear power plants. At the IAEA
1994 General Conference on September 20, the Convention on Nuclear Safety was opened
by the Director General for signature. By signing the convention, states oblige themselves to
meet agreed international standards of nuclear safety and to report on the safety performance
achieved. With respect to international independent inspection of physical protection, no
change of attitude is expected yet.

In order to create inside the European Community an area of confidence about the non-
proliferation aspects the Member States of the Community, by the declaration of Dublin of
20 November 1984, INFCIRC/322, committed themselves to the Nuclear Suppliers Guidelines
of that time. That included that safeguards and the prescribed physical protection rules of the
NSG for nuclear material are applicable for all nuclear activities, also inside the states, and
not limited only to exports. Also on the level of the European Union there is no inspection
on the quality of the applied physical protection, but on the other hand there is little reason
to doubt on that. The existence of bilateral co-operations in this field is the way in which
internally in the European Union possible doubts are alleviated.

On 6 October 1991, the Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material was
ratified by all States of the EC and Euratom. That last point was at the time the convention
was drafted a breakthrough in the international community of states, because herewith
Euratom was recognized as a party in this nuclear area. Small differences that existed in the
definitions of the different international documents on physical protection, have in the
meantime been sorted out from the most recent reviews of these documents. Now they all
follow as uniformely as possible the example of the Convention.

6. VERTICAL PROLIFERATION

Two nuclear-weapon states, France and Britain, are members of the European Union. Both
are presently adhering to the moratorium on nuclear testing. This is no guaranty that the
vertical proliferation came definitively to a halt. The testing experience built up in the past,
and the alternative possibilities for hydrodynamic nuclear tests and advanced computer
simulation, allow for further advances in design and construction of nuclear weapons. The
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open democracies of France and Britain are however not giving any indication that should
confirm the hypothesis that their nuclear arsenals are increasing significantly, either in
quantity or in quality.

The mainstream of recent changes in vertical proliferation regards nuclear-weapon states
outside the European Union. At one side China tries to catch up with the other permanent
members of the United Nations Security Council. It announced to continue its underground
nuclear testing programme only for a limited period, in order to come to a comparable
technical level in the area of nuclear weapon technology. In order to satisfy this, perhaps
legitimate, desire, it was mentioned that China would be helped by the U.S.A. with computers
and relevant programs under the condition that China should (as soon as possible) accept the
Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. At the other side Russia, as heir of the USSR
nuclear legacy, and the United States of America have embarked on a process of balanced
nuclear disarmament

6,1. Nuclear disarmament

The former Soviet leader Gorbachev and US President Reagan agreed that "a nuclear war
cannot be won and must never be fought". They started a nuclear disarmament process which
requires careful control of both nuclear and non-nuclear components. In the first proposals
for controlling the stockpiles of fissile material from these nuclear weapons, a 10 per cent
uncertainty has been accepted as reasonable. Since the United States and Russia still possess
large numbers of nuclear weapons, the agreement on this high value of relative uncertainty
may be considered justified as it helps avoid too large and probably unnecessary safeguards'
expenses. The arrangement, however, introduces another discriminatory element in the
relationship between the nuclear haves and the nuclear have-nots, as the latter have to accept
lower uncertainty values. This becomes even more important when both have to prove they
do not produce nuclear weapons.

As part of its non-proliferation policy, the Clinton administration announced plans to make
the excess highly-enriched uranium (HEU) and plutonium from US weapons subject to the
US-IAEA Voluntary Safeguards' Agreement 13]. A disadvantage of this agreement is the
existence of the right to withdraw nuclear material from the safeguarded inventory. Later on,
in a policy statement to the United Nations General Assembly of 1993, President Clinton
indicated that the material should be removed permanently from military use. This would put
the American policy in line with the policy formulated in the International Plutonium Storage
(IPS) system, which provides for permanent safeguards coverage, even after material has been
withdrawn from IPS custody. The US has proposed to allow IAEA inspectors to view the
weapon's nuclear components stored at the Department of Energy's Pantex facility near
Amarillo, Texas, but under the condition that methods are developed by which the IAEA can
credibly verify the nuclear material while sensitive weapons' design information is still
protected.

In addition, the Americans have also advocated a multilateral convention prohibiting the
production of HEU or the separation of plutonium for nuclear weapons (cut-off). The United
States will seek broad multilateral support for its approaches, but "will be prepared to act
unilaterally when necessary".
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The dismantlement of nuclear weapons will take many decades. High-quality fissile material
will become available for reutilization in civilian nuclear activities, and, arguably, destruction
by fission for commercial purposes is the only responsible way to deal with the material.
Perhaps President Clinton's remark at the UN General Assembly that the released plutonium
should not be stockpiled for a long term, may be seen in this context. As a result of nuclear
disarmament, large stockpiles of weapons-grade material will be created that have to be
protected and safeguarded for a long time.

6.2. Highly enriched uranium from dismantlement

The United States has agreed with Russia to buy low-enriched uranium produced by the
Russians from 500 tonnes of HEU out of the former Soviet nuclear-weapon program. Initially,
annual conversion will consume 10 tonnes of HEU; after five years, this is to be increased
to 30 tonnes of HEU each year. The present US nuclear weapon complex will contain at least
250 tonnes of HEU. In total the United States produced 994 tonnes of HEU between 1940
and 1992. Commercial use of all this HEU from dismantled weapons will distort market
conditions if conversion and utilization are speeded up. The 500 tonnes of Russian HEU, for
instance, correspond with three times the annual world demand for low-enriched uranium.
Moreover, the Russian/US deal for HEU pitches the price of the resultant low-enriched
uranium at just below market prices.

Part of the American HEU is consumed by the naval propulsion reactors and research reactors
in the United States and abroad. The US administration, however, propagates the reduction
of the level of enrichment in fuel for research reactors, as part of its non-proliferation policy.
This particular policy is counter-productive for two reasons. For one thing, a small number
of (not yet internationally safeguarded US research reactors and) well-safeguarded research
reactors outside the United States needs highly enriched fuel for advanced research and for
the production of radioactive sources for medical applications. Moreover, as insiders have
pointed out, the 20 per cent limit is quite arbitrary. In this lower-enriched fuel more
plutonium is formed in small but worrisome amounts. This plutonium will cause unnecessary
extra problems with transport, handling, changes in the source term of reactor safety
considerations, and it will affect recycling and disposal due to regulatory limits on the
maximum level of Pu for the irradiated nuclear material. In contradiction with this enrichment
reduction policy of the US is its incapability to take back the irradiated fuel. Now this still
more than 70 per cent enriched and irradiated material, has to be stored as waste for long
times in the states that are not trusted to operate a reactor on 90 per cent enriched uranium.
On reprocessing that fuel, it must be easy to mechanically cut off parts of lower burn-up from
the fuel, under water or in a shielded facility, to yield even appreciably higher enriched
uranium after reprocessing.

6.3. Plutonium from dismantlement

Fissioning of the plutonium (and the same applies to HEU) will at least result in 24 000 kWh
of heat per gram of material fissioned. This physical fact should render the material
commercially attractive, if the societal development around the nuclear fuel-cycle allows its
use. Plutonium destruction in existing reactors or specially designed fast reactors will anyhow
change the separated plutonium into spent fuel with a fresh amount of fission products. As
long as plutonium can be seen as a valuable energy source, the nuclear material will be kept
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in the commercial fuel cycle and under adequate safeguards and physical protection. If, on
the contrary, plutonium is considered as waste, there is no economic incentive to invest in its
prolonged protection and safeguards. The logic consequence of the positive attitude of Russia
and the negative attitude of the United States of the recycling of plutonium makes it
impossible to conclude an agreement on Russia's weapon plutonium in the same way as has
been done for the HEU. In any scenario, however, the interim storage of this nuclear material
from the weapon programme will be necessary for a long time [14].

Recycling and disposal indeed present new problems in the context of large-scale nuclear
disarmament. A recent study of proposals to dispose of the expected large quantities of
weapons-grade plutonium recommends fixing it together with highly radioactive waste in
glass for final geological disposal. This proposal neglects some facts of life. Radioactive
fission products are decaying relatively rapidly compared to plutonium. The radiation shield
by which the fission products protect the plutonium decreases accordingly, which means that
the plutonium becomes increasingly accessible again over the years.

The problem of final disposal of radioactive waste has not yet been solved at all. Today's
plans are all aimed at retrievable storage. One outstanding objection against final disposal is
the long half-life of alpha-emitting nuclides like plutonium. But in the case of retrievable
storage, the stored plutonium also becomes increasingly problematic from a proliferation point
of view. Its total quantity will not be easily verifiable anymore, as it is mixed together with
decaying fission products. If the political decisions do not allow reasonable commercial use
for this proliferation prone material, it will probably not get the required safeguards and
physical protection attention in the more distant future. Particularly there will be less incentive
to pay for a long continuation of these measures.

6.4. Plutonium a renewable resource

From a perspective of the not yet realized definitive or long-term storage facilities, the US
policy to try to convince other states to stop commercial reprocessing is counter-productive.
Free development of the peaceful fuel cycle under strict non-proliferation conditions should
be maintained, for reasons of principle and non-proliferation practice. US scientists have
taught others how to reprocess, and strong efforts have been made to perform reprocessing
activities in a safe and demonstrably peaceful way, fitting into a reliable MOX fuel-cycle for
light-water reactors and more fast-breeder reactors in the future.

Recycling plutonium and low-enriched uranium after reprocessing represents a prudent use
of the world's natural resources based on an environmental objective to minimize the
production of waste. Recycling is preferred in all other areas of industrial enterprise for
reasons of environmental conservation. By continuing the reprocessing option, it will be
possible to produce for each fissioned atom on average one new fissionable atom out of the
abundantly available fertile materials 238U or 232Th. It was with that renewability perspective
that all efforts to develop the civil nuclear-power cycle have been made, without that
perspective the total amount of fissionable uranium in the world that could reasonably be
explored would not have justified the large efforts invested.

Recycling of nuclear weapon plutonium will also deteriorate its weapon quality. It can not be
denied that it is possible to fabricate a nuclear explosive device also with reactor grade
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plutonium, but the difficulties in using that will strongly increase with the increase of the
burn-up level of the nuclear reactor fuel. The problem is caused by the higher nuclides of
plutonium, which concentrations in plutonium increase more that linearly with the increase
of the burn-up level.

From a non-proliferation point of view, reprocessing and enrichment are best organized in an
international setting. International commercial and technical interdependence and the creation
of multinationals like Eurodif and Urenco in the civil nuclear fuel-cycle, which per definition
has to operate under international safeguards, have stabilized the proliferation risks of the
large-scale application of the sensitive technologies, reprocessing and enrichment.

In the next decades, most probably the short term economic aspects will be more decisive for
the choice between recycling of the weapons plutonium, continue with reprocessing, or final
disposal of the separated plutonium and plutonium in spent fuel, than the long term aspects
of renewability, avoidance of an unmanageable CO2 problem, or the current more political
concerns about non-proliferation, waste storage and safety. With respect to non-proliferation
the most practical solution on the short time interval is the assurance that can be obtained by
good (mostly classical) safeguards on the existing and operating nuclear technology, and an
open safeguards eye (with new safeguards techniques) to catch the potential proliferators.
There are many techniques that can be adapted for safeguarding any of the future options for
nuclear energy. The main problem in that area is the funding as an expression of the political
will to maintain the high safeguards standard of today.

Another technical possibility to consume plutonium in a proliferation resistant way is the
presently developed 'stabilised' or 'petrified' plutonium fuel in conventional light water
reactors. The fuel will be made as a mixture of plutonium with various oxides, including
zirconium, aluminium, magnesium, and thorium, which would constitute a chemically stable
compound that is said to be virtually immune to reprocessing and would therefore be
practically proliferation proof. Similarly it is proposed to completely fission the plutonium in
the HTR. In that case other fissile material can be formed in separate pebbles that contain
either thorium or 238U. More thoughts should be given to these developments in view of the
forthcoming large stockpiles of separated and weapon quality plutonium.

6.5. Approaching total nuclear disarmament

If and when total disarmament is approached, the uncertainty value accepted for safeguards
will have to be carefully revised. Inspections of the civil fuel-cycle of nuclear-weapon states
must be performed in order to deter, or detect with timeliness, secret fabrication of nuclear-
weapons' material. These inspections can be organized along the procedures of the Chemical
Weapons Convention, or full-scope safeguards can be invoked. Since 'denuclearized' states
will continue to have an appreciable weapons technology, it may be necessary to revise the
IAEA safeguards' criteria regarding timeliness and significant quantities. This may still be a
remote problem, but that should not keep us from considering ways and means to address it

And again the IAEA has relevant experience to offer, as it has already been active in helping
to install a safeguards' system in states that have voluntarily abandoned their weapons'
programs. The application of full-scope safeguards in denuclearizing states serves a clear
purpose. Moreover, it will take away one galling form of discrimination in the NPT, which
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has been used against the Treaty by its antagonists. Gradually building up the system, and
adjusting it to the situation within the IAEA international consensus structure, will not,
however, be an easy task.

Finally, it must be stressed that adequate measures are still needed in order to be sure that
nuclear weapons or their components do not disappear and end up in the hands of
unauthorized users. In the civil fuel-cycle, advanced safeguards and physical protection
equipment are available. Similar techniques and measures should be applied for all military
nuclear material, not only in the five official nuclear-weapon states, but everywhere where
more than minute quantities of civil or military weapon-usable nuclear material are present

Little consideration has been given up until now to the implications of the thorium cycle. This
route to a nuclear weapon is less attractive because uranium or plutonium are needed to start
a thorium-containing reactor. For the fabrication of a significant quantity of 8 kg ^ U by
neutron irradiation of thorium, at least 35 grams of neutrons are required. Starting with
thorium irradiation, an attractive proliferation route may be the chemical separation of 233Pa,
which, with a half-life of 27 days, decays to pure 233U. But relatively more reprocessing effort
may be needed than for the more well-known separation of plutonium.

If ordinary reprocessing of the formed uranium is foreseen, the highly radioactive decay chain
of the slowly ingrowing activity of ^U-daughter nuclides makes the commercial use of this
fuel cycle less appealing[15]. Even the modern possibilities for remote fabrication and
handling techniques plants need maintenance and repairs, and in particular the 2,6 MeV
gamma-energy radiation of the ^ ^ l makes heavy shielding necessary for civil industry. As
far as is known, the existing nuclear-weapon states have never used 233U for a nuclear
explosive device, although in the United States 1.4 tonnes 233U have been produced in the
past.

Strong neutron sources, other than nuclear reactors, are not safeguarded. Scientific research
and programs for nuclear transmutation to 'burn' actinide waste has rekindled interest in these
neutron sources. In the distant future fusion reactors, too, will form a strong neutron source.
These sources can be used to irradiate fertile material (thorium or uranium) or actinide waste
to create fissile nuclides, which are not covered by the definition of special fissionable
material in the IAEA Statute (for example, 237Np and some isotopes of Cm and Cf). These
isotopes have attractive fission properties, but because of their radioactive decay they are less
easy to handle and to convert into a nuclear explosive device. Nevertheless, if available, these
isotopes could probably be used to 'upgrade' conventional nuclear material to form a nuclear-
weapon-usable alloy. These isotopes have been mentioned recurringly in speculations on
advanced nuclear-weapon designs.

7. PROLIFERATION RESISTANCE

7.1. Plutonium separation

One extreme example of a proliferation resistant nuclear power plant export policy was
practised by the former Soviet Union. The Sovjet Union insisted on NPT safeguards by the
customer state, and supplied reactors and their fuel. The irradiated fuel was taken back by the
Sovjet Union. Nevertheless after the fall of the communist regime in Roumania, it was
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reported to the IAEA that a (quite insignificant) milligram amount of plutonium had been
separated about ten years before. That message was reported to the United Nations as usual,
no follow up measures were deemed necessary.

At the IAEA General Conference of 1991, was reported by the IAEA that Iraq had trespassed
its safeguards and NPT obligations by not having reported the separation of a few grams of
plutonium out of irradiated uranium. Before, a similar operation involving a similar amount
of plutonium had been reported to the IAEA and the few grams of plutonium were exempted
from safeguards. Iraq claimed to expect a similar exemption for the second small amount

Since that second case the IAEA has strengthened the rules for application of exemptions. But
the above facts just make clear that a policy of proliferation resistance, like a policy of denial
mentioned before, cannot assure an absolute stop on the development of the sensitive nuclear
techniques of reprocessing and enrichment.

The nuclear developments in North Korea were, like those in Iraq supported by the Sovjet
Union, and for some time also by Russia. That presence of specialists, of course offered a
view on the development of nuclear activities of these states, but the expulsion of the
specialists resulted only in a stronger suspicion on the possibility that NPT-obligations were
not adhered to in those states.

In the case of Iraq, the bombing of the Tamuz reactor was the result of growing international
suspicion that Iraq was planning large activities in the area of reprocessing, perhaps in the
context of peaceful nuclear fuel development for power generation, but the published facts
on the nuclear programme did not give the right peaceful impression. The conditions of
supply for the Osirak reactor at Tamuz, included the continued presence of French experts for
many years, similar to the Russian specialist in Iraq and in North Korea.

After the second Gulf War and the discovery of the consistent nuclear weaponization
programme, the Iraqi's made quite convincing statements that this programme had developed
only as such after the bombing of the Tamuz reactor. In fact Iraq refused after that bombing
the French proposal to refuel the reactor after repair with so called low enriched uranium
(enrichment just below 20 per cent).

North Korea has negotiated with the USA to get LWR nuclear power plants with quite a
plutonium production capacity, to replace the indigenous development of the smaller, but real
weapon quality producing reactors. In exchange North Korea has to abandon the old reactors,
the irradiated fuel and all its reprocessing activities. But the cornerstone of this anangement
remains the complete application of 'full scope safeguards' of the IAEA on all nuclear
activities in North Korea, including the right of unhampered special inspections after an
agreed date.

This realistic result of American diplomacy contrasts with the different approaches of the U.S.
government to reprocessing in the past. Earlier in this paper is described how after the Second
World War a period of denial was followed by a period of free scientific exchange, even of
reprocessing techniques under guaranties of exclusive peaceful use. Only the sensitive
techniques of uranium isotopic enrichment (limited to the economically most promising
techniques) have been excluded from these free developments.
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In 1977 President J. Carter stopped the commercial reprocessing in the U.S.A., therewith
closing the practical possibility to take back irradiated fuel from other states. On the contrary
the Soviet Union had practiced the return of irradiated fuel policy, at a time that its
reprocessing capacities were not suited for reprocessing of power reactor oxide fuels at all.

The United States Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act (NNPA) of 16 July 1978, was another
initiative to stop the proliferation of nuclear weapons. It was critizised by the other states that
disagreed strongly, for instance, because of the prescribed re-opening of bilateral negotiations
on existing co-operation agreements. The law tried to institute an international Nuclear Fuel
Authority, that assured supplies of nuclear material for only those states that adhere to non-
proliferation policies. Other elements addressed, are the siting, development and management
of spent fuel storage, and the request not to build new enrichment or reprocessing plants in
Non-Nuclear Weapon States.

This was particularly an inappropriate move because in October 1977, another US initiative
had led to the convening in Washington, of the Organizing Conference on the International
Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE). In that worldwide study the future of nuclear energy
was to be evaluated against the background of the world's growing energy needs, the risks
of proliferation and the special position of developing states, and it was still in the middle of
its work, when the new US NNPA law came into force.

In the beginning of his presidency, President B. Clinton tried to convince the British
Government not to continue with the licensing of the reprocessing plant Thorp, which is under
strong Euratom safeguards. It also has to reprocess mainly irradiated nuclear fuel from several
other states. Therewith, this plant plays a role in establishing international interdependence
in the nuclear field, and contributes therewith to a strengthening of the fabric of mutual non-
proliferation obligations among states. The recent agreement with North Korea shows the
change in U.S. policy under influence of the change in the practical political conditions, and
it underlines the importance of this international interdependence as an important factor for
the establishment of a consistent non-proliferation regime.

In general it may be advantageous to offer reprocessing services by stable states that operate
their plants under well controlled safeguarded conditions, to avoid an economic valid
incentive to less thrustworthy states for developing their own facilities. It may be questionable
however to send the separated plutonium back to the state of the original plutonium
production, in stead of keeping it under an internationally controlled custody in an IPS like
regime.

7.2. Uranium enrichment

The 20 per cent limit to separate uranium in highly enriched and low enriched uranium is
very arbitrarily set. At the time of definition of this limit the occurance of different
enrichments of uranium showed that by establishing the limit at the round value of 20 per
cent, not any inconvenience should result for existing nuclear fuel users. There was nearly no
material in use at that enrichment level. The legal interpretation of that limit, by refueling
research reactors for instance with 19,9 per cent enriched uranium shows already how absurd
use has been made of this conceptual point.
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When the discussions on one of the revision of the IAEA guidelines on physical protection
took place, also the risk of fabrication of nuclear explosive devices by terrorist organisations
had to be countered. At this point, the representatives of the nuclear-weapon states could not
assure at all that this limit was a real boundary value on physical grounds. There is no
guarantee that with 19,9 per cent no nuclear explosive can be made, if the same technical
skills are applied as to the fabrication starting with 21 per cent material. The physical
impossibility due to the effects of the uranium isotope 238U can only be assured at an
enrichment level about 10 per cent or lower. This is reflected in the categorization of nuclear
material in the Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material.

For the proliferation resistance assessment on has to consider the following aspects of the
enriched uranium:
1- fabricating and detonating a uranium based explosive device is relatively simpler than the

required controlled implosion for the rapid ignition of the nuclear chain reaction in a
plutonium based explosive device. Plutonium contains much more spontaneous fissioning
activity, from the isotopes with mass number above 239, which will cause a premature
start of the chain reaction before the optimal fast critical shape of the exploding core has
been reached, when the implosion does not proceed rapidly enough. This applies in
particular to the plutonium separated from the high burn-up fuel of present light water
reactors.

2- Highly enriched uranium, with an enrichment in the order of 90 per cent, can directly be
used in a relatively simple gun-type explosive device. When the enrichment decreases, at
least a proportional weight increase of the core of the explosive device has to be
envisaged. For a State that likes to deliver such an explosive device somewhere by e.g.
missiles with a limited range and pay load, it may be desired therefore to use the uranium
with the highest possible enrichment

3- With the increase of the amount of 238U, also the capture and to a lesser degree the
scattering of the fast neutrons in the fissioning assembly will delay the progress of the
desired rapid exponentially proceeding chain reaction. For uranium enrichments below 10
per cent, the large fraction of these reactions in 238U will make it physically impossible
to get a device 'exploding'.

4- For nuclear weapon acquisition strategies also the further enriching of the enriched
uranium has to be compared with the effort that should be needed if only the in nature
abundantly available natural uranium has to be used.
- Differential enrichment processes like diffusion and centrifuge enrichment have found

wide application. The availability of low enriched material, or 20 per cent enriched
material as feed for the enrichment process makes in the required separative capacity
a difference in the order of a factor three.
For the well known physical process of electromagnetic separation, the effectiveness
of the process increase with the square of the initial enrichment. Changing the feed
from natural uranium to 20 percent theoretically means a factor of 800 reduction in
effort. (For 10 per cent the reduction in effort is still a factor of 200). The EMIS
programme of Iraq was valued about 8 billion US$. By the availability of 20 per cent
feed this could lead to a proportional cost reduction, bringing the programme with a
price of 10 million US$, within reach of many less wealthy states, particularly when
some innocent basic equipment like e.g. a cyclotron and laboratory to handle the
separated isotopes, is available and can be modified appropriately. Also has to be
considered that by the application of EMIS with natural uranium the process has in
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practice to be operated in two steps, starting with the higher enriched material one step
will be sufficient

In view of the last point, physical protection of below twenty per cent enriched material,
should be (nearly) as good as physical protection of 90 per cent enriched uranium. The
adversaries are supposed to be a terrorist group, or insiders that are willing to take the risk.
They supposedly work in such case for a state that deliberately wants at least one nuclear
weapon. The price reduction that can be gained in the EMIS programme makes such
scenario's economically attractive.

In the definition of enrichment from the IAEA Statute, and likewise in the Euratom
regulations, 233U and 235U are treated equally. For the definition of the significant quantity
(SQ) for safeguards, as the initially needed amount of the uranium isotope to make the first
nuclear explosive device, in highly enriched uranium the mass of 235U is set at 25 kg, and the
mass of 233U is only 8 kg. During the INFCE discussions on the thorium fuel cycle, in the
definition of the so called MEU as equivalent for the 20 per cent enriched material, the mass
of 233U is multiplied by 1,67. This factor only accounts properly for the higher efficiency of
differential enrichment processes applied on 233U compared to the natural uranium isotope
235U. It does not account for its three times higher effectiveness in the design of a nuclear
explosive device, because that makes in total the 233U a factor five more effective for nuclear
weapon use.

In evaluation of the fuel cycles for the HTR that will include reprocessing of the uranium
from thorium, these factors needs carefull attention from a proliferation point of view, and
when those proposals are becomming realized, it may be necessary to review the definitions
as used now in safeguards, accordingly.

7.3. Selfprotective nuclear fuel

The radiation field of irradiated nuclear fuel has been seen as a selfprotective barrier against
theft and diversion. A review of this concept has been given in a paper at the 1984 Esarda
symposium by L.D.Y. Ong [16]. In the IAEA guidelines for physical protection the limiting
radiation level from the nuclear fuel is set at lGy/hr (100 rads/hr) at one meter unshielded,
in view of the deterrent value of this radiation level. This level is not sufficient to
immediately incapacitate a thief and terminate his mission.

For spent LWR fuel bundles the typical radiation level at shut down is about 50 Gy/hr at a
meter distance. It is more than ten times that level at the surface, and hence this is sufficiently
high to make a theft without using appropriate shielding physically impossible. The high
burnup of LWR fuel makes the plutonium less attractive for nuclear weapon purposes, and
the high radioactivity of the fission products can cause additional difficulties in reprocessing.
Also the mass and size of LWR fuel bundles form part of the physical impediments. It will
last about a century before this selfprotective radiation level has decayed below the lGy/hr
level. But this last level is more a psychological deterrent, than a physical barrier. To assure
incurrence of a fatal dose the intensity would have to be increased at least with a factor 10.
This means that strong physical protection is required for the storage of irradiated reactor fuel,
and even more for irradiated fuel of research reactors or other power reactors with a lower
amount of fission products per unit.
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There are several ways to enhance the radiation field of fresh fissile materials that could be
misused for nuclear weapons. One case realized in practice at least once, was the highly
enriched uranium for the Osiris reactor in Tamuz, Iraq. That fuel was supplied by France after
a preirradiation. Another proposal was the admixture of radioactive nuclides or fission
products. The disadvantage of all these measures is that it renders the normal operations more
difficult, increases the dose levels for the legitimate operators, and in the end, it will not
warrant at all, an absolute protection against theft or unauthorized diversion. Mostly one
chemical separation is sufficient to remove this radiation barrier.

Radioactive additions are detrimental to the current safeguards measures that are based on
accurate nuclear material accountancy and independent verification by non-destructive
measurement techniques. In particular the NDA verification will be made impossible or very
difficult. Hence international safeguards will loose its independent and relative accurate NDA
verification possibility.

Straightforward chemical separation of uranium bred from thorium, will result in a
contamination with 232U, which has some strong gamma emitting daughter nuclides. The most
prominent one is ^ T l which emits a very hard gamma radiation of 2,6 Mev. However it takes
about ten year from the moment of chemical separation, before the activity of this daughter
nuclide reaches its maximum level. The fraction of 232U in the formed uranium is less than
0,1 per cent. The activity of ^ T l per kg of uranium will reach a level of 20 Ci. This is not
sufficient to reach an effective physical radiation barrier.

Both the natural, or the on-purpose added, high activities in the nuclear fuel elements are
more a nuisance for the operators that enhance the costs of operation, than that they realy
effectively shield the material from theft or unauthorized removal. The only advantage that
the nuclear material may be detected easier, is a very remote one, because commercially
available instrumentation shows that this is under normal circumstances possible also without
an additional increase of the natural radioactivity. For the amounts of nuclear material that
appeared recently on the black market, an artificial high radiation level would not only
enhance the possibilities of detection, but like cases with other radioactive sources have
shown, it would in the first place form a seriously higher radiation danger for the innocent
bystanders, the general public.

The HTR fuel has the advantage that the nuclear material is embedded in relatively large
quantities of carbon. Therewith, the physical removal of a significant amount for theft or
unauthorized diversion becomes more difficult, because the total amount of material is heavier
and bulkier. However, the on-load refueling pebble-bed reactor, allows also a flexibility in
operation that could include the unreported production of fissile material in an easy to
separate flow of a special type of fuel balls. These scenarios have to be included in the setting
up of the safeguards system for these reactors, and can be covered by appropriate containment
and surveillance measures.

7.4. INFCE and bevond

in October 1977, an US initiative had led to the convening in Washington of the Organizing
Conference on the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE). In that worldwide
study specialists from more than 50 states and international organizations participated in the
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two years exercise, in which three main subjects were dealt with:
- "the urgent need to meet the worlds energy requirements", and to make peaceful nuclear

energy widely available,
"effective measures to minimize the danger of proliferation of nuclear weapons", and

- "to give special consideration to the specific needs and conditions on developing
countries".

INFCE was intended as a technical and analytical study, and not a negotiation of the more
political matters. Consequently the final report re-iterates that a decision by a government to
construct nuclear weapons is essentially a political decision motivated by political and
national security considerations. Its elaborate conclusions are often repeated with the simple
statement that "there is no technological fix" to solve the proliferation problem. The
continuing development and recent improvements in the international non-proliferation regime
is based upon- consensus between the states involved in the arrangements. For IAEA
safeguards this consensus is required on the level of that international organisation, which
improves the broad basis of consensus for the IAEA safeguards even more.

From INFCE onward a few initiatives were studied internationally, further on like:
- assurances of supply for states adhering to non-proliferation obligations,
- international spent fuel storage, and an
- international plutonium storage regime.
The reduction of the use of highly enriched uranium was one of the issues carried on further.
The construction of sensitive installations like enrichment plants, reprocessing plants and
mixed uranium plutonium fuel continued. Regional Fuel cycle centres were not coming into
being, but sound international co-operation has increased the international interdependency
without such more artificial organizational means. The same applies to the ongoing
development and application of fast breeder reactors after INFCE. In the mean time economic
and political forces have changed the future of nuclear energy more than the results of
INFCE.

However, INFCE and recent history made clear that several technical and institutional
solutions to the non-proliferation problem, did not have sound technical or economical basis
to be further pursued. Nevertheless several proposals, some stemming from the Baruch plan
time, are recurringly coming back in the discussions. It will only be a positive contribution
to reconsider these points, if the development since INFCE has changed the basic conditions.

8. NEDERLANDS TECHNICAL PROLIFERATION POTENTIAL

In the safeguards assessment of the nuclear proliferation potential, the political and the
technical aspects have to be considered. From a political viewpoint the assessment of
Nederlands technical proliferation potential may be absurd, but as an intelectual exercise it
may be an indication of how that assessment could look like.

In the beginning of this paper was already mentioned that the Netherlands in 1951 managed
to start a nuclear reactor in co-operation with Norway. On 6 November 1953 the first 10 mg
in Nederland electromagnetically enriched uranium was officially transfered to the national
research foundation (Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie, FOM). In 1955 the
RCN (Reactor-Centrum Nederland) foundation, the precursor of the Netherlands Energy
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Research Foundation ECN, started with research on all parts of the nuclear fuel cycle beyond
ore-processing. This included the already existing research on mass-separation by the ultra-
centrifuge which has been developed succesfully into the commercial application by the
multinational company Urenco. In the context of the Atoms for Peace programme, the first
US build reactor became critical in the Netherlands in 1957. This reactor became the basis
for the nuclear research at the Delft University. A special type of reactor, the KEMA
Suspension Test Reactor has been build and operated under the aegis of the Dutch electricity
generation companies, in order to explore the technical possibilities for this homogeneous
reactor type. In 1974 Dutch industry was capable of enriching natural uranium bought before
the Second World war, and fabricating out of it four fuel bundles of the complete first core
(made in Nederland) of the Dodewaard Power Reactor that started operation in the middle of
that year.

At the ECN-site near Petten, the Petten High Flux Reactor and the Low Flux Reactor are still
in operation. ECN has hot-cell facilities in operation in its laboratory. The reactor-physical
experiments at ECN are finished, also some other Dutch research reactors, designed and build
by ECN have been closed down. ECN has participated for instance in the OECD Dragon
reactor project, and the OECD Eurochemic project. The OECD Eurochemic project was from
its beginning put under Euratom Safeguards, and the experience gained in that project has
later been the example for the implementation of the Euratom safeguards systems on the
larger reprocessing facilities in La Hague and Windscale.

The Nuclear Power Reactors at Dodewaard and Borssele are expected to continue their
reliable operations for many years. The scientific research in the Netherlands includes also
reseach on Plasma-physics, and other work aimed at the future fusion reactor.

Overviewing the past and the present, there are operational nuclear facilities, and more
important, there are flexible laboratories operational, there is still a lot of competence and
experience from the peaceful nuclear fuel cycle available, and Nederland has proven to be
capable to gain all the necessary technical and technological skills needed in the nuclear
power field in a relative short time. Undoubtedly, a hypothetical political will to produce a
nuclear weapon could materialize in Nederland, like in many other technically advanced
states, within a small number of years, if sufficient means and motivation could be put
together.

9. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Decisions on the different options for a Modular HTR in Nederland, and on the options for
its fuel cycle, will be based on a wide scale of different economic and societal considerations.
Non-proliferation is one of the decision factors.

The basic proliferation concerns have shifted from advanced states to developing states, the
verification of the declared nuclear activities has to be supplemented by a reasonable proof
of the completeness of the declarations, and the concerns about sub-national proliferation have
increased, while the vertical proliferation has sincerely diminished.

The history of nuclear energy has shown from the beginning until the recent agreement
between the U.S.A. and North Korea, that the creation of economic ties, through a fruitful
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cooperation in mutual respect, forms the most beneficial way for all parties. The political
pledge that the nuclear installations will not be misused, and that nuclear material will not be
diverted for non-peaceful purposes or purposes unknown, is to be supported by an effective
and efficient system of safeguards. Only so an internationally acceptable assurance on non-
proliferation commitments can be given objectively.

At this moment the operational inspection systems of IAEA and Euratom have a long
standing experience. They are ultimately dependent upon what the member states of these
organisations and the states to be inspected will allow, and pay for. But the existence of these
organisations and the safeguards applied has resulted in a sphere of confidence between the
states that co-operate on nuclear power. This is a conditio sine qua non.

The international confidence is further supported by an open society, with democratic decision
making procedures, and free access for inspections.

The other approach to prevention of nuclear weapons proliferation is denial. That did not
work in the earlier years of nuclear energy, and it is also a limited success today. The INFCE
conclusion that there is no technical fix to the non-proliferation problem is still valid. Banning
of reprocessing or the use of HEU is not successful and counterproductive, it stimulates
nuclear autarkie.

The glut of nuclear weapon material that arises from the disarmament process, necessitates
a long period of well safeguarded and controlled stockage of these materials. The HTR can
contribute to the controlled consumption of these materials, but in view of the fuel cycles that
are attached to this use and consumption, this process will also have to be verified carefully
by a good control complemented by a good safeguards system.

When the future HTR choices are getting shape, also a more detailed systems analysis of the
safeguardability of the reactor and its fuel cycle will have to be made, against the background
of the foregoing considerations. Therewith, also the need for further development of
safeguards needs for equipment and procedures can be identified. In view of the many factors
that are decisive it would be premature to let detailed non-proliferation considerations
influence the choice at this moment too much. In a parallel development the best solutions
can be taken in close co-operation of the safeguards authorities, designers and constructors.

The physical protection analysis can be performed in parallel with the safety considerations
on the design, but it has to be born in mind that the willful act of sabotage requires an other
basic thinking on counter measures than the incidental failure of components as studied in the
safety analysis. Confidentiality of the technical information necessitates a close co-operation
between technicians and the security authority.

Both safeguards and physical protection measures cannot be seen in isolation from the
realisation of the reactor, its fuel cycle and the location, both in view of the installations, the
regular needs for nuclear transports, and the relevant threat assessment, in relation to the
present and foreseeable future material and political situation in Nederland. It applies for
every state that the safety, safeguards and security measures have to be designed in
conformity with the local cultural and societal background, reflected in the local regulations.
The open society of Nederland, the Euratom safeguards, but also the great international
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interdepence of the nuclear activities in Nederland, and the international harmonisation on
basis of the Euratom Treaty, the rules of the European Union, and other international treaties
and Agreements, will have its influence on the final design.
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RIK ANALYSIS IN THE PROJECT
HIGH TEMPERATURE REACTORS

R. Jansma

ECN, Netherlands Energy Research Foundation
P.O. Box 1, 1755 ZG Petten, The Netherlands

1. INTRODUCTION

The research-programme 'High Temperature Reactors (HTR)' at ECN started in 1993. It
comprises many aspects, technical, economic, proliferation and safety issues are dealt with.
The ultimate goal of the project HTR is to develop a modular HTR that has so-called inherent
safety and low costs of energy and electricity generation. It is important to note that two
existing HTR-concepts are studied in more detail than others:

- The HTR-M, the German modular High Temperature Reactor.
- The MHTGR, the American Modular High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor.

A choice for one of the before mentioned concepts will not be made. At the end of the project
there should be a concept that combines the best features of those and other concepts.

The subproject Risk Analysis is part of the programme High Temperature Reactors.
The objectives are:
- Determine wether current concepts will meet the demands defined in the Regulations.
- Compare the different concepts and show possible weaknesses and as such contribute to

the develópement of an even safer HTR-concept
- Identify regulational issues associated with the licencing of HTRs.

The subproject 'Risk Analysis' requires a lot of data. Many data will have to be generated
in other projects. Therefore this subproject was started only very recently. As a consequence,
this paper will for the greater part be limited to the principles and possibilities of Risk
Analysis with respect to the HTR-program. After a discussion of the project control a topic
will be introduced that might deserve somewhat more attention in the near future.

2. REGULATION AND VERIFICATION

For utilities the economical aspects of the HTR are of major importance. High efficiency, low
energy and electricity generation cost are essential for a succesful introduction of the HTR.
However, there are also obligations towards society; safety criteria, prescribed by the
authorities have to be met. It is the policy of most governments to have a risk management
system for environmental radiological protection. This means that it has to be possible to
assess the risk to the population associated with those human activities that increase the
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overall exposure to radiation and to set limits to that exposure. Therefore in the Netherlands,
like in most countries, safety is achieved through a system of Regulation and Verification.

The Regulations are adopted from the IAEA-Safety Series with additional Guidelines provided
by the National authorities. They provide the dose and risk criteria that have to be met to
allow a certain activity. The criteria are based on the mortality risk to man. A certain limit
for this type of risk will implicitily also provide for a limitation of other types of damage and
their likelyhood of occurrance.

Verification is the process in which with risk analysis the health risks to the population are
quantified, and in which one checks wether the criteria (defined in the Regulations) are met.

These activities of Regulation and Verification apply to Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs) but are
not restricted to these. Yet the NPPs are a special group, since they have the possibility to
cause severe accidents. Those are accidents that can cause 'early' or 'acute' deaths among the
surrounding population. 'Acute' death means death within a few weeks after the accident The
cause of death should be directly attributable to the accident.

The verification by a reliable Risk Analysis can show that a certain reactor or reactor concept
can meet today's safety demands, defined in the Regulations that apply. Fulfilling regulational
requirements will not ensure public acceptance. Especially in the Netherlands, a new reactor
concept will only be acceptable to the public if it is evident that it is much safer than all
presently employed NPPs and other advanced reactor types. Thus a comprehensive risk
assessment, if carried out convincingly objective, may also serve to promote public
acceptance.

2.1. Regulation

As stated before, in the Netherlands, like in most countries, safety is achieved through the
combination of Regulation and Verification.

The most important rules and regulations are listed in the NVR, the 'Nederlandse Veiligheids
Regels', the Netherlands Nuclear Safety Rules. These are in fact the NUSS, the Nuclear
Safety Standards from the Safety Series of the IAEA, with amendments made by the National
Authorities. It has to be noted that the NVR is not specifically meant for HTRs. They are
very much suitable for LWRs, but since the HTR is such a different concept, it might be
necessary to reevaluate the NVR, and perhaps make some changes or additions to them.

Apart from the NVR there are also the risk management requirements of Dutch environmental
policy, set by the Ministery of Housing, Physical Planning and Environment. In the
Netherlands the government provides risk criteria for normal operation and severe accidents.
It also provides dose criteria for Design Base Accidents. The major criteria are given below.

The maximum individual risk criterion
The individual risk is the risk that an individual dies as a result of an activity, like the
operation of a NPP. This may happen this year or after tens of years. Therefore the
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maximum individual risk should be quantified considering both deterministic and stochastic
effects.
The maximum individual risk should be presented as a number with the location where it is
found. Its value should be less than 10'6 per year. This maximum risk is thought to be caused
by an effective dose of 0.04 mSv per year, with a risk factor of 2.5*10'5/mSv (= 2.5%/Sv).

The group risk criterion
The group risk criterion is quadratically more stringent for accidents with a large number of
victims. The probability of occurence for 10 or more deaths should be less than 10"5 per year,
for 100 of more deaths 10'7 per year and so on.
The group risk is entirely determined by deterministic, acute effects which occur in the short
term following an accident. Applied to accidents with NPPs, the doses to individual of the
public must be over a certain threshold to cause so-called early or acute deaths. As a
consequence group risk is primarily determined by consequences within short distance, say
10 km from the release point. Certain exposure pathways like ingestion, important for late,
stochastic effects, do not need to be considered.

Even if the above mentioned criteria are met, there still is the obligation to try to do better.
This is called the ALARA principle (As Low As Reasonably Achievable).

It is important to note that in the Netherlands, this treatment of risks from NPPs is consistent
with the treatment of risks from other industrial activities.

Financial and economic criteria
Financial and economic losses associated with radiation are an indirect effect. They arise as
a result of damage to human health, contamination of ecosystems and through damage to
property. In Dutch regulations however, there are no criteria for economical losses. Financial
risks associated with human activities usually are covered by product liability schemes and
insurance policies. Given the low probability of severe financial losses no standards to limit
major financial consequences have been set.

Other criteria: ground contamination
It is not possible to set general limits for all losses to society. I might be necessary to define
several additional criteria. Therefore the government also studies and promotes studies on
losses to society and the disruption due to an accident New risk criteria may result from these
studies. Currently some research is done at ECN on such criteria to limit disruption of society
by ground contamination. Study of new criteria is not part of the subproject Risk Analysis
within the project HTR. Yet the project HTR can benefit from the results of other studies at
ECN concerning such criteria.

2.2. Verification: Risk Analysis

Risk analysis or Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) is able to generate a wide range of
endpoints. The requirements of the models used in Risk Analysis are determined by the
endpoints chosen for that analysis. The number of endpoints in turn is determined by the
number of endpoints that according to the Regulations has to be evaluated.
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A PSA of a nuclear power plant is divided into three levels:

PSA level 1
Determines the probability of an accident which leads to a core meltdown.
It is based on:
- frequencies of occurence of accident initiating events;
- reliability studies for the various subsystems, especially the safety systems in the nuclear

power plant.

PSA level 2
Determines the probability that the reactor containment will fail for the identified core-
meltdown scenarios. It will also determine the characteristics of the associated release of
radioactive material. This release is called the source term. The set of releases associated with
the identified scenarios is called the release spectrum.
This PSA level 2 is largely based on knowledge of the thermohydraulical and chemical
processes that accompany the scenarios.

PSA level 3
A level 3 PSA determines the offsite consequences of the release spectrum, determined in the
preceding PSA-2. The release spectrum will vary from the release of a small portion of the
core inventory to releases of a large part of the inventory. Each release will contribute
differently to the total risk from a Nuclear Power Plant
Other data needed for PSA-3 are: Metereological data, Agricultural Production data,
Population data and Dose Conversion factors for the assessed exposure pathways.

There are several so-called Probabilistic Safety Assessment Codes available to calculate the
PSA-3 endpoints. Well known are the European code COSYMA, the American code MACCS
and the British code CONDOR.

After the calculations, one has to check wether the risk criteria, given in the Rules and
Regulations, are met. If so, the activity is considered to be acceptable. If not, it is considered
to be unacceptable. It is evident that the results of the last stage of a PSA, PSA-3, will get
most of the attention of the public and the critics of nuclear power. It's therefore essential that
the assessment is done convincingly objective.

3. PROJECT CONTROL

Six activities have been identified. The project control is presented in table 1. The first part
of the project is used to get acquainted with the HTR-technology, the different concepts, to
define the risk criteria to be used, to get a flavour of the regulational problems and to identify
the activities that are needed to prepare a true Risk Analysis of HTR-concepts.

In the second part, when the project High Temperature Reactors finally will have produced
a somewhat more defined view of what a new HTR-concept will have to look like, the actual
risk assessment will commence. A lot of work has to be done in other subprojects within the
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project HTR to provide sufficient data for a complete PSA. Therefore the second part of the
risk analysis activities will start in 1996.

Table 1 Project control

Activity 1
Definition of the riskcriteria to be used in the Risk Analysis of HTR. Individual risk and
Group risk have to be assessed. However, there are developements in Dutch regulation
concerning the risk criteria. Additional criteria to limit the risk of disruption of society by an
accident are being developed. The government promotes some projects at ECN in which
additional criteria are studied. Among others a ground contamination criterion is being
developed in such a project. Study of additional criteria is not part of the objectives of the
HTR-project. However, it will benefit from the results of other projects concerning criteria.

Activity 2
A literature study of the safety features of the two concepts, i.e. the German HTR-M and the
American MHTGR. The weak/strenght evaluation of the concepts may yield useful
information that can be used to define an even safer concept. In this study special attention
will be devoted to the safety- and risk assessments that have already been carried out in the
past. Special attention deserve those reports and articles that deal with fault and event trees
and source terms, basic input to PSA-3. A vast amount of relevant literature has been
collected that will be evaluated.

Activity 3
Identify those aspects of the International Regulations, and more specifically of the Dutch
Nuclear Safety Rules that with respect to HTRs will need a different approach than with
conventional NPPs.

Activity 4
Make an inventory of all relevant input data and collect them.
Determine what data are or have to be generated in other subprojects. With respect to this the
calculation of the set of source terms, the source term spectrum, is considered to be the most
important input from other subprojects.
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Activity 5
Make a choice between two of the following approaches in conceit with all responsible
participants in the HTR-project:
- The generic approach.
- The site-specific approach.
The site-specific approach requires site-specific data, whereas the generic approach doesn't.
A generic approach will do if we are to compare concepts. A site specific approaches would
be needed in the future should an HTR actually be buUL

Activity 6
The actual Risk Analysis. The endpoints will have been selected in the first part of the
activities. The values of the endpoints will be compared with the risk criteria. For the
calculation of the endpoints in this PSA-3 activity, the Probabilistic Accident Consequence
Codes MACCS and COSYMA will be used.

4. FUTURE TOPICS

In the past anti-nuclear opposition to the operation of Nuclear Power Plants was focussed on
the way it was operated. There was a lack of belief in the possibility of a safe operation of
NPPs. Today there is considerably less doubt about the technological possibilities of modern
engineering with respect to NPPs, but there still is a lot of concern with respect to the end
of the fuel cycle. The attention seems to have concentrated more and more on waste disposal.
Therefore it might be interesting to apply Risk Analysis to the fuel cycle of HTR and to make
a comparison with the fuel cycle of ordinary LWR-fuel.

There are two types of cycles:
- The so-called closed cycle with a reprocessing stage.
- The open cycle, which does not know a reprocessing stage of spent fuel. Instead depleted

fuel is stored in dry depositories.

The safety aspects of these cycles with respect to HTR fuel will be briefly addressed:

Closed cycle
For HTR fuel reprocessing, the important safety characteristics of the strong outer layer of
the fuel elements may cause some problems. Grinding or burning techniques are needed to
eliminate moderator and outer layer. In the process of eliminating the outer layer, contained
gaseous radioactive nuclides will be released.
In the second stage of the reprocessing the uranium and thoriumoxides have to be dissolved
and processed, probably by solvent extraction. It is foreseen that large scale operations are
needed to handle the offgases and the liquid and solid waste from the two reprocessing stages.

Open cycle
The prospects for the open cycle look somewhat better. Spent fuel HTR-elements have a
relatively small decay heat production per volume unit This makes dry storage in air cooled
facilities an interesting and relatively safe option, especially with high burnup of U-235 and
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bred Pu. The embedding in the resistant coating of the elements will keep the necessity of
additional conditioning steps to a minimum. It will probably be possible to show by a risk
analysis that this option is safer for HTR-fuel than for LWR-fuel. This might make new
power plants of the HTR-type more acceptable to the public than presently employed reactor
designs.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Risk Analysis is an essential tool in the prescribed evaluation of the risk of nuclear activities
as NPPs. The endpoints to be calculated are laid down in the Regulations. It is our belief that
Risk Analysis can contribute to the development of a safe HTR-concept. The actual Risk
Analyses of HTR-concepts will not start before 1996 because part of the required data will
first have to be generated in other subprojects. The nuclear fuel cycle deserves more attention.
A convincingly objective Risk Analysis of HTR-reactor and fuel cycle might make new
reactors of the HTR-type more acceptable to the public than presently employed reactor types.
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STUDIES ON HTR-THERMODYNAMIC CYCLES,
Ir. J.L. Raas,

NV KEMA; Business Unit Fossil Power Plants,

1. INTRODUCTION

High temperature gas cooled reactors are graphite moderated, helium cooled nuclear
reactors that combine a high degree of inherent safety with high thermal efficiencies.
Moreover, this type of reactor is ideally suited for a modular type of construction,
enabling series production which reduces specific investment costs.
For these reasons, there is quite a lot of interest in this type of nuclear technology
on an international scale.

In the framework of the Dutch PINK-project, also in the Netherlands work is done
in the field of this technology. Purpose of these activities is to assess the feasibility
of HTR-technology for the Dutch situation. Part of this feasibility assessment are
process studies in which special attention is paid to cycle design and behaviour.
These aspects are dealt with in this paper.

2. THERMODYNAMIC CYCLE DESIGN

Starting point for the thermodynamic cycle design was simplicity of thermodynamic
design. For that reason no attention was paid to the application of:
- combined cycles
- cycles using an intermediate heat exchanger.

but instead, directly heated, recuperative gasturbine cycles were analysed.
Figure 1 represents a simplified flow sheet for the cycles examined, viz.:
- a recuperative cycle incorporating an adiabatic compression stage
- a recuperative cycle featuring intercooled compression stages.

Both cycles feature a gasturbine, for which the nuclear reactor has the function of
combustion chamber, a gas-gas heat exchanger (recuperator) and a precooler.

General starting points for the analyses can be found in table 1.
Parametric analyses have been carried out to optimize the cycle. Independent
variables were the gas expander ratio and the recuperator thermal effectivity. For the
intercooled cycle the number of compression stages was an additional parameter that
has been analysed.
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2.1 Adiabatic compression system

Independent variables here were the gas expander compression ratio and the
recuperator thermal effectivity. The results of the analysis are graphically presented
in figure 2.
Analysing the results, the following conclusions can be drawn:
- for each recuperator effectivity value there is an optimum expander pressure ratio.

The optimum efficiency tends to lower pressure ratio's at higher effectivity values
- above a value of 95% the influence of effectivity on cycle efficiency is minimal.

On the other hand the recuperator-kA-values (a measure for the amount of heating
surface) are sky-rocketing here.

The conditions marked with an arrow in figure 2 are felt to represent the optimum.

2.2 Intercooled compression system

The influence of having an intercooled compressor rather than a fully adiabatic one
has been examined. The intercooled compressor is thought to consist of two axially
bladed compressor stages interlinked with one intercoolers. Polytropic (small stage)
efficiencies of the individual stages are taken 1 percent absolute less then for the
adiabatic option to allow for somewhat greater losses for the intercooled compressor.

The results can be found in figure 3. As can be seen upon comparison with the
adiabatic variants, efficiencies are higher for the intercooled option. Furthermore, it
can be noticed that, although the curves still show maxima, these are less
pronounced than for the adiabatic option. The optimum pressure ratio shifts towards
higher values.
Curve A represents the locus of points of pressure ratio and thermal efficiency for
which thermal efficiency is at it's maximum. In figure 4 these curves have been
drawn using the number of compression stages as a parameter. The numbers at both
ends of the curves indicate recuperator thermal effectivities.

3. PART LOAD BEHAVIOUR

Part load performance can not be determined until the main process control system
has been fixed.

In this study, three control options have been analysed:
- full sliding pressure control
- compressor inlet guide vane control (IGV-control)
- reactor bypass control
- compressor outlet bleeding control.
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Furthermore, all control filosofies have a reactor outlet temperature control in
common that keeps the temperature fixed at the design value throughout the entire
load range.
All control options considered here need some sort of helium inventory control. For
this type of control a buffer vessel outside the helium cycle is needed.

Full sliding pressure control. In this type of control the suction pressure of the
gasturbine compressor is varied proportionally to power output. From a
thermodynamic point of view, sliding pressure control is a very favourable type of
control. See also figure 5 that show the results of part load calculations. Moreover,
due to the fact that temperatures do not change much, this type of control prevents
the occurrence of large thermal transients that will affect large components lifetimes.
A disadvantage of this type of control is that large quantities of working medium
must be withdrawn from or fed to the closed helium loop which must be stored in
large buffer vessels.

With compressor inlet guide vane control, power output is controlled by varying the
blade angle of the compressor inlet guide vanes (IGV's). Power demand is used here
as a feed forward control. The inlet vanes turn the gasturbine compressor from a
constant volume into a variable volume machine. In this way, mass flow delivered
by the compressor can be altered despite fixed compressor suction pressure.
At part load the mass flow delivered by the compressor will decrease by closing the
IGV's. Due to the combined action of reduced flow and fixed compressor suction
pressure, the pressure ratio across the gas expander will diminish. Reactor outlet
temperature is kept constant. Because of the sustained high reactor temperatures and
decreased pressure ratios across the expander, the expander outlet temperature will
rise on reducing power output. Without any further measures taken, the primary side
inlet temperature will get unacceptably high, possibly resulting in damage to the
recuperator. The protective measure is to level off this temperature rise by partly
bypassing the nuclear reactor and mixing the bypassed gas flow with the gases from
the reactor prior to entering the gasturbine expander. See also figure 6.
Again, in this mode of control there will be a reduction of working pressure in the
high pressure part of the cycle, although to a lesser extent than in the sliding
pressure mode: the buffer vessel can be smaller.

Reactor bypass control is featured by partially bypassing the reactor at part load.
The gas compressor part is operated at almost fixed volume flow. This type of
control is similar to the gasturbine control mode found in many of the conventional
utility or industrial power stations using single shaft gasturbines.
The working pressure variation in the high pressure part of the cycle is minimal in
this mode of control: of all modes considered, the buffer vessel dimensions are
smallest here. However, as one can see from figure 7, thermal efficiency is seriously
affected at part load conditions.

With compressor outlet bleeding control the compressed gas is partially recycled to
the inlet of the gas compressor. This mode of control is very fast, but also very
energy dissipative, even more than the reactor bypass control option. See figure 8.
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4. DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR

During the examination of part load behaviour of HTR-power stations under various
part load control filosofies the need was felt to investigate the dynamic (transient)
behaviour of the HTR-cycle considered. KEMA has undertaken a first attempt in
that direction. At this moment modelling still is underway but some first results will
be shown hereinafter.

At this moment, program modules are availiable for the calculation of dynamic
behaviour of recuperator, and gasturbines. For the dynamic behaviour of the nuclear
reactor a simplified lumped model is available. In this model total reactivity
temperature coeficients as a function of average equilibrium core temperature were
taken from [1].

In order to carry out the actual dynamic simulations, indicative sizing of equipment
was needed to estimate volumes, heat capacities and gas turbine rotor inertia which
are important parameters in any power station dynamic simulation. The recuperator
was sized using proprietary heat exchanger software, whilst gasturbine and pressure
vessel sizes were estimated using information in [2]. Sizing of the nuclear parts was
based on information contained in [1].

Table 2 compiles data for the volumes and heat capacities in the cycle relevant for
the dynamic calculations.

Figure 9 shows a drawing of the power production island of which the main parts
are:
- the power production vessel, incorporating gasturbine, recuperator and precooler.

the design power output of this unit is in the order of magnitude of 180 MWe
- the nuclear part consisting of two Siemens 200MWth HTR modules.

The main process control loops used for the dynamic simulations are presented in
figure 10.
The power demand control features a master-slave control loop. The slave control
loop part is the compressor inlet pressure control system. The compressor inlet
pressure is controlled by added or extracting working medium from the cycle by
bleeding to or feeding from a buffer vessel, partially filled with a suitable liquid.
Working medium inventory of the cycle can be controlled by varying the liquid level
in this vessel.
Another important control is the reactor outlet temperature control. Preliminary
dynamic simulations showed that the reactor outlet temperature variations would
become inadmissably high if left uncontrolled. Reactor temperature is controlled by
the reactor control rods.
An anti-surge control unit completes the main process control system found on the
flowscheme.
Figure 11 shows the response of the power station on a power demand curve that
represents an important design criterium for any power station that must be linked to
the national public grid. The power station load factor at the moment of the stepwise
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power demand increase was 40%. It can be seen that power production fulfils the
power grid requirements.
The variation in reactor outlet temperature proves to be minimal.

In figure 12 plots are shown for the following process parameters:
- the recuperator hot side temperatures
- the mass flow of working medium from the buffer vessel to the cycle.

The temperature gradients for both plotted recuperator temperatures are minimal
minimising transient thermal stresses in the recuperator.
The flow of working medium from the storage vessel to the cycle is high for a short
period of time: a pump of considerable power is needed for filling the buffer vessel
with liquid in order to feed the cycle with working medium. An additional small gas
buffer system at high pressure (say 120 bar) would be advantageous for the first few
seconds of the design transient to feed the cycle.

5. CONCLUSIONS

High thermal efficiencies can be attained using direct gasturbine cycles as the power
cycles for a HTR-type of power station. This is especially true for the intercooled
cycles.

Part load behaviour of the cycle is very favourable for sliding pressure control.
Somewhat less favourable part load performance is given by inlet guide vane control
but performance still is acceptable. Very poor part load performance is obtained
with reactor bypass control and compressor outlet bleeding control. Requirements
for inventory control however are mildest here.

Dynamic simulation models for HTR-power stations are being developed at KEMA.
First simulation results indicate favourable dynamic behaviour for the examined case
of full sliding pressure control. Improvements of the dynamic models and
examination of the dynamic effects of other part load control options should be
aimed at.
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Table 1. Starting points process design calculations

No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

8

9

10

QUANTITY

Outlet pressure reactor

Outlet temperature reactor

Relative pressure drop prim.side recuperator

Relative pressure drop prim, side recuperator

Relative pressure drop sec. side recuperator

Absolute pressure drop nuclear reactor

Inlet temperature gas turbine compressor

Relative pressure drop prim, side intercoolers

Gas turbine adiabatic compressor polytropic
efficiency

Gas turbine intercooled compressor stage
polytropic efficiency

Gas turbine polytropic efficiency

UNIT

bar

°C

%

%

%

bar

°C

%

%

%

%

VALUE

60

950

3

2

3

2

30

1,5

91

90

91

Table 2. Data for volumes, masses and heat capacities in the HTR-cycle

No

1

2

3

4

5

QUANTITY

Volume recuperator

Volume precooler

Volume intercooler

Volume reactors

Heat capacity total reactor graphite (at 950
°C)

UNIT

m3

m3

m3

m3

U/kgK

VALUE

70

220

105

2*205

2*72E3
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FIGURE 9. HTR-POWER PRODUCTION ISLAND
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Executive Summary of
Utility/User Incentives, Policies and Requirements

for the Gas Turbine-Modular Helium Reactor

L. Daniel Mears
General Manager

Gas-Cooled Reactor Associates

Purpose of Document

This document presents a concise utility/user statement of the incentives for commercial
deployment of the Gas Turbine-Modular Helium Reactor (GT-MHR), and it provides utility/user
policy guidance and design requirements to the U.S. GT-MHR Program for development of the
first series of standard commercial GT-MHR plants. This document has been prepared by Gas-
Cooled Reactor Associates (GCRA), the utility/user organization that supports the development
and commercialization of the GT-MHR concept.

Incentives for GT-MHR Development

The GT-MHR is a major advancement in nuclear technology that eliminates the use of
steam in nuclear powered electricity generation and offers very attractive safety and
environmental characteristics. The GT-MHR offers a degree of inherent and passive safety that
precludes severe core damage and core disarray accidents, without reliance on operator action
or A-C powered equipment. With successful development of regulatory provisions, the GT-
MHR's unique safety concept will ease the task of demonstrating compliance with nuclear safety
regulations, a primary source of business risks of nuclear plants in the United States and other
countries, and a major issue constraining the expansion of nuclear power.

By combining advances in gas-cooled reactor technology with state-of-the-art power
conversion technologies derived from defense and aero-space industries, the GT-MHR has the
capability to generate electricity with a thermal efficiency in the range of 48%, about 50%
higher than other nuclear technologies. Evaluated power costs are attractive due to the higher
efficiencies, reduced operating costs and improved reliability associated with the Brayton power
cycle. Further, the relatively small power rating of individual GT-MHR modules (<~ 275 MWe)
permits incremental capacity additions and adaptation to changing market circumstances plus
improved overall generation system reliability. Altogether, the GT-MHR is highly responsive
to public, regulator and investor concerns about nuclear power. It is suitable for a broad range
of prospective owner/operators seeking a competitive, low-risk nuclear option, including the
evolving independent power producer market.

Like other nuclear options, the GT-MHR offers distinct environmental advantages over
fossil-based energy options. Relative to LWR technologies, the GT-MHR offers significant
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Like other nuclear options, the GT-MHR offers distinct environmental advantages over
fossil-based energy options. Relative to LWR technologies, the GT-MHR offers significant
additional advantages. For example, per unit of electricity generated, the amount of heavy metal
wastes (a dominant political factor in repository capacity) in the once-through fuel cycle is reduced
by approximately 75% and the amount of fission product wastes (a dominant technical factor in
repository capacity) is reduced by approximately 33%. In addition, cooling water requirements
are reduced by approximately 50% and makeup water requirements are essentially eliminated.
As siting requirements become more restrictive, these attributes and the GT-MHR's safety
characteristics may yield strategic deployment opportunities such as utilizing former fossil
generation sites that may otherwise be foreclosed due to environmental constraints.

In April 1994, the Advanced Reactor Corporation (ARC), representing a broad base of
U.S. nuclear utilities, reviewed the GT-MHR Program as part of the industry's periodic evaluation
of DOE's overall Advanced Reactor Programs. The ARC review pane! was comprised of senior
executives from several of the Nation's leading nuclear utilities. Their report notes the
"breakthrough" potential of the GT-MHR for high generation efficiency and states that "it is
strategically important to this Nation to understand better whether or not this powerful potential
is real, and if it represents the one of a very few credible breakthroughs in longer-term electricity
generation "

GT-MHR power modules are located in below-grade, reinforced concrete silos as
illustrated in Figure ES-1.

GT-MHR Program Goal and Objectives

The ultimate goal of the GT-MHR Program is to establish the GT-MHR as a cost/risk
competitive nuclear option for a broad range of owner/operators. Supporting objectives are to:

Reduce ownership risks and achieve safety and cost advantages by utilizing GT-MHR
passive features and inherent characteristics.

Establish a vendor/supplier infrastructure

Establish a utility/user infrastructure

Establish government and industry cost/risk sharing arrangements and deploy the GT-MHR
Prototype Plant.

Conduct full-scale demonstration testing as a concluding element of NRC certification

Obtain industry commitment to deploy the first series of commercial plants.
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GT-MHR Competitive Economics

The GT-MHR will be developed to compete in the global energy market. GT-MHR cost
and risk targets ensure parity with competing options and offer sufficient incremental incentives
to initially penetrate the market. Particular emphasis is placed on establishing compatibility with
owner/operator corporate cultures invested in a mix of supply options. Toward this end, the GT-
MHR approach to nuclear safety facilitates the extensive use of conventional power plant
equipment and practices and potentially eliminates many of the business risks associated with
current nuclear power plants. The target risk profile for GT-MHR plant ownership is parity with
other commercial enterprises involving the use of hazardous materials.

When compared to alternatives of similar size and available in the same timeframe, the
GT-MHR's evaluated busbar cost of electricity must be competitive in a significant fraction of the
global generation market. As a specific target, the commercially mature reference GT-MHR plant
should have a 20% busbar cost advantage compared to a comparably sized "clean" coal plant that
meets U.S. environmental standards and regulations projected for the early twenty-first century.
The potential to (1) contain the business risks of nuclear plant ownership, (2) gain enhanced public
and investor acceptance, and (3) adapt plant size and rate of construction, all make the GT-MHR
a responsive nuclear option not only for domestic and international investor-owned or public
utilities, but also for emerging independent power producers.

GT-MHR Commercial Deployment

GT-MHR entry into the commercial market entails establishing proof of attractive
economics and simplified regulatory requirements key objectives of the Prototype Plant project.
The framework for assessing alternate deployment strategies is being developed in accordance with
the Advanced Nuclear Reactors Subtitle of the Energy Policy Act of 1992. Key elements of such
strategies include:

Establishing adequate, stable government funding for completing the technical, licensing
and economic bases for Prototype Plant deployment.

Maximizing the value of GT-MHR development for the potential application for weapons
plutonium burning and/or tritium production and leveraging any future government-based
missions to reduce costs and risks to both government and industry.

Maximizing the base of international cooperation and related cost/risk sharing, including
initiatives that would conduct the majority of the development plus the deployment of the
Prototype Plant outside the U.S.

Phased private sector financial participation, based on the successful outcome of
development programs and regulatory interactions, resulting in equitable'cost/risk sharing
for government and industry. Development and deployment is currently envisioned in four
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phases. The phases and mid-range estimates of their completion dates are as follows:

Phase I - Program Development - Through 1998

Phase II - Project Development -1998 to 2002

Phase III - Prototype Plant Deployment - 2002 to 2010

Phase IV - Initial Commercial Deployment - 2010 to about 2020

Utility/User Policy Statements

Utility/user policy statements for the GT-MHR have been developed through GCRA
utilities with support from industrial participants and DOE. These statements address important
institutional and technical issues for the revival of interest in a nuclear option, such as reducing
the demands placed on the owner/operator and attendant business risks. They are organized in
two categories: (1) market needs and opportunities and (2) development strategy. This
framework and key provisions are summarized in Table ES-1.

Utility/User Design Requirements

Utility/user design requirements are provided for a reference commercial GT-MHR
electricity generating plant representative of the first series of commercial plants. The plant
design incorporates up to four power units that may be constructed together or sequentially. The
reference plant applies four power units to produce a net electrical output in the range of 1000 to
1200 MWe. Key utility/user design requirements are summarized in Table ES-2.
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Tahie RS-1
UTILITY/USER POLICY FRAMEWORK

Market Needs and Opportunities

Global Energy Market

Public Acceptance and
Environmental
Compatibility

Owner/Operator Corporate
Culture

Plant Standardization

Plant and Fuel Procurement

Plant Staff

Investment Protection and
Investor Acceptance

Commercial Deployment

The GT-MHR will be developed to compete in the global
energy market. It will be established as a cost/risk competitive
nuclear option acceptable to a broad base of owner/investor
entities and economic regulators.

Public acceptance and environmental compatibility will be
achieved by eliminating the need to disturb day-to-day public
activities with emergency plans and drills or to interrupt the use
of off-site land.

The GT-MHR owner/operator culture will be defined by a
competitive commercial environment invested in sustaining a
mix of generation options. The stringent safety requirement
imposed on the GT-MHR will be confirmed with minimal
oversight of plant management by regulatory authorities.

The standard power unit design, and NRC certification, will
provide the flexibility to deploy from one to four power units
in parallel or sequentially, as desired to meet load growth
and/or financing constraints.

Terms for plant and fuel procurement will include a
performance warranty and a fixed price from a vendor entity.

The simplicity of the GT-MHR safety concept will allow the
emphasis of plant staff training and work activities to be on
electricity production and investment protection.

Investment protection and investor acceptance will be ensured
with a simple, conservative plant design deployed by
experienced construction and operating entities in a simplified
regulatory environment.

Deployment strategies will evolve through a combination of
adequate, stable government support for advanced reactor
deployment for civilian and/or defense based applications,
related opportunities for international cooperation and, most
important, a worthy private-sector based initiative.
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Tahip KS-1 (Continued))
UTILITY/USER POLICY FRAMEWORK

Development Strategy

Plant Design Simplification

Reactor Safety

Containment of
Radionuclides

Simplification of Regulatory
Requirements

Licensing

Risk-Based Regulation

Simplicity will be emphasized in all aspects of the plant design,
with particular emphasis on the means be which safety
functions are accomplished.

Defense-in-depth will be established by applying overlapping
levels of protection to multiple fission product barriers.

GT-MHR fuel technology will ensure reliable fission product
containment for the full range of licensing basis events.

Simplicity in plant design, the means to accomplish safety
functions, and the plant safety analysis will allow a simplified,
performance-based approach to regulatory requirements.

GT-MHR design and licensing bases will be developed in
accordance with the NRC Advanced Reactor Policy Statement
and the provisions of 10 CFR Part 52. Full-scale testing of a
reactor module will be conducted as a concluding element of
NRC standard certification.

The GT-MHR Program will include the application of risk-
based regulation methodology in developing the GT-MHR plant
design through NRC certification.
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Table E5-2
KEY UTILITY/USER DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

APPLICATION

- Reference Plant

FUEL CYCLE

LICENSING OBJECTIVE

PUBLIC SAFETY

- EAB(a) = EPZ (b)

- Dose limit (EPA
Protective Action
Guidelines)

- Basis

- Other provisions

PLANT PERFORMANCE

- Plant service life

- Load follow

- Rapid load change

- Step load demand
without trip

- Cold shutdown to hot
critical (or vice versa)

AVAILABILITY

- Design Capacity factor

- Outages (forced/planned)

- Long outages (>6 Months)

- Frequency of exceeding
SRDC (c)

One to four power units, nominal output 250-300 MWe
each, constructed together or sequentially

Four power units

Once-through uranium cycle with enrichment < 19.9%

NRC certification of standard nuclear island

425 meters

< 1 rem committed effective dose equivalent to the
whole body

< 5 rem thyroid

No sheltering or evacuation required

No reliance on the operator, the control room and its
contents, or any AC-powered equipment

60 years

Automatic over the range 50 - 100% power

+5% per minute over the range 15 - 100%

10%

24 hours

> 87%

< 7%/<6%

< 0.7%

< 1 x 10'5/plant-year
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Tahle RS-?
KEY UTILITY/USER DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE

- Plant personnel exposure

- Refueling cycle

- Spent fuel storage

- Radioactive waste

- Major equipment

CONSTRUCTIBILITY

- Construction practice

- Schedule

KEY SITE PARAMETERS

- Soil parameters
-- Shear wave velocity
- Bearing capacity

- Seismic
- SSE(d)
- Seis. Margin Eval. Level
-- Shutdown Eval. Level

<70 person-rem/GWe-year

Maximum consistent with optimum economics

10 years operation plus one core, on-site area reserved to
accommodate storage of all spent fuel and reflectors over
plant life.

< 14.2 cubic meters per year, excluding replaceable
reflectors

Provisions for replacement of major equipment and
components

Modular construction techniques, as appropriate to reduce
cost, risk

< 48 months from the start of site work to full commercial
operation

> 305 meters per second
> 73,000 kilograms per square meter

0.30g
0.50g
O.lOg

(a) Exclusion Area Boundary
(b) Emergency Planning Zone
(c) Safety Related Design Conditions
(d) Safe Shutdown Earthquake (Ground Acceleration at Grade)
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Insertion of plutonium in HTR s

M.Khoroshev, E.Teuchert - KFA-Jtilich, Germany,
ISR KFA-Jülidi,GmbH Postfach 1913 D-52425 Jülidi, Germany

Tel: +49-2461-61-4812. Fax: +49-2461-61-6856, E-mail: M.Choroschc%v&kfa-juclidi.<k'

V.Savander - MEPhI, Moscow, Russia
Russia, Moscow 115409 Kashirskoje sh.31 MEPhl. dcp.5 , tel: (007 095)-323-9242, Fax: (007 095)-324-7026

There are two tasks of the plutonium usage in HTGRs, which are absolutely
different by their goals. The first one is a physical problem - studding and proving the
possibility of creating a self- safety nuclear reactor. The second - the effective usage of
weapon- or, reactor-grade plutonium.

The purpose of the work is to show two principle possibilities: to obtain HTGRs
self safety at any reactivity ( TOPWS-type ) accidents by use of selection of fuel
loading, having a necessary combination of temperature coefficients, on one hand, and
the study of the full-scope and safety plutonium burning concept in HTR-module type
reactors, on the other hand.

A self- safety reactor
By the term "self- safety" reactor we mean the reactor, which provides itself ( by

means of physical properties ) such a proceeding of the accidental processes, caused by
some inner perturbation factors, that prevents the destroying of the safety barriers and
the release of the radioactivity to the outside (to the circuit, to the reactor vessel, to
the environment ). The inner perturbations are any accidents, coupled with the
existence of the inherent danger-factors (the release of the reactivity margins, coolant
depressurization, the available changing of the form and content of the core); in other
words - any events, that ca.i take place in principle, excluding terrorist acts, resulting in
the destroying of the core, caused from outside.

HTGRs do have large potential of the inherent safety features, among which the
certain important place takes a possibility of standing through the depressurization
accidents. If we could drvrbp the properder, for the self-standing sh;i!-d;.iv. n iu t.d-x
of a reactivity accident without melting the core and overcoming through water ingress
accidents (that is achievable by the direct gas-turbine cycle ), then we could say, that
HTGRs pretend to the role of a self-safety next generation reactor type.

The self-safety features are naturally obtained by deficit of the fuel usage and
losses in economical parameters. That's why getting the parameters of the self-safety
reactor we can evaluate the payment for its inherent safety-features by comparing the
effectiveness of usage of the fuel with some other modern constructions, where the
safety is obtained by both - the inherent safety features and highly reliable active-action
systems. After that it is possible to look for the compromise between the self-safety
level and economics, i.e for the relation of active and passive safety systems.

We shall note, that the absolutely self-safety reactor does not require a
consideration of hard accidents with destroying and melting the core and a time-
dependent behaviour of the destroyed reactor, that is much more complicated than the
analysis of the transient dynamic processes without melting the core.

Practical approach to the problem
First, 'he class of accidents with maximum amplitude should be determined.

That is: - maximum possible loss of reactivity margins;
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- depressurization accidents with a full loss of coolant pressure without any
active system actuation;

- water ingress accidents;
- probabilistic accidents of structural changing of the core, such as separation

of fuel elements and dummy balls in different zones of the core, and, maybe,
some others, that we do not see for today.

Second, the ruling parameters should be chosen. That can be:
- fresh fuel loading; the choice of fissile and fertile materials;
- fuel shuffling scheme, reloading regime;
- thermal hydraulic regime: power density, coolant inlet and outlet

temperatures.
The study (l)carried out by use of the developed one-point dynamic model results in a
possible achievement of a reasonable compromise between positive and negative
reactivity coefficients by means of the corresponding selection of fuel loading, mixing
of U-235 to Pu, and providing, thereby, high HTGRs self-safety level for reactivity
accidents. The reasonable economic losses should become the subject of the more
detailed analysis of the problem, taking into account the consideration of a realistic
prototype, such as the HTR-450 - module project, for example. Variation of fuel
loading parameters and changing the operation can lead to the obtaining of the
reactor's self-safety for the determined class of accidents.

Burning of plutonium in HTGRs
The problem of plutonium burning does not have the single synonymous

solution. It is a political problem, as well. For the definition we will take into account
the concept of a full-scope and safe plutonium burning in HTRs . As a HTR by it's
construction has a very high fuel cycle flexibility, it can, in principle, be considered as a
burner of weapon-grade and, maybe, reactor-grade plutonium. The additional factors
here are a possible self-safety increase and the absence of a market price of plutonium.
So, the goal is the deep bum-up of plutonium.

In that case the conversion is not necessary, so it seems reasonable either to
consider t!v ki-idicg i>f plutonium with a dilution ( by including iL to blazing metal
matrix, for example), or in a mixture with thorium.

Pure plutonium loading with a diluter can have an increased danger, while the
fertile isotope Doppler effect is absent. That's why it seems worthwhile to consider,
first, Pu-Th fuel loading, having a deep burnup of Pu and desirable partial usage of
U-233, built up in the reactor, without treating it to chemical recycling. Large burnup
and obtaining of the same self-safety level, as the modern projects have, are needed in
that case. It is possible to separate Pu and Th to different fuel element types and to
burn them successively in different spectra. A good energy profit from burning
U-233 can be expected. The optimal criteria in that case are the fraction of burned Pu
and energy fraction obtained by usage of U-233.

A parametric research of Pu, U-Pu, Pu-Th fuel loading in HTR-450-module,
performed by use of the VSOP 2-dimensional computer code system in ISR-KFA,
compared with Pi loading in LWRs is presented. The burn-up up to 99% of Pu-239
is achieved in th- cases concerned. The high burn-up (up to 85%, taking into account
all Pu isotopes,' uilt up in the reactor) coupled with possible partial usage of the
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Tab.l
Cycle
ident.
Dummy balls

Shuffling
scheme
C/U -mod.ratio
Kern radius,mm

Average
enrichment
Gr. HM/ball

u
0%

552

0.025

3.99%
6.99

u
20%

692

Pu
0%

552

Pu
20%

692

U-Pu
0%

5:5
319/3185

Th-Pu
0%

4 : 6
376/3226

0.025 0.012 0.012 0.025/0.012 0.025/0.01

3.90% 5.04% 3.84% 4.01% 2.92%
6.99 6.99 6.99 12/1.24 9.95/1.22

KeflT

Burnup,
Mwtd/ tHM
Convers.ratio
Energy dens.,
kWt/ball

Power peaking
Pmax/Pavg.

Tot HM supply
Irrad. time
Pu9 supply/
Pu discharge,kg
% of burnt FM
Fractions of

%Pu-239
% Pu-240
% Pu-241
% Pu-242

kg, % U -233
% U -235

Temperature
operat.state
core fuel
core moder.
reflector moder
cooUdown state
core fuel
core moder.
reflector mod.
Depressuriz.
accident, Tmax
Water ingress
Keff-max

1.000

100045

0.450

1.93

2.95

83.0kg
1063d
0.000
0.513ke
(77%)

isotopes
22%
18%
10%
11%

(37%)
coeffic.

-3.94
-0.44
+2.1

-6.02
-6.12
+3.82

1591 C
accident
1.0063

1.0005

10054

0.393

2.13

3.25

66.4kg
856 d.
0.000
0.357
(81%)
in the
21%
20%
9.3%
11%

(38%)
xlO

-3.26
-0.94
+2.32

-5.02
-8.88
+4.14

1558C

1.0035

1.0017

100213

0.534

2.44

3.30

82.7kg
944d

3.959
1.631
59%

unload
35.8%
21.3%
28.4%
14.3%

-3.82
+0.32
+1.26

-5.64
+2.62
+2.90

1.0004

99997

0.497

2.89

3.93

66.8kg
763d

3.024
1.000
67%
fuel

i e 'ir./

25.2%
25.4%
21.1%

0.00
+3.34
+1.38

-0.14
+5.34
+3.20

1611C

1.030

1.0000

101347

0.504

5.50

7.46

71+7.3
900/800d.
3.664
1.268
65%
aver./Pu-el.
30%-9.8%
28%-21%
22%-38%
19%-30%

-3.30
+1.40
+1.52

-4.64
+3.84
+3.12

1753 C

1.1287

1.0002

100205

0.359

6.12

8.31

59+7.2kg
610/828d
3.643
0.32(.59)
91(83)%
aver/Pu-el
u.2-0.4%
6.0-11.%
8.5- 15%

39.0-72%
0.27kg
(45%)

0.00
+7.58
+1.82

-0.20
+10.56
+3.50

1.0045
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produced U-233 without chemical reprocessing in the case of Pu-Th fuel loading is
considered.

Conclusions
High temperature reactors can be considered as burners of weapon-, or reactor-

grade plutonium due to their construction and fuel cycle flexibility.
Insertion of plutonium in module-type HTRs brings to the necessity of the detailed

study of the possible fuel shuffling scheme for the chosen fresh fuel loading, that will
provide the acceptable temperature coefficients at the operating state and in the
cooldown state.

Separation of fertile and fissile materials to different fuel elements is preferable
for getting higher desirable burning of the produced fissile isotopes and getting,
thereby, higher energy profit.

Plutonium-thorium fuel loading with harder spectrum (moderation ratio 100-
200) can provide both: the deep burning of all Pu isotopes in "Pu-balls" and getting up
to 30% of fission from burning of U-233 in "Th-balls". Afterwards, the U-233 can be
inserted to the softer-spectrum reactor and, thereby, the energy profit can be doubled,
comparing to burning of Pu-239 only. The reduction of Xe-absorbtion, longer
reactor's lifetime ( up to 15 years ), easier dealing with the problem of temperature
coefficients are expected in that case.

The economical criteria should also be taken into consideration, while selecting
fuel compositions. The addition of the plutonium with concentrations, exceeding the
equilibrium values and getting large burnup at the same time will change the costs.
However, it is necessary to pay for safety, but the reasonable economic losses should
become the subject of more detailed analysis of the problem.
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